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Preface and Motivation
The Speech Coding Scene
In the era of the third - generation (3G) wireless personal communications standards
- despite the emergence of broad-band access network standard proposals - the most
important mobile radio services are still based on voice communications. Even when
the predicted surge of wireless data and Internet services becomes a reality, voice
remains the most natural means of human communications, although this may be
delivered via the Internet - predominantly after compression.
This book is dedicated mainly to voice compression issues, although the aspects
of error resilience, coding delay, implementational complexity and bitrate are also at
the centre of our discussions, characterising many dierent speech codecs incorported
in source-sensitivity matched wireless transceivers. Here we attempt a rudimentary
comparison of some of the codec schemes treated in the book in terms of their speech
quality and bitrate, in order to provide a road map for the reader with reference to
Cox's work [1,2]. The formally evaluated Mean Opinion Score (MOS) values of the
various codecs portrayed in the book are shown in Figure 1.
Observe in the gure that over the years a range of speech codecs have emerged,
which attained the quality of the 64 kbps G.711 PCM speech codec, although at the
cost of signicantly increased coding delay and implementational complexity. The
8 kbps G.729 codec is the most recent addition to this range of the International
Telecommunications Union's (ITU) standard schemes, which signicantly outperforms
all previous standard ITU codecs in robustness terms. The performance target of the
4 kbps ITU codec (ITU4) is also to maintain this impressive set of specications.
The family of codecs designed for various mobile radio systems - such as the 13 kbps
Regular Pulse Excited (RPE) scheme of the Global System of Mobile communica-
tions known as GSM, the 7.95 kbps IS-54, and the IS-95 Pan-American schemes, the
6.7 kbps Japanese Digital Cellular (JDC) and 3.45 kbps half-rate JDC arrangement
(JDC/2) - exhibits slightly lower MOS values than the ITU codecs. Let us now
consider the subjective quality of these schemes in a little more depth.
The 2.4 kbps US Department of Defence Federal Standard codec known as FS-
1015 is the only vocoder in this group and it has a rather synthetic speech quality,
associated with the lowest subjective assessment in the gure. The 64 kbps G.711
PCM codec and the G.726/G.727 Adaptive Dierential PCM (ADPCM) schemes are
waveform codecs. They exhibit a low implementational complexity associated with a
modest bitrate economy. The remaining codecs belong to the so-called hybrid coding
family and achieve signicant bitrate economies at the cost of increased complexity
and delay.
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Figure 1: Subjective speech quality of various codecs [1] c IEEE, 1996
Specically, the 16 kbps G.728 backward-adaptivescheme maintains a similar speech
quality to the 32 and 64 kbps waveform codecs, while also maintaining an impres-
sively low, 2 ms delay. This scheme was standardised during the early nineties. The
similar-quality, but signicantly more robust 8 kbps G.729 codec was approved in
March 1996 by the ITU. Its standardisation overlapped with the G.723.1 codec de-
velopments. The G.723.1 codec's 6.4 kbps mode maintains a speech quality similar to
the G.711, G.726, G.727, G.728 and G.728 codecs, while its 5.3 kbps mode exhibits a
speech quality similar to the cellular speech codecs of the late eighties. Work is under
way at the time of writing towards the standardisation of a 4 kbps ITU scheme, which
w er e f e rt oh e r ea sI T U 4 .
In parallel to the ITU's standardisation activities a range of speech coding standards
have been proposed for regional cellular mobile systems. The standardisation of the
13 kbps RPE-LTP full-rate GSM (GSM-FR) codec dates back to the second half of the
eighties, representing the rst standard hybrid codec. Its complexity is signicantly
lower than that of the more recent Code Excited Linear Predictive (CELP) based
codecs. Observe in the gure that there is also a similar-rate Enhanced Full-Rate
GSM codec (GSM-EFR), which matches the speech quality of the G.729 and G.728
schemes. The original GSM-FR codec's development was followed a little later by
the release of the 7.95 kbps Vector Sum Excited Linear Predictive (VSELP) IS-54
American cellular standard. Due to advances in the eld the 7.95 kbps IS-54 codec
achieved a similar subjective speech quality to the 13 kbps GSM-FR scheme. TheVOICE-BO
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denition of the 6.7 kbps Japanese JDC VSELP codec was almost coincident with
that of the IS-54 arrangement. This codec development was also followed by a half-
rate standardisation process, leading to the 3.2 kbps Pitch-Synchroneous Innovation
CELP (PSI-CELP) scheme.
The IS-95 Pan-American CDMA system also has its own standardised CELP-based
speech codec, which is a variable-rate scheme, supporting bitrates between 1.2 and
14.4 kbps, depending on the prevalent voice activity. The perceived speech quality
of these cellular speech codecs contrived mainly during the late eighties was found
subjectively similar to each other under the perfect channel conditions of Figure 1.
Lastly, the 5.6 kbps half-rate GSM codec (GSM-HR) also met its specication in terms
of achieving a similar speech quality to the 13 kbps original GSM-FR arrangements,
although at the cost of quadruple complexity and higher latency.
Recently the advantages of intelligent multimode speech terminals (IMT), which
can recongure themselves in a number of dierent bitrate, quality and robustness
modes became known in the community, which led to the requirement of designing
an appropriate multi-mode codec, the Advanced Multi-Rate codec referred to as the
AMR codec. A range of IMTs also constitute the subject of this book. Current
research on sub-2.4 kbps speech codecs is also covered extensively in the book, where
the aspects of auditory masking become more dominant. Lastly, since the classic
G.722 subband-ADPCM based wideband codec is becoming somewhat obsolete in
the light of exciting new development in compression, the most recent trend is to
consider wideband speech and audio codecs, providing susbtantially enhanced speech
quality. Motivated by early seminal work on transform-domain or frequency-domain
based compression by Noll and his colleagues, in this eld the PictureTel codec - which
can be programmed to operate between 10 kbps and 32 kbps and hence amenable to
employment in IMTs - is the most attractive candidate. This codec is portrayed in the
context of a sophisticated burst-by-burst adaptive wideband turbo-coded Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) IMT in the book. This scheme is also capable
of transmitting high-quality audio signals, behaving essentially as a good waveform
codec.
Mile-stones in Speech Coding History
Over the years a range of excellent monographs and text books have been published,
characterising the state-of-the-art at its various stages of development and consti-
tuting signicant mile-stones. The rst major development in the history of speech
compression can be considered the invention of the vocoder, dating back to as early as
1939. Delta modulation was contrived in 1952 and it became well established follow-
ing Steele's monograph on the topic in 1975 [3]. Pulse Coded Modulation (PCM) was
rst documented in detail in Cattermole's classic contribution in 1969 [4]. However, it
was realised in 1967 that predictive coding provides advantages over memory-less cod-
ing techniques, such as PCM. Predictive techniques were analysed in depth by Markel
and Gray in their 1976 classic treatise [5]. This was shortly followed by the often cited
reference [6] by Rabiner and Schafer. Also Lindblom and Ohman contributed a book
in 1979 on speech communication research [7].VOICE-BO
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The foundations of auditory theory were layed down as early as 1970 by Tobias [8],
but these principles were not exploited to their full potential until the invention of the
analysis by synthesis (AbS) codecs, which were heralded by Atal's multi-pulse excited
codec in the early eighties [9]. The waveform coding of speech and video signals has
been comprehensively documented by Jayant and Noll in their 1984 monograph [10].
During the eighties the speech codec developments were fuelled by the emergence of
mobile radio systems, where spectrum was a scarce resource, potentially doubling the
number of subscribers and hence the revenue, if the bitrate could be halved.
The RPE principle - as a relatively low-complexity analysis by synthesis technique
- was proposed by Kroon, Deprettere and Sluyter in 1986 [11], which was followed
by further research conducted by Vary [12, 13] and his colleagues at PKI in Ger-
many and IBM in France, leading to the 13 kbps Pan-European GSM codec. This
was the rst standardised AbS speech codec, which also employed long-term predic-
tion (LTP), recognising the important role the pitch determination plays in ecient
speech compression [14,15]. It was in this era, when Atal and Schroeder invented
the Code Excited Linear Predictive (CELP) principle [16], leading to perhaps the
most productive period in the history of speech coding during the eighties. Some of
these developments were also summarised for example by O'Shaughnessy [17], Pa-
pamichalis [18], Deller, Proakis and Hansen [19].
It was during this era that the importance of speech perception and acoustic pho-
netics [20] was duly recognised for example in the monograph by Lieberman and
Blumstein. A range of associated speech quality measures were summarised by Quack-
enbush, Barnwell III and Clements [21]. Nearly concomitantly Furui also published a
book related to speech processing [22]. This period witnessed the appearance of many
of the speech codecs seen in Figure 1, which found applications in the emerging global
mobile radio systems, such as IS-54, JDC, etc. These codecs were typically associated
with source-sensitivity matched error protection, where for example Steele, Sundberg
and Wong [23{26] have provided early insights on the topic. Further sophisticated
solutions were suggested for example by Hagenauer [27].
During the early nineties Atal, Cuperman and Gersho [28] have edited prestigious
contributions on speech compression. Also Ince [29] contributed a book in 1992 related
to the topic. Anderson and Mohan co-authored a monograph on source and channel
coding in 1993 [30]. Most of the recent developments were then consolidated in
Kondoz' excellent monograph in 1994 [31] and in the multi-authored contribution
edited by Keijn and Paliwal [32] in 1995. The most recent addition to the above
range of contributions is the second edition of O'Shaughnessy well-referenced book
cited above.
Motivation and Outline of the Book
Against this backcloth - since the publication of Kondoz's monograph in 1994 [31]
nearly six years have elapsed - this book endeavours to review the recent history of
speech compression and communications. We attempt to provide the reader with a
historical perspective, commencing with a rudimentary introduction to communica-
tions aspects, since throughout the book we illustrate the expected performance of theVOICE-BO
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various speech codecs studied also in the context of a full wireless transceiver.
The book is constituted by four parts. Part I and II are covering classic background
material, while the bulk of the book is constituted by the research-oriented Part III
and IV, covering both standardised and proprietary speech codecs and transceivers.
Specically, Part I provides a rudimentary introduction to the wireless system compo-
nents used throughout the book in quantifying the overall performance of the various
speech codecs, in order to render our treatment of the topics self-contained. Speci-
cally, the mobile propagation environment, modulation and transmission techniques
as well as channel coding are considered in Chapters 1-4. For the sake of completeness
Part II focusses on aspects of classic waveform coding and predictive coding in Chap-
ters 5 and 6. Part III is centred around analysis by synthesis based coding, reviewing
the principles in Chapter 7 as well as both narrow and wideband spectral quantisation
in Chapter 8. RPE and CELP coding are the topic of Chapters 9 and 10, which are
followed by an approximately 100-page chapter on the existing forward-adaptive stan-
dard CELP codecs in Chapter 11 and on their associated source-sensitivity matched
channel coding schemes. The subject of Chapter 12 is proprietary and standard
backward-adaptive CELP codecs, which is concluded with a system design example
based on a low-delay, multi-mode wireless transceiver.
The essentially research-oriented Part IV is dedicated to a range of standard and
proprietary wideband, as well as sub-4kbps coding techniques and wireless systems.
As an introduction to the scene, the classic G.722 wideband codec is reviewed rst,
leading to various low-rate wideband codecs. Chapter 13 is concluded with a turbo-
coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) wideband audio system
design example. The remaining chapters, namely Chapters 14-21 are all dedicated to
sub-4kbps codecs and transceivers.
This book is naturally limited in terms of its coverage of these aspects, simply due
to space limitations. We endeavoured, however, to provide the reader with a broad
range of applications examples, which are pertinent to a range of typical wireless
transmission scenarios.
We hope that the book oers you a range of interesting topics, portraying the current
state-of-the-art in the associated enabling technologies. In simple terms, nding a
specic solution to a voice communications problem has to be based on a compromise
in terms of the inherently contradictory constraints of speech quality, bitrate, delay,
robustness against channel errors, and the associated implementational complexity.
Analysing these trade-os and proposing a range of attractive solutions to various
voice communications problems is the basic aim of this book.
Again, it is our hope that the book underlines the range of contradictory system
design trade-os in an unbiassed fashion and that you will be able to glean information
from it, in order to solve your own particular wireless voice communications problem,
but most of all that you will nd it an enjoyable and relatively eortless reading,
providing you with intellectual stimulation.
Lajos HanzoVOICE-BO
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Chapter12
Backward-Adaptive Code
Excited Linear Prediction
12.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter a range of medium-to-high delay forward-adaptive CELP
codecs have been described, which constituted dierent trade-os in terms of speech
quality, bitrate, delay and implementational complexity. In this chapter our work
moves on to low delay, backward adaptive, codecs.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. In the next Section we discuss why the
delay of a speech codec is an important parameter, methods of achieving low delay
coding and problems with these methods. Much of the material presented is centered
around the recently standardised 16 kbits/s G728 Low Delay CELP codec [217,231],
and the associated algorithmic issues are described in Section 12.4. We then describe
our attempts to extend the G728 codec in order to propose a low delay, programmable
bit rate codec operating between 8 kbits/s and 16 kbits/s. In Section 12.6 we describe
the potential speech quality improvements that can be achieved in such a codec by
adding a Long Term Predictor (LTP), albeit at the cost of increased error sensitivity
due to error propagation eects introduced by the backward-adaptive LTP. These
error propagation eects can be mitigated at system level, for example by introducing
reliable error control mechanisms, such as Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ), an issue
to be discussed in a system context at a later stage. In Section 12.7 we discuss means
of training the codebooks used in our variable rate codec to optimise its performance.
Section 12.8 describes an alternative variable rate codec which has a constant vector
size. Finally in Section 12.4.6 we describe the postltering which is used to improve
the perceptual quality of our codecs.
487VOICE-BO
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488 CHAPTER 12. BACKWARD-ADAPTIVE CELP CODING
12.2 Motivation and Background
The delay of a speech codec can be an important parameter for several reasons.
In the public switched telephone network 4 to 2 wire conversions lead to echoes,
which will be subjectively annoying if the echo is suciently delayed. Experience
shows that the 57.5 ms speech coding and interleaving delay of the Pan-European
GSM system already introduces an undesirable echoing eect and this value can be
considered as the maximum tolerable margin in toll-quality communications. Even
if echo cancellers are used, a high delay speech codec makes the echo cancellation
more dicult. Therefore if a codec is to be connected to the telephone network it is
desirable that its delay should be as low as possible. If the speech codec used has
a lower delay, then other elements of the system, such as bit inter-leavers, will have
more ﬂexibility and should be able to improve the overall quality of the system.
The one-way coding delay of a speech codec is dened as the time from when
a sample arrives at the input of the encoder to when the corresponding sample is
produced at the output of the decoder, assuming the bit-stream from the encoder is
fed directly to the decoder. This one-way delay is typically made up of three main
components [217]. The rst is the algorithmic buering delay of the codec - the
encoder operates on frames of speech, and must buer a frame-lengths worth of speech
samples before it can start encoding. The second component of the overall delay is
the processing delay - speech codecs typically operate in just real time, and so it
takes almost one frame length in time to process the buered samples. Finally there
is the bit transmission delay - if the encoder is linked to the decoder by a channel
with capacity equal to the bit rate of the codec then there will be a further time
delay equal to the codec's frame length while the decoder waits to receive all the bits
representing the current frame.
From the above description the overall one-way delay of the codec will be equal to
about three times the frame length of the codec. However it is possible to reduce
this delay by careful implementation of the codec. For example if a faster processor
is used the processing delay can be reduced. Also it may not be necessary to wait
until the whole speech frame has been processed before we can start sending bits to
the decoder. Finally a faster communications channel, for example in a time division
multiplexed system, can dramatically reduce the bit transmission delay. Other factors
may also result in the total delay being increased. For example the one sub-frame
look-ahead used to aid the interpolation of the LSFs in our ACELP codecs described
earlier will increase the overall delay by one sub-frame. Nonetheless, typically the
one-way coding delay of a speech codec is assumed to be about 2.5 to 3 times the
frame length of the codec.
It is obvious from the discussion above that the most eective way of producing a
low delay speech codec is to use as short a frame length as possible. Traditional CELP
codecs have a frame length of 20 to 30 ms, leading to a total coding delay of at least
50 ms. Such a long frame length is necessary because of the forward adaption of the
short-term synthesis lter coecients. As explained in Chapter 10 a frame of speech is
buered, LPC analysis is performed and the resulting lter coecients are quantized
and transmitted to the decoder. As we reduce the frame length, the lter coecients
must be sent more often to the decoder and so more and more of the available bitVOICE-BO
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rate is taken up by LPC information. Although ecient speech windowing and LSF
quantization schemes have allowed the frame length to be reduced to 10 ms (with
a 5 ms look-ahead) in a candidate codec [143] for the CCITT 8 kbits/s standard, a
frame length of between 20 and 30 ms is more typical. If we want to produce a codec
with delay of the order of 2 ms, which was the objective for the CCITT 16 kbits/s
codec [231], it is obvious that we cannot use forward adaption of the synthesis lter
coecients.
The alternative is to use backward adaptive LPC analysis. This means that rather
than window and analyse present and future speech samples in order to derive the
lter coecients, we analyse previous quantized and locally decoded signals to derive
the coecients. These past quantized signals are available at both the encoder and
decoder, and so no side information about the LPC coecients needs to be transmit-
ted. This allows us to update the lter coecients as frequently as we like, with the
only penalty being a possible increase in the complexity of the codec. Thus we can
dramatically reduce the codec's frame length and delay.
As explained above backward adaptive LPC analysis has the advantages of allowing
us to dramatically reduce the delay of our codec, and removing the information about
the lter coecients that must be transmitted. This side information is usually about
25 % of the bit rate of a codec, and so it is very helpful if it can be removed. However
backward adaption has the disadvantage that it produces lter coecients which are
typically degraded in comparison to those used in forward adaptive codecs. The
degradation in the coecients comes from two sources [339]:
1. Noise Feedback - In a backward adaptive system the lter coecients are
derived from a quantized signal, and so there will be a feedback of quantiza-
tion noise into the LPC analysis which will degrade the performance of the
coecients produced.
2. Time Mismatch - In a forward adaptive system the lter coecients for the
current frame are derived from the input speech signal for the current frame.
In a backward adaptive system we have only signals available from previous
frames to use, and so there is a time mismatch between the current frame and
the coecients we use for that frame.
The eects of noise feedback especially increases dramatically as the bit rate of the
codec is reduced and means that traditionally backward adaption has only been used
in high bit rate, high quality, codecs. However recently, as researchers have attempted
to reduce the delay of speech codecs, backward adaptive LPC analysis has been used
at bit rates as low as 4.8 kbits/s [340].
Clearly, the major design challenge associated with the ITU G728 codec was due to
the complexity of its specications, which are summarised in Table 12.1. Although
many speech codecs can produce good speech quality at 16 kbps, at such a low rate
most previous codecs have inﬂicted signicantly higher delays than the targeted 2 ms.
This is due to the fact that in order to achieve such a low rate in linear predicitve
coding, the up-date interval of the LPC coecients must be around 20{30 ms. We
have argued before in Section 8 that in case of scalar LPC parameter coding typically
36 bits/20 ms=1.8 kbps channel capacity is required for their encoding. Hence, inVOICE-BO
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Parameter Specication
Bitrate 16 kbps
One-way delay < 2m s
Speech quality at BER =0 < 4 QDU for one codec
< 14 QDU for three tandems
Speech quality at Better than that of
BER =1 0 −3 and 10−2 G721 32 kbps ADPCM
Additional requirement Pass DTMF and CCITT
No. 5, 6 and 7 signalling
Table 12.1: G 728 codec specications
case of a 2 ms delay forward predicitive coding is not a realistic alternative. We have
also seen in Section 6.9 that low-complexity, low-delay ADPCM coding at 16 kbps is
possible, which would satisfy the rst two criteria of Table 12.1, but the last three
requirements are not satised.
Chen, Cox, Lin, Jayant and Melchner have contributed a major development to
the state-of-art of speech coding [217], which satised all the design specications and
was standardised by the ITU [231]. In this Section we will follow their discussions
in References [217] and [231], pp 625-627, in order to describe the operation of their
proposed backward adaptive codec. The ITU's call for proposals stimulated a great
deal of research, and a variety of candidate codecs were proposed, which typically
satised some but not all requirements of Table12.1. Nonetheless, a range of endeav-
ours - amongst others those of References [228,341] - have contributed in various ways
towards the standardisation process.
CELP coding emerged as the best candidate, which relied on backward prediction
using a high-order (50) lter, where the coecients did not have to be transmitted,
they were extracted from the past decoded speech. Due to the high-order short-term
predictor (STP) there was no need to include an error-sensitive long-term predictor
(LTP). The importance of adaptive post-ltering was underlined by Jayant and Ra-
mamoorthy in [228,229], where the quality of 16 kbps ADPCM-coded speech was
reportedly improved, which was conrmed by Chen and Gersho [230].
The delay and high speech quality criteria were achieved by using a short STP-
update interval of 20 samples or 20125s =2 :5ms and an excitation vector length of
5s a m p l e so r5 125s =0 :625ms. The speech quality was improved using a trained
codebook rather than a stochastic one, which was 'virtually' extended by a factor of
eight using a 3-bit codebook gain factor. Lastly, a further novel element of the codec is
the employment of backward adaptive gain scaling [342,343], which will be discussed
in more depth during our further discourse. In the next Section we will describe the
16 kbits/s G728 low delay CELP codec, and in particular the ways it diers from the
ACELP codecs we have used previously. We will also attempt to quantify the eects
of both noise feedback and time mismatch on the backward adaptive LPC analysis
used in this codec. Let us now focus our attention on specic details of the codec.VOICE-BO
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12.3 Backward-Adaptive G728 Codec Schematic [217,
231]
The G728 encoder and decoder schematics are portrayed in Figures 12.1 and 12.2,
respectively. The input speech segments are compared with the synthetic speech
segments as in any ABS-codec, and the error signal is perceptually weighted, before
the specic codebook entry associated with the lowest error is found in an exhaustive
search procedure. For the G728 codec a vector size of 5 samples corresponding to
5125s =0 :625ms was found appropriate in order to curtail the overall speech delay
t o2m s .
Having xed the length of the excitation vectors, let us now consider the size of
the excitation codebook. Clearly, the larger the codebook size, the better the speech
quality, but the higher the computational complexity, and the bitrate. An inherent
advantage of backward adaptive prediciton is that the LPC coecients are not trans-
mitted, hence a high-order lter can be used and we can dispense with using an LTP.
Therefore, a design alternative is to allocate all bits transmitted to the codebook
indeces. Assuming a transmission rate of 16 kbps and an 8 kHz sampling rate, we
are limited to a coding rate of 2 bits/sample or 10 bits/5 samples. Logically, the
maximum possible codebook size is then 210 = 1024 entries. Recall that in case of
forward predictive codecs the codebook gain was typically quantised using 4{5 bits,
which allowed a degree of ﬂexibility in terms of excitation envelope ﬂuctuation. In this
codec it is unacceptable to dedicate such a high proportion of the bit-rate budget to
the gain quantisation. Chen and Gersho [343] noted that this slowly ﬂuctuating gain
information is implicitly available and hence predictable on the basis of previously
scaled excitation segments. This prompted them to contrive a backward adaptive
gain predictor, which infers the required current scaling factor from its past values
using predictive techniques. The actual design of this gain predictor will be high-
lighted at a later stage. Suce to say here that this allowed the total of 10 bits to
be allocated to the codebook index, although the codebook nally was trained as a
128{entry scheme in order to reduce the search complexity by a factor of eight, and
the remaining three bits were allocated to quantise another multiplicative gain fac-
tor. This two-stage approach is suboptimum in terms of coding performance, since
it replaces eight independent codebook vectors by eight identically shaped, dierent
magnitude excitation vectors. Nonetheless, the advantage of the eight-fold reduced
complexity outweighted the signicance of a slight speech degradation.
As mentioned before, Chen et al. decided to opt for a 50th order backward adaptive
STP lter in order to achieve the highest possible prediction gain, and to be able
to dispense with LTP ltering, without having to transmit any LPC coecients.
However, the complexity of the Levinson{Durbin algorithm used to compute the LPC
coecients is proportional to the square of the lter order p = 50, which constitutes
a high complexity. This is particularly so if the LPC coecients are updated for each
5-sample speech vector. In order to compromise, an update interval of 20 samples
or 2.5 ms was deemed to be appropriate. This implies that the LPC parameters are
kept constant for the duration of four excitation vectors, which is justiable since the
speech spectral envelope does not vary erratically.
A further ramication of extending the LPC update interval is that the time-lagVOICE-BO
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between the speech segment to be encoded and the spectral envelope estimation is
increased. This is a disadvantage of backward adaptive predictive systems, since in
backward adaptive schemes the current speech frame is used for the speech spectral
estimation. On the same note, backward adaptive arrangements have to infer the
LPC coecients from the past decoded speech, which is prone to quantisation eects.
In case of high-rate, high-quality coding this is not a signicant problem, but it
is aggravated by error propagation eects, inﬂicting future impairments in future
LPC coecients. Hence, at low bitrates, below 8 kbps, backward adaptive schemes
found only limited favour in the past. These eects can be reasdily quantied using
the unquantised original delayed speech signal and the quantised but not delayed
speech signal to evaluate the codec's performance. Woodard [299] found that the
above factors degraded the codec's SEGSNR performance by about 0.2 dB due to
quantisation noise feedback, and bu about 0.7 dB due to the time mismatch, yielding
a total of 0.9 dB SEGSNR degradation. At lower rates and higher delays these
degradations become more dominant. Let us now concentrate our attention on specic
algorithmic issues of the codec schematics given in Figures 12.1 and 12.2.
12.4 Backward-Adaptive G728 Coding Algorithm
[217,231]
12.4.1 G728 Error Weighting
In contrast to the more conventional error weighting lter introduced in Equa-
tion 7.8, the G728 codec employs the lter [230]:
W(z)=
1 − A(z=γ1)
1 − A(z=γ2)
=
1 −
P10
i=1 aiγi
1)
1 −
P10
i=1 aiγi
2)
(12.1)
where γ1 =0 :9a n dγ2 =0 :6, and the lter is based on a 10th order LPC analysis
carried out using the unquantised input speech. This was necessary to prevent the
introduction of spectral distortions due to quantisation noise. Since the error weight-
ing lter is only used at the encoder, where the original speech signal is available, this
error weighting procedure does not constitute any problem at all. The choice of the
γ1 =0 :9a n dγ2 =0 :6 parameters was motivated by the requirement of optimising
the tandemised performance for three asynchronous coding operations. Explicitly,
listening tests proved that the pair γ1 =0 :9a n dγ2 =0 :4 gave a better single-coding
performance, but for three tandemed codec γ2 =0 :6 was found to exhibit a superior
performance. The coecients of this weighting lter are computed from the windowed
input speech, and the particular choice of the window function will be highlighted in
the next Section.
12.4.2 G728 Windowing
The choice of the windowing function plays an important role in capturing the time-
variant statistics of the input speech,, which in turn inﬂuences the subsequent spectralVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.3: Windowing Function Used in the Backward Adaption of the Synthesis Filter
analysis. In contrast to more conventional Hamming windowing, Chen et al. [217]
proposed to use a hybrid window, which is constituted by an exponentially decay-
ing long-term past history section and a non-recursive section, as it is depicted in
Figure 12.3.
Let us assume that the LPC analysis frame size is L = 20 samples, which hosts the
samples s(m), s(m +1 ):::s(m + L − 1), as portrayed in Figure 12.3. The N-sample
window section immediately preceding the current LPC frame of L samples is then
termed as the non-recursive portion, since it is described mathematically by the help
of a sinusoid non-recursive function of w(n)=−sin[c(n − m)], where the sample
index n is limited to the previous N samples (m−N  n  (m−1). In contrast, the
recursive section of the window function weights the input speech samples preceding
(m − N), as suggested by Figure 12.3, using a simple negative exponential function
given by
w(n)=b  
−[n−(m−N−1)] if n  (m − N − 1); (12.2)
where 0 <b , <1. Evaluating Equation 12.2 for sample index values at the left of
n =( m−N) in Figure 12.3 yields weighting factors of b, b, b2 :::. In summary,
the hybrid window function can be written as:
wm(n)=
8
<
:
fm(n)=b  −[n−(m−N−1)] if n  (m − N − 1)
gm(n)=−sin[c(n − m)] if (m − N)  n  (m − 1)
0i f n  m
(12.3)VOICE-BO
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It is important to maintain a seemless transition between the recursive and non-
recursive section of the window function in order to avoid introducing spectral side-
lobes, which would be incurred in case of a non-continuous derivative at n =( m−N)
[344], where the two sections are joined.
Cheng et al. also specify in the Recommendation [231] how this recursive windowing
process can be exploited to calculate the required autocorrelation coecients, using
the windowed speech signal given by:
sm(n)=s(n)  wm(n) (12.4)
where the subscript m indicates the commencement of the current L-sample window
in Figure 12.3.
In case of an Mth order LPC analysis at instant m, the autocorrelation coecients
Rm(i) i =0 ;1;2:::M are required by the Levinson{Durbin algorithm, where
Rm(i)=
m−1 X
n=−1
sm(n)  sm(n − i)
=
m−N−1 X
n=−1
sm(n)  sm(n − i)+
m−1 X
n=m−N
sm(n)  sm(n − i):
(12.5)
Upon taking into account Equations 12.3 and 12.4 in Equation 12.5, the rst term of
Equation 12.5 can be written as follows:
rm(i)=
m−N−1 X
n=−1
s(n)  s(n − i)  fm(n)  fm(n − i); (12.6)
which constitutes the recursive component of Rm(i), since it is computed from the
recursively weighted speech segment. The second term of Equation 12.5 relates to the
section given by (m − N)  n  (m − 1) in Figure 12.3, whihc is the non-recursive
section. The N-component sum of the second term is computed for each new N-
sample speech segment, while the recursive component can be calculated recursively
following the procedure proposed by Chen et al [217,231] as outlined below.
Assuming that rm(i) is known for the current frame we proceed to the frame com-
mencing at sample position (m + L), which corresponds to the next frame in Fig-
ure 12.3, and express rm+L(i) in analogy with Equation 12.5 as follows:
rm+L(i)=
m−1 X
n=−1
sm(n)  sm(n − i)
=
m−N−1 X
n=−1
sm(n)  sm(n − i)+
m−1 X
n=m−N
sm(n)  sm(n − i):VOICE-BO
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Filter Order p  Prediction Gain (dB)  Seg-SNR (dB)
10 0.0 0.0
25 +0.68 +0.70
50 +1.05 +1.21
75 +1.12 +1.41
100 +1.11 +1.46
150 +1.10 +1.42
Table 12.2: Relative Performance of the Synthesis Filter as p is Increased
=
m−N−1 X
n=−1
s(n)  fm(n)  
L  s(n − i)fm(n − i)
L
+
m+L−N−1 X
n=m−N
sm+L(n)  sm+L(n − i)
= L
2Lrm(i)+
m+L−N−1 X
n=;−N
sm+L(n)  sm+L(n − i) (12.7)
This expression is the required recursion, which facilitates the computation of
rm+L(i) on the basis of rm(i). Finally, the total autocorrelation coecient Rm+L(i)
is generated by the help of Equation 12.5. When applying the above general hybrid
windowing process to the LPC analysis associated with the error weighting, the fol-
lowing parameters are used: M =1 0 ;L=2 0 ;N=3 0 ;=( 1 =2) 40  0:983,
yielding 2L = 40 =1 =2. Then the Levinson and Durbin algorithm is invoked in the
usual manner, as described by Equation 6.24 and by the ﬂow chart of Figure 6.3.
The performance of the synthesis lter, in terms of its prediction gain and the
segmental SNR of the G728 codec using this lter, is shown against the lter order
p in Figure 12.4 for a single sentence spoken by a female. Also shown in Table 12.2
is the increase in performance obtained when p is increased above 10, which is the
value most commonly used in AbS codecs. It can be seen that there is a signicant
performance gain due to increasing the order from 10 to 50, but little additional gain
is achieved as p is further increased.
We also tested the degradations in the synthesis lter's performance at p = 50 due
to backward adaption being used. This was done as follows. To measure the eect
of quantization noise feedback we updated the synthesis lter parameters exactly as
in G728 except we used the previous speech samples rather than the previous re-
constructed speech samples. To measure the overall eect of backward adaption we
updated the synthesis lter using both past and present speech samples. The im-
provements obtained, in terms of the segmental SNR of the codec and the lter's
prediction gain, are shown in Table 12.3. We see that due to the high SNR of the
G728 codec noise feedback has relatively little eect on the performance of the syn-
thesis lter. The time-mismatch gives a more signicant degradation in the codec's
performance. Note however that the forward adaptive gures given in Table 12.3
could not be obtained in reality because they do not include any eects of the LPCVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.4: Performance of the Synthesis Filter in a G728-Like Codec
 Prediction Gain (dB)  Seg-SNR (dB)
No Noise Feedback +0.50 +0.18
No Time Mismatch +0.74 +0.73
Use Forward Adaption +1.24 +0.91
Table 12.3: Eects of Backward Adaption of the Synthesis Filter
quantization that must be used in a real forward adaptive system.
Having familiarised ourselves with the hybrid windowing process in general terms
we note that this process is invoked during three dierent stages of the G728 codec's
operation. The next scheme, where it is employed using a dierent set of parameters
is the code book gain adaption arrangement, which will be elaborated on in the
forthcoming Section.
12.4.3 Codebook Gain Adaption
Let us describe the codebook vector scaling process at iteraion n by the help of:
e(n)=(n)  y(n); (12.8)
where y(n) represents one of the 1029 5-sample codebook vectors, (n) the scaling
gain factor and l(n) the scaled excitation vector. The associated root-mean-squaredVOICE-BO
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(RMS) values are denoted by e(n)a n dy(n), respectively. As regards to the RMS
values we also have:
e(n)=(n)  y(n) (12.9)
or in logarithmic domain:
log[e(n)] = log[(n)] + log[y(n)]:
The philosophy of the gain prediction scheme is to exploit the correlation between
the current required value of (u) and its past history, which is a consequence of the
slowly varying speech envelope. Chen and his colleagues suggested to employ a 10-th
order predictor operatin on the sequence log[e(n−1)]; log[e(n−2)]:::log[e(n−10)]
in order to predict log[(n)]. This can be written more formally as:
log[(n)] =
10 X
i=1
pilog[e(n − i)]; (12.10)
where the coecient pi i =1 :::10 are the predictor coecients.
When using a 10-th order predictor relying on 10 gain estimates derived for 5 speech
samples each the memory of this scheme is 50 samples, which is identical to that of the
STP. This predictor therefore analyses the same time interval as the STP and assists
in modelling any latent residual pitch periodicity. The excitation gain is predicted
for each speech vector n from the 10 previous gain values on the basis of the current
set of predictor coecients pii =1 :::10. These coecients are then updated using
conventional LPC analysis every fourth 5-sample speech vector, or every 20 samples.
The schematic of the gain prediction scheme is depicted in Figure 12.5, where the
gain-scaled excitation vector e(n) is buered and the logarithm of its RMS value is
computed in order to express it in terms of dB. At this stage the average excitation
gain of voiced speech, namely an oset of 32dB is subtracted in order to remove the
bias of the process, before hybrid windowing and LPC analysis takes place.
The bandwidth expansion module modies the predictor coecients ^ i com-
puted according to
i =

29
32
i
^  =( 0 :90625)i^ ii =1 :::10: (12.11)
It can be shown that this process is equivalent in z-domain to moving all the poles
of the corresponding synthesis lter towards the origin according to the factor
 
29
32

.
Poles outside the unit circle imply instability, while those inside but close to the
unit circle are associated with narrow but high spectral prominances. Moving these
poles further away from the unit circle expands their bandwidth and mitigates the
associated spectral peaks. If the encoder and decoder are misaligned, for example
because the decoder selected te wrong codebook vector due to channel errors, both
the speech synthesis lter and the gain prediction scheme will be 'deceived'. The
above bandwidth expansion process assists in reducing the error sensitivity of the
predictive coecients by articially modifying them at both the encoder and decoder
using a near-unity leakage factor.VOICE-BO
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Figure 12.5: G728 Excitation Gain Predictor Scheme
Returning to Figure 12.5, nally the modied predictor coecients of Equation 12.11
are employed to predict the required logarithmic gain log[(n)]. Before the gain factor
is used in the current frame, its 32 dB oset must be restored, while its extreme values
are limited to the range of 0-60 dB and nally (n) is restored from the logarithmic
domain. The linear gain factor is limited accordingly to the range 1-1000.
The eeciency of the backward gain adaption can be seen from Figure 12.6 . This
shows the PDFs, on a log scale for clarity, of the excitation vector's optimum gain
both with and without gain adaption. Here the optimum vector gain is dened as
v u u
t 1
vs
vs X
n=0
g2c2
k(n) (12.12)
where g is the unquantized gain chosen in the codebook search. For a fair comparison
both PDFs were normalised to have a mean of one. It can be seen that gain adaption
produces a PDF which peaks around one and has a shorter tail and a reduced variance.
This makes the quantization of the excitation vectors signicantly easier. Shown in
Figure 12.7 are the PDFs of the optimum unquantized codebook gain g, and its
quantized value, when backward gain adaption is used. It can be seen that most
of the codebook gain values have a magnitude less than or close to one, but it is
still necessary to allocate two gain quantizer levels for the infrequently used high
magnitude gain values.
By training a split 7/3 bit shape/gain codebook, as described in Section 12.7, for
G728-like codecs both with and without gain adaption we found that the gain adaption
increased the segmental SNR of the codec by 2.7 dB, and the weighted segmental SNR
by 1.5 dB. These are very signicant improvements, especially when it is consideredVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.6: PDFs of the Normalised Codebook Gains With and Without Backward Gain
Adaption
that the gain adaption increases the encoder complexity by only about 3%.
12.4.4 G728 Codebook Search
The standard recognised technique of nding the optimum excitation in CELP codecs
is to generate the so-called target vector for each input speech vector to be encoded
and match the ltered candidate excitation sequences to the target, as it will be
explained in our forthcoming discourse. During synthesizing the speech signal for
each codebook vector the excitation vectors are ltered through the concatenated
LPC synthesis lter and the error weighting lter which are described by the impulse
response h(n) as seen in Figure 12.1. Since this lter complex is an innite impulse
response (IIR) system, upon exciting it with a new codebook entry its output signal
will be the super-position of the response due to the current entry plus the response
due to all previous entries. We note that the latter contribution is not inﬂuenced by
the current input vector and hence this lter memory contribution plays no role
in identifying the best codebook vector for the current 5-sample frame. Therefore the
lter memory contribution due to previous inputs has to be buered, before a new
excitation is input and subtracted from the current input speech frame in order to
generate the target vector x(n), to which all lteed codebook entries are compared
in order to nd the best innovation sequence resulting in the best synthetic speechVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.7: PDFs of the Optimum and Quantized Codebook Gain Values
segment. A preferred alternative to subtracting the lter memory from the input
speech in generating the target vector is to set the lter memory to zero before a
new codebook vector is fed into it. Since the backward adaptive gain (n)i sk n o w n
at frame n, before the codebook search commences, the normalised target vector
x(n)=x(n)=(n) can be used during the optimisation process.
Let us follow the notation used in the G728 Recommendation and denote the code-
book vectors by yj;j =1 :::128 and the associated gain factor by gi;i=1 :::8. Then
the ltered and gain-scaled codebook vectors are given by the convolution:
^ xij = (n)  gi[h(n)  yj]; (12.13)
where again, (n) represents the codebook gain determined by the backward-adaptive
gain recovery scheme of Figure 12.5. By the help of the lower triangle convolution
matrix of:
H =
2
6
6
6 6
4
h0 0000
h1 h0 000
h2 h1 h0 00
h3 h2 h1 h0 0
h4 h3 h2 h1 h0
3
7
7
7 7
5
(12.14)VOICE-BO
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Equation 12.13 can be expressed in a more terse form as follows:
^ xij = H(n)giyj: (12.15)
The best innovation sequence is deemed to be the one, which minimises the following
mse distortion expression:
D = jjx(n) − ^ xijjj2 = 2(n)jj^ x(n) − gi  Hyjjj2 (12.16)
where again ^ x(n)=x(n)=(n) is the normalised target vector. Upon expanding the
above term we arrive at:
D = 2(n)

jj^ x(n)jj2 − 2gi^ xTHyj + g2
ijjHgjjj2
(12.17)
Since the normalised target vector energy jj^ x(n)jj2 and the codebook gain (n) are
constant for the duration of scanning the codebook, minimising D in Equation 8.36
is equivalent to:
^ D = −2gi  p
T(n)  yj + g
2
iEj; (12.18)
where the shorthand of p(n)=HT  ^ x(n)a n dEj = jjHyjjj2 was employed. Notice
that Ej represents the energy of the ltered codebook entry yj, and since the lter
coecients are only updated every 20 samples, Ejj =1 :::128 is computed once per
LPC update frame.
The optimum codebook entry can now be found by identifying the best gi;i=1 :::8.
A computationally more ecient technique is to compute the optimum gain factor
for each entry and then quantise it to the closest prestored value. Further specic
details of the codebook search procedure are given in [217,231], while the codebook
training algorithm was detailed in [345].
In the original CELP codec proposed by Schroeder and Atal a stochastic codebook
populated by zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian vector was used. The G728 codec
uses a 128-entry trained codebook.
In a conceptually simplistic, but suboptimum approach the codebook could be
trained by simply generating the prediction residual using a stochastic codebook and
then employ the pairwise nearest neighbour or the pruning method [248] to
cluster the excitation vectors in order to arrive at a trained codebook. It is plau-
sible however that upon using this trained codebook the prediction residual vectors
generated during the codec's future operation will be now dierent, necessitating the
re-training of the codebook recursively a number of times. This is particularly true in
case of backward adoptive gain recovery, because the gain factor will be dependent on
the codebook entries, which in turn again will depend on the gain values. According to
Chen [345] the codec performance is dramatically reduced, if no closed-loop training is
invoked. The robustness against channel errors was substantially improved following
the proposals by De Marca and Jayant [346] as well as Zeger and Gersho [347] using
pseudo-Gray coding of the codebook indeces, which ensured that in case of a single
channel error the corresponding codebook entry was similar to the original one.VOICE-BO
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12.4.5 G728 Excitation Vector Quantization
At 16 kbits/s there are 10 bits which can be used to represent every 5 sample vector,
and as the LPC analysis is backward adaptive these bits are used entirely to code the
excitation signal u(n) which is fed to the synthesis lter. The 5 sample excitation
sequences are vector quantized using a 10 bit split shape-gain codebook. Seven bits
are used to represent the vector shapes, and the remaining 3 bits are used to quantize
the vector gains. This splitting of the 10 bit vector quantizer is done to reduce the
complexity of the closed-loop codebook search. To measure the degradations that
were introduced by this splitting we trained codebooks for a 7/3 bit shape/gain split
vector quantizer, and a pure 10 bit vector quantizer. We found that the 10 bit
vector quantizer gave no signicant improvement in either the segmental SNR or the
segmental weighted SNR of the codec, and increased the complexity of the codebook
search by about 550% and the overall codec complexity by about 300%. Hence this
splitting of the vector quantizer is a very ecient way to signicantly reduce the
complexity of the encoder.
The closed-loop codebook search is carried out as follows. For each vector the search
procedure nds values of the gain quantizer index i and the shape codebook index k
which minimise the squared weighed error Ew for that vector. Ew is given by
Ew =
vs−1 X
n=0
(sw(n) − ^ so(n) − ^ gih(n)  ck(n))
2 (12.19)
where sw(n) is the weighted input speech, ^ so(n) is the zero-input response of the
synthesis and weighting lters, ^  is the predicted vector gain, h(n) is the impulse
response of the concatenated synthesis and weighting lters and gi and ck(n) are the
entries from the gain and shape codebooks. This equation can be expanded to give:
Ew(n)=^ 2
vs−1 X
n=0
(x(n) − gi[h(n)  ck(n)])
2 (12.20)
=^ 2
vs−1 X
n=0
x2(n)+^ 2g2
i
vs−1 X
n=0
[h(n)  ck(n)]2
− 2^ 2gi
vs−1 X
n=0
x(n)[h(n)  ck(n)] (12.21)
=^ 2
vs−1 X
n=0
x2(n)+^ 2  
g2
ik − 2giCk

where x(n)=( sw(n) − ^ so(n))=^  is the codebook search target,
Ck =
vs−1 X
n=0
x(n)[h(n)  ck(n)] (12.22)VOICE-BO
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is the correlation between this target and the ltered codeword h(n)  ck(n), and
k =
vs−1 X
n=0
[h(n)  ck(n)]2 (12.23)
is the energy of the ltered codeword h(n)ck(n). Note that this is almost identical to
the form of the term in Equation 10.7 which must be minimised in the xed codebook
search in our ACELP codecs.
In the G728 codec the synthesis and weighting lters are changed only once every
four vectors. Hence k must be calculated for the 128 codebook entries only once
every four vectors. The correlation term Ck can be rewritten as
Ck =
vs−1 X
n=0
x(n)[h(n)  ck(n)] (12.24)
=
vs−1 X
n=0
ck(n) (n)
where
 (n)=
vs−1 X
i=n
x(i)h(i − n) (12.25)
is the reverse convolution between h(n)a n dx(n). This means that we need to carry
out only one convolution operation for each vector to nd  (n) and then we can
nd Ck for each codebook entry k with a relatively simple series of multiply-add
operations.
The codebook search nds the codebook entries i=1-8 and k=1-128 which minimise
Ew for the vector. This is equivalent to minimising
Dik = g2
ik − 2giCk: (12.26)
For each codebook entry k, Ck is calculated and then the best quantized gain value
gi is found. The values g2
i and 2gi are pre-computed and stored for the 8 quantized
gains, and these values along with k and Ck are used to nd Dik. The codebook
index k which minimises this, together with the corresponding gain quantizer level
i, are sent to the decoder. These indices are also used in the encoder to produce
the excitation and reconstructed speech signals which are used to update the gain
predictor and the synthesis lter.
The decoder's schematic was portrayed in Figure 12.2, which carries out the inverse
operations of the encoder seen in Figure 12.2. Without delving into specic algo-
rithmic details of the decoder's functions in the next Section we brieﬂy describe the
operation of the postlter at its output stage.
Post ltering was originally proposed by Jayant and Ramamoorthy, [228,229] in
the context of ADPCM coding using the two-pole six-zero synthesis lter of the
G721/codec of Figure 6.11 to improve the preceptual speech quality.VOICE-BO
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Figure 12.8: G728 Postlter Schematic
12.4.6 G728 Adaptive Postltering
Since post-ltering was shown to improve the perceptual speech quality in the G721
ADPCM codec, Chen et al. have also adopted this technique in order to improve the
performance of CELP codecs [230]. The basic philosophy of post-ltering is to aug-
ment spectral prominances, while slightly reducing their bandwidth and attenuating
spectral valleys between them. This procedure naturally alters the waveform shape to
a certain extent, which constitutes an impairement, but its perceptual advantage in
terms of reducing the eect of quantisatin noise outweighs the former disadvantage.
Early versions of the G728 codec did not employ adaptive post-ltering in order
to prevent the accumulation of speech distortion during tandeming several codecs.
However, without post-ltering the coding noise due to concatenating three asyn-
chronously operated codecs became about 4.7 dB higher than in case of one codec.
Chen et al. found that this was due to optimising the extent of post-ltering for
maximum noise masking at a concomitant minimum speech distortion, while using a
single coding stage. Hence the amount of post-ltering became excessive in case of
tandeming. This then led to a design, which was optimised for three concatenated
coding operation and the corresponding speech quality improved by a Mean Opinion
Score (MOS) point of 0.81 to 3.93.
12.4.6.1 Adaptive Long-term Postltering
The schematic of the G728 adaptie post-lter is shown in Figure 12.8. The long-term
postlter is a comb lter, which enhances the spectral needles in the vicinity of the
upper harmonics of the pitch frequency. Albeit the G728 codec dispences with using
LTP or pitch predictor for reasons of error resilience, the pitch information is recovered
in the codec using a pitch detector to be described at a later stage. Assuming that
the true pitch periodicity p is known, the long-term post-lter can be described byVOICE-BO
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the help of the transfer function:
Hl = gl(1 + bz
−p); (12.27)
where the coecients gl, b and p are updated during the third 5-sample speech segment
of each 4-segment, or 2.5 ms duration LPC update frame, as suggested by Figure 12.8.
The postlter adapter schematic is displayed in Figure 12.9. A 10-th order LPC
inverse lter and the itch detector act in unison in order to extract the pitch peri-
odicity p Chen et al. also proposed a possible implementation for the pitch detector.
The 10-th order LPC inverse lter of
~ A(z)=1−
10 X
i=1
~ aiz−i (12.28)
employs the lter coecients ~ ai;i=1 :::10 computed from the synthetic speech in
order to generate prediction residual d(k). This signal is fed to the pitch detector of
Figure 12.9, which bues a 240-sample history of r(k). It would now be possible to
determine the pitch periodicity using the straightforward evaluation of Equation 7.7
for all possible delays in the search scope, which was stipulated in the G78 codec
to be [20 ... 140], employing a summation limit of N=100. However, the associated
complexity would be unacceptably high.
Therefore the Recommendation suggests to low-pass lter d(k) using a third-order
elliptic lter to a bandwidth of 1kHz and then decimate it by a factor of four, allowing
a substantial complexity reduction. The second term of Equation 7.7 is maximised
over the search scope of = [20, 21 ... 140], but in the decimated domain this corre-
sponds to the range [5, 6, ... 35]. Now Equation 7.7 only has to be evaluated for 31
dierent delays and the log1 maximising the second term of Equation 7.7 is inferred
as an initial estimate of the true pitch periodicity p. This estimate can then be re-
ned to derive a beter estimate 3 by maximising the above mentioned second term
of Equation 7.7 over the undecimated r(k) signal within the log range of [1  3].
In order to extract the true pitch periodicity, it has to be established, whether the
rened estimate 2 is not a multiple of the true pitch. This can be ascertained by
evaluating the second term of Equation 7.7 also in the range [3  6], where 3 is
the pitch determined during the previous 20-sample LPC update frame. Due to this
frequent pitch-picking update at the beginning of each talk-spurt the scheme will be
able to establish the true pitch lag, since the true pitch lag is always longer than 20
samples or 2.5 ms and hence no multiple-length lag values will be detected. This
will allow the codec to recursively check in the absence of channel error, whether the
current pitch lag is within a range of 6 sampels or 1.5ms of the previous one, anmely
3. If this is not the case, the lag (3 − 6) < 4 < (3 + 6) is also found, for which
the second term of Equation 7.7 is maximum.
Now a decision must be taken, as to whether 4 or 2 constitutes the true pitch lag
and this can be established by ranking them on the basis of their associated gain terms
G =  given by Equation 7.6, which is physically the normalised cross- correlation
of the residual segments at delays 0 and , respectively. The higher this correlation,
the more likely that  represents the true pitch lag. In possession of the optimumVOICE-BO
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LTP lag  and gain  Chen et al. dened the LT postlter coecients b and ge in
Equation 12.27 as
b =
8
<
:
0 if  < 0:6
0:15i f 0:6    1
0:15 if  =1
(12.29)
ge =
1
1+b
; (12.30)
where the factor 0.15 is an experimentally determined constant controlling the weight-
ing of the LT postlter. If the LTP gain of Equation 7.6 is close to unity, the signal
v(k) is almost perfectly periodic. If, however, <0:6, the signal is unvoiced, exhibit-
ing almost no periodicity, hence the spectrum has no quasi-periodic ne-structure.
Therefore according to b = 0 no long-term post-ltering is employed, since Hl(z)=1
represents an all-pass lter. Lastly, in the range of 0:6    1w eh a v eb =0 :5,i e ,
 controls the extent of long-term post-ltering, allowing a higher degree of weighting
in case of highly correlated r(k) and speech signals.
Having described the adaptive long-term post-ltering let us now turn our attention
to details of the short-term (ST) postltering.
12.4.6.2 G728 Adaptive Short-term Postltering
The adaptive ST post-lter standardised in the G728 Recommendation is constituted
by a 10-th order pole-zero lter concatenated with a rst- order single-zero lter, as
seen below:
Hs(z)=
1 −
P10
i=1 biz−i
1 −
P10
i=1 aiz−i[Hz−1]; (12.31)
where the lter coecients are specied as follows:
bi =~ ai(0:65)
i i =1 ;2;:::10
ai =~ ai(0:75)i i =1 ;2;:::10VOICE-BO
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Synthesis Filter 5.1
Backward Gain Adaption 0.4
Weighting Filter 0.9
Codebook Search 6.0
Post Filtering 3.2
Total Encoder Complexity 12.4
Total Decoder Complexity 8.7
Table 12.4: Millions of Operations per Second Required by G728 Codec
 =0 :15:ki (12.32)
The coecients ~ ai;i=1:::10 are obtained in the usual fashion as by-products of the
50-th order LPC analysis at iteration i = 10, while k1 represents the rst reﬂection
coecient in the Levison-Durbin algorithm of Figure 6.3. Observe in Equation 12.32
that the coecients ai and bi are derived from the progressively attenuated ~ ai coef-
cients. The pole-zero section of this lter emphasises the formant structure of the
speech signal, while attenating the frequency regions between formants. The single-
zero section has a high-pass characteristic and was included in order to compensate
for the low-pass nature or spectral delay of the pole-zero section.
Returning to Figure 12.8, observe that the output signal of the adaptive postlter
is scaled, in order for its input and output signals to have the same power. The sum
of the postlter's input and output samples is computed, the required scaling factor is
calculated and low-pass ltered in order to smooth its ﬂuctuation, before the output
scaling takes place.
Here we conclude our discussions on the standard G728 16 kbps codec with a brief
performance analysis, before we embark on contriving a range of programmable-rate
8-16 kbps codecs.
12.4.7 Complexity and Performance of the G728 Codec
In the previous sub-sections we have described the operation of the G728 codec.
The associated implementational complexities of the various sections of the codec are
shown in Table 12.4 in terms millions of arithmetic operations (mostly multiplies and
adds) per second. The weighting lter and codebook search operations are carried
out only by the encoder, which requires a total of about 12.4 million operations per
second. The post ltering is carried out only by the decoder which requires about
8.7 million operations per second. The full duplex codec requires about 21 million
operations per second.
We found that the codec gave an average segmental SNR of 20.1 dB, and an average
weighted segmental SNR of 16.3 dB. The reconstructed speech was dicult to distin-
guish from the original, with no obvious degradations. In the next Section we discuss
our attempts to modify the G728 codec in order to produce a variable bit rate 8-16
kbits/s codec which gives a graceful degradation in speech quality as the bit rate is
reduced. Such a programmable-rate codec is useful in intelligent systems, where the
transceiver may be recongured under network control, in order to invoke a higher orVOICE-BO
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lower speech quality mode of operation, or to assign more channel capacity to error
correction coding in various trac loading or wave propagation scenarios.
12.5 Reduced-Rate G728-Like Codec: Variable-length
Excitation Vector
Having detailed the G728 codec in the previous Section we now describe our work
in reducing the bit rate of this codec and producing an 8-16 kbits/s variable rate
low-delay codec. The G728 codec uses 10 bits to represent each 5 sample vector. It is
obvious that to reduce the bit rate of this codec we must either reduce the number of
bits used for each vector, or increase the number of speech samples per vector. If we
were to keep the vector size xed at 5 samples then in an 8 kbits/s codec we would
have only 5 bits to represent both the excitation shape and gain. Without special
codebook training this leads to a codec with unacceptable performance. Therefore
initially we concentrated on reducing the bit rate of the codec by increasing the vector
size. In Section 12.8 we discuss the alternative approach of keeping the vector size
constant and reducing the size of the codebooks used.
In this Section at all bit rates we use a split 7/3 bit shape/gain vector quantizer
for the excitation signal u(n). The codec rate is varied by changing the vector size
vs used, from vs = 5 for the 16 bits/s codec to vs = 10 for the 8 kbits/s codec. For
all the codecs we used the same 3 bit gain quantizer as in G728, and for the various
shape codebooks we used randomly generated Gaussian codebooks with the same
variance as the G728 shape codebook. Random codebooks with a Gaussian PDF
were used for simplicity and because in the past such codebooks have been shown to
give a relatively good performance [16]. We found that replacing the trained shape
codebook in the G728 codec with a Gaussian codebook reduced the segmental SNR of
the codec by 1.7 dB, and the segmental weighted SNR by 2 dB. However these losses
in performance are recovered in Section 12.7 when we consider closed-loop training
of our codebooks.
In the G728 codec the synthesis lter, weighting lter and the gain predictor are all
updated every four vectors. With a vector size of 5 this means the lters are updated
every 20 samples or 2.5ms. Generally the more frequently the lters are updated the
better the codec will perform, and we found this to be true for our codec. However
updating the lter coecients more frequently signicantly increases the complexity
of the codec. Therefore we decided to keep the period between lter updates as close
as possible to 20 samples as the bit rate of our codec is reduced by increasing the
vector size. This means reducing the number of vectors between lter updates as the
vector size is increased. For example at 8 kbits/s the vector size is 10 and we updated
the lters every 2 vectors, which again corresponds to 2.5ms.
The segmental SNR of our codec against its bit rate as the vector size is increased
from 5 to 10 is shown in Figure 12.10. Also shown in this gure is the segmental
prediction gain of the synthesis lter at the various bit rates. It can be seen from
this gure that the segmental SNR of our codec decreases smoothly as its bit rate is
reduced, falling by about 0.8 dB for every 1 kbits/s drop in the bit rate.
As explained in the previous Section, an important part of the codec is the backwardVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.10: Performance of the Reduced-Rate G728-Like Codec I with Variable-length
Excitation Vectors
adaptive synthesis lter. It can be seen from Figure 12.10 that the prediction gain
of this lter falls by only 1.3 dB as the bit-rate of the codec is reduced from 16 to 8
kbits/s. This suggests that the backward adaptive synthesis ltering copes well with
the reduction in bit rate from 16 to 8 kbits/s. We also carried out tests at 16 and 8
kbits/s, similar to those used for Table 12.3, to establish how the performance of the
lter would be improved if we were able to eliminate the eects of using backward
adaption ie the noise feedback and time mismatch. The results are shown in Tables
12.5 and 12.6 for the 16 kbits/s codec (using the Gaussian codebook rather than the
trained G728 codebook used for Table 12.3 ) and the 8 kbits/s codec. As expected
the eects of noise feedback are more signicant at 8 than 16 kbits/s, but the overall
eects on the codec's segmental SNR of using backward adaption are similar at both
rates.
It has been suggested [339] that high order backward adaptive linear prediction is
inappropriate at bit rates as low as 8 kbits/s. However we found that this was not the
case for our codec and that increasing the lter order from 10 to 50 gave almost the
same increase in the codec performance at 8 kbits/s as at 16 kbits/s. This is shown
in Table 12.7.
Another important part of the G728 codec is the backward gain adaption. Figure
12.6 shows how at 16 kbits/s this backward adaption makes the optimum codebook
gains cluster around one, and hence become easier to quantize. We found that theVOICE-BO
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 Prediction S e g m e n t a l
Gain (dB) SNR (dB)
No Noise Feedback +0.74 +0.42
No Time Mismatch +0.85 +0.83
Use Forward Adaption +1.59 +1.25
Table 12.5: Eects of Backward Adaption of the Synthesis Filter at 16 kbits/s
 Prediction S e g m e n t a l
Gain (dB) SNR (dB)
No Noise Feedback +2.04 +0.75
No Time Mismatch +0.85 +0.53
Use Forward Adaption +2.89 +1.28
Table 12.6: Eects of Backward Adaption of the Synthesis Filter at 8 kbits/s
same was true at 8 kbits/s. To quantify the performance of the gain prediction we
dened the following signal to noise ratio
SNRgain =
P
2
o P
(o − ^ )
2: (12.33)
Here o is the optimum excitation gain given by
o =
v u
u
t 1
vs
vs X
n=0
(^ gck(n))
2 (12.34)
where g is the unquantized gain chosen by the codebook search and ^  is the predicted
gain value. We found that this gain prediction SNR was on average 5.3 dB for the 16
kbits/s codec, and 6.1 dB for the 8 kbits/s codec. Thus the gain prediction is even
more eective at 8 kbits/s than at 16 kbits/s.
In the next Section we discuss the addition of long term prediction to our variable
rate codec.
 Prediction S e g m e n t a l
Gain (dB) SNR (dB)
8 kbits/s p=10 0.0 0.0
8 bits/s p=50 +0.88 +1.00
16 kbits/s p=10 0.0 0.0
16 kbits/s p=50 +1.03 +1.04
Table 12.7: Relative Performance of the Synthesis Filter as p is Increased at 8 and 16
kbits/sVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.11: Short-term Synthesis-lter Prediction Residual in G728
12.6 The Eects of Long Term Prediction
In this Section we describe the improvements in our variable rate codec that can
be obtained by adding backward adaptive Long Term Prediction (LTP). This work
was motivated by the fact that we found signicant long term correlations remained
in the synthesis lter's prediction residual, even when the pitch period was lower
than the order of this lter. This can be seen from Figure 12.11, which shows the
prediction residual for a segment of voiced female speech with a pitch period of about
45 samples. It can be seen that the residual has clear long term redundancies, which
could be exploited by a long term prediction lter.
In a forward adaptive system the short term synthesis lter coecients are deter-
mined by minimising the energy of the residual signal found by ltering the original
speech through the inverse synthesis lter. Similarly for open-loop LTP we minimise
the energy of the long term residual signal which is found by ltering the short term
residual through the inverse long term predictor. If r(n) is the short term residual
signal, then for a one tap long term predictor we want to determine the delay L and
gain  which minimise the long term residual energy ELT given by
ELT =
X
n
(r(n) − r(n − L))
2 : (12.35)VOICE-BO
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The best delay L is found by calculating
X =
(
P
n r(n)r(n − L))
2
P
n r2(n − L)
(12.36)
for all possible delays, and choosing the value of L which maximises X. The best long
term gain  is then given by
 =
P
n r(n)r(n − L)
P
n r2(n − L)
: (12.37)
In a backward adaptive system the original speech signal s(n) is not available,
and instead we use the past reconstructed speech signal ^ s(n) to nd the short term
synthesis lter coecients. These coecients can then be used to lter ^ s(n) through
the inverse lter to nd the \reconstructed residual" signal ^ r(n). This residual signal
can then be used in Equations 12.36 and 12.37 to nd the LTP delay and gain.
Alternatively we can use the past excitation signal u(n) in Equations 12.36 and 12.37.
This approach is slightly simpler than using the reconstructed residual signal because
the inverse ltering of ^ s(n) to nd ^ r(n) is not necessary, and we found in our codec
that the two approaches gave almost identical results.
Initially we used a one tap LTP in our codec. The best delay L was found by
maximising
X =
P−1
n=−100 u(n)u(n − L)
2
P−1
n=−100 u2(n − L)
(12.38)
over the range of delays 20 to 140 every frame. The LTP gain  was updated every
vector by solving
 =
P−1
n=−100 u(n)u(n − L)
P−1
n=−100 u2(n − L)
: (12.39)
We found that this backward adaptive LTP improved the average segmental SNR of
our codec by 0.6 dB at 16 kbits/s, and 0.1 dB at 8 kbits/s. However the calculation
of X as given in Equation 12.38 for 120 dierent delays every frame dramatically
increases the complexity of the codec. The denumerator
P
u2(n − L) for delay L
need not be calculated independently, but instead can be simply updated from the
equivalent expression for delay L −1. Even so if the frame size is 20 samples then to
calculate X for all delays increases both the encoder and the decoder complexity by
almost 10 million arithmetic operations per second, which is clearly unacceptable.
Fortunately the G728 post-lter requires an estimate of the pitch period of the
current frame. This is found by ltering the reconstructed speech signal through a
tenth order short term prediction lter to nd a reconstructed residual like signal. This
signal is then low pass ltered with a cut-o frequency of 1 kHz and 4:1 decimated,
which dramatically reduces the complexity of the pitch determination. The maximum
value of the auto-correlation function of the decimated residual signal is then found to
give an estimate d of the pitch period. A more accurate estimate p is then found by
maximising the autocorrelation function of the undecimated residual between d − 3VOICE-BO
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Segmental Segmental
SNR (dB) Weighted SNR (dB)
No LTP 18.43 14.30
1T a pL T P 19.08 14.85
3T a pL T P 19.39 15.21
5T a pL T P 19.31 15.12
Table 12.8: Performance of LTP at 16 kbits/s
Segmental Segmental
SNR (dB) Weighted SNR (dB)
No LTP 11.86 8.34
1T a pL T P 12.33 8.64
3T a pL T P 12.74 9.02
5T a pL T P 12.49 8.81
Table 12.9: Performance of LTP at 8 kbits/s
and d + 3. This lag could be a multiple of the true pitch period, and to guard
against this possibility the autocorrelation function is also maximised between o −6
and o +6 ,w h e r eo is the pitch period from the previous frame. Finally the pitch
estimator chooses between p and the best lag around o by comparing the optimal
tap weights  f o rt h e s et w od e l a y s .
This pitch estimation procedure requires only about 2.6 million arithmetic oper-
ations per second, and is carried out at the decoder as part of the post-ltering
operations anyway. So using this method to nd a LTP delay has no eect on the de-
coder complexity, and increases the encoder complexity by only 2.6 million arithmetic
operations per second. We also found that not only was this method of calculating
the LTP delay much simpler than nding the maximum value of X from Equation
12.38 for all delays between 20 and 140, it also gave better results. This was due
to the removal of pitch doubling and tripling by the checking of pitch values around
that used in the previous frame. The average segmental SNR and segmental weighted
SNR for our codec at 16 kbits/s both with and without one tap LTP using the pitch
estimate from the post-lter is shown in Table 12.8. Similar gures for the codec at
8 kbits/s are given in Table 12.9. We found that when LTP was used, there was very
little gain in having a lter order any higher than 20. Therefore the gures in Tables
12.8 and 12.9 have a short term lter order of 20 when LTP is used.
Tables 12.8 and 12.9 also give the performance of our codec at 16 and 8 kbits/s
when we use multi-tap LTP. As the LTP is backward adaptive we can use as many
taps in the lter as we like, with the only penalty being a slight increase in complex-
ity. Once the delay is known, for a (2p + 1)'th order predictor the lter coecients
b−p;b −p+1;;b 0;;b p are given by solving the following set of simultaneous equa-VOICE-BO
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Figure 12.12: Performance of a 8-16 kbits/s Low Delay Codec With LTP
tions
j=p X
j=−p
bj
n=−1 X
n=−100
u(n − L − j)u(n − L − i)=
−1 X
n=−100
u(n)u(n − L − i) (12.40)
for i = −p;−p +1 ;;p. The LTP synthesis lter HLTP(z) is then given by
HLTP(z)=
1
1 − b−pz−L+p −−b0z−L −bpz−L−p: (12.41)
It can be seen from Tables 12.8 and 12.9 that at both 16 and 8 kbits/s the best
performance is given by a 3 tap lter which improves the segmental SNR at both bit
rates by almost 1 dB. Also because when LTP is used the short term synthesis lter
order was reduced to 20, the complexity of the codecs is not signicantly increased
by the use of a long term prediction lter.
We found that it was possible to slightly increase the performance of the codec
with LTP by modifying the signal u(n) used to nd the lter coecients in Equation
12.40. This modication involves simply repeating the previous vector's excitation
signal once. Hence instead of using the signal u(−1);u(−2);;u(−100) to nd the
LTP coecients, we use u(−1);u(−2);;u(−vs);u(−1);u(−2);;u(−100 + vs).
This single repetition of the previous vector's excitation in the calculation of theVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.13: Long Term Filter Prediction Residual at 16 kbits/s
LTP coecients increased both the segmental and the weighted SNR of our codec at
16 kbits/s by about 0.25 dB. It also improved the codec performance at 8 kbits/s,
although only by about 0.1 dB. The improvements that this repetition brings in the
codec's performance seem to be due to the backward adaptive nature of the LTP -
no such improvement is seen when a similar repetition is used in a forward adaptive
system.
Shown in Figure 12.12 is the variation in the codec's segmental SNR as the bit rate
is reduced from 16 to 8 kbits/s. The codec uses 3 tap LTP with the repetition scheme
described above and a short term synthesis lter of order 20. Also shown in this gure
is the equivalent variation in segmental SNR for the codec without LTP, repeated here
from Figure 12.10. It can be seen that the addition of long term prediction to the
codec gives a uniform improvement in its segmental SNR of about 1 dB from 8 to 16
kbits/s. The eectiveness of the LTP can also be seen from Figure 12.13 which shows
the long term prediction residual, in the 16 kbits/s codec, for the same segment of
speech as was used for the short term prediction residual in Figure 12.11. It is clear
that the long term correlations have been signicantly reduced. It should be noted
however that the addition of backward adapted long term prediction to the codec will
degrade its performance over noisy channels. This aspect of our codec's performance
is the subject of ongoing work [110].
Finally we tested the degradations in the performance of the long term prediction
due to backward adaption being used. To measure the eect of quantization noiseVOICE-BO
1999/12/1
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S e g m e n t a l S e g m e n t a l
Weighted SNR (dB) SNR (dB)
No Noise Feedback -0.03 +0.01
No Time Mismatch +0.87 +0.85
Use Forward Adaption +0.84 +0.86
Table 12.10: Eects of Backward Adaption of the LTP at 16 kbits/s
S e g m e n t a l S e g m e n t a l
Weighted SNR (dB) SNR (dB)
No Noise Feedback -0.18 +0.02
No Time Mismatch +1.17 +1.17
Use Forward Adaption +0.99 +1.19
Table 12.11: Eects of Backward Adaption of the LTP at 8 kbits/s
feedback we used past values of the original speech signal rather than the recon-
structed speech signal to nd the LTP delay and coecients. To measure the overall
eect of backward adaption as opposed to open-loop forward adaption we used both
past and present speech samples to nd the LTP delay and coecients. The improve-
ments obtained in terms of the segmental SNR and the segmental weighted SNR are
shown in Table 12.10 for the codec at 16 kbits/s, and Table 12.11 for the codec at 8
kbits/s. It can be seen that the use of backward adaption degrades the codecs perfor-
mance by just under 1 dB at 16 kbits/s, and just over 1 dB at 8 kbits/s. At both bit
rates noise feedback has very little eect, with most of the degradation coming from
the time mismatch inherent in backward adaption.
12.7 Closed-Loop Codebook Training
In this Section we describe the training of the shape and gain codebooks used in our
codec at its various bit rates. In Sections 12.5 and 12.6 Gaussian shape codebooks
were used, together with the G728 gain codebook. These codebooks were used for
simplicity, and in order to provide a fair comparison between the dierent coding
techniques used.
Due to the backward adaptive nature of the gain and synthesis lter and LTP
adaption used in our codec it is not sucient to generate a training sequence for the
codebooks and use the Lloyd algorithm [348] to design the codebooks. This is because
the codebook entries required from the shape and gain codebooks depend very much
upon the eectiveness of the gain adaption and the LTP and synthesis lters used.
However, because these are backward adapted, they depend on the codebook entries
that have been selected in the past. Therefore the eective training sequence needed
changes as the the codebooks are trained. Thus it is reported in [342] for example
that in a gain-adaptive vector quantization scheme unless the codebook is properly
designed, taking into account the gain adaption, the performance is worse than simple
non-adaptive vector quantization.VOICE-BO
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We used a closed-loop codebook design algorithm similar to that described in [345].
A long speech le consisting of four sentences spoken by two males and two females is
used for the training. Both the sentences spoken and the speakers are dierent from
those used for the performance gures quoted in this chapter. The training process
commences with an initial shape and gain codebook and codes the training speech as
usual. The total weighted error Ek from all the vectors that used the codebook entry
ck(n) is then given by
Ek =
X
m2Nk
 
^ 2
m
vs−1 X
n=0
(xm(n) − gm[hm(n)  ck(n)])
2
!
(12.42)
where Nk is the set of vectors that use ck(n), ^ m is the backward adapted gain
for vector m, gm is the gain codebook entry selected for vector m and hm(n)i s
the impulse response of the concatenated weighting lter and the backward adapted
synthesis lter used in vector m. Finally xm(n) is the codebook target for vector m,
which with (2p + 1)'th order LTP is given by
xm(n)=
swm(n) − ^ som(n) −
Pj=p
j=−p bjmum(n − Lm − j)
^ m
: (12.43)
Here swm(n) is the weighted input speech in vector m,^ som(n) is the zero input
response of the weighting and synthesis lters, um(n) is the previous excitation and
Lm and bjm are the backward adapted LTP delay and coecients in vector m.
Equation 12.42 giving Ek can be expanded to yield:
Ek =
X
m2Nk
 
^ 2
m
vs−1 X
n=0
(xm(n) − gm[hm(n)  ck(n)])
2
!
(12.44)
=
X
m2Nk
 
^ 
2
m
vs−1 X
n=0
x
2
m(n)+^ 
2
mg
2
m
vs−1 X
n=0
[hm(n)  ck(n)]
2
−2^ 
2
mgm
vs−1 X
n=0
xm(n)[hm(n)  ck(n)]
!
=
X
m2Nk
 
^ 
2
m
vs−1 X
n=0
x
2
m(n)+^ 
2
mg
2
m
vs−1 X
n=0
[hm(n)  ck(n)]
2
−2^ 
2
mgm
vs−1 X
n=0
pm(n)ck(n)
!
;
where pm(j) is the reverse convolution between hm(n) and the target xm(n). This ex-
pression can be partially dierentiated with respect to element n = j of the codebookVOICE-BO
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entry ck(n)t og i v e
@Ek
@ck(j)
=
X
m2Nk
 
2^ 2
mg2
m
vs−1 X
n=0
ck(n)H(n;j) − 2^ 2
mgmpm(j)
!
(12.45)
where Hm(n;j) is the autocorrelation of the delayed impulse response hm(n) and is
given by
Hm(i;j)=
vs−1 X
n=0
hm(n − i)hm(n − j): (12.46)
Setting these partial derivatives to zero gives the optimum codebook entry c
k(n)f o r
the cluster of vectors Nk as the solution of the set of simultaneous equations
X
m2Nk
 
^ 2
mg2
m
vs−1 X
n=0
c
k(n)Hm(n;j)
!
=
X
m2Nk
 
^ 2
mgmpm(j)

(12.47)
for j =0 ;1;;vs− 1:
A similar expression for the total weighted error Ei from all the vectors that use
the gain codebook entry gi is
Ei =
X
m2Ni
 
^ 2
m
vs−1 X
n=0
(xm(n) − gi[hm(n)  cm(n)])
2
!
(12.48)
=
X
m2Ni
 
^ 
2
m
vs−1 X
n=0
x
2
m(n)+g
2
i ^ 
2
m
vs−1 X
n=0
[hm(n)  cm(n)]
2
−2gi^ 2
m
vs−1 X
n=0
xm(n)[hm(n)  cm(n)]
!
where Ni is the set of vectors that use the gain codebook entry gi,a n dcm(n)i st h e
shape codebook entry used by the m'th vector. Dierentiating this expression with
respect to gi gives:
@Ei
@gi
=
X
m2Ni
 
2gi^ 2
m
vs−1 X
n=0
[hm(n)  cm(n)]2 (12.49)
−2^ 2
m
vs−1 X
n=0
xm(n)[hm(n)  cm(n)]
!
and setting this partial derivative to zero gives the optimum gain codebook entry g
i
for the cluster of vectors Ni as:
g
i =
P
m2Ni

^ 2
m
Pvs−1
n=0 xm(n)[hm(n)  cm(n)]

P
m2Ni

^ 2
m
Pvs−1
n=0 [cm(n)  hm(n)]2
 ; (12.50)VOICE-BO
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Figure 12.14: Codec's Performance as the Codebooks are Trained
The summations in Equations 12.48 and 12.50 over all the vectors that use ck(n)o r
gi are carried out for all 128 shape codebook entries and all 8 gain codebook entries
as the coding of the training speech takes place. At the end of the coding the shape
and gain codebooks are updated using Equations 12.48 and 12.50, and then the codec
starts coding the training speech again with the new codebooks. This closed loop
codebook training procedure is summarised below
1. Start with an initial gain and shape codebook.
2. Code the training sequence using the given codebooks. Accumulate the sum-
mations in Equations 12.48 and 12.50.
3. Calculate the total weighted error of the coded speech. If this distortion is less
than the minimum distortion so far keep a record of the codebooks used as the
best codebooks so far.
4. Calculate new shape and gain codebooks using Equations 12.48 and 12.50.
5. Return to step 2.
Each entire coding of the training speech le counts as one iteration, and Figure
12.14 shows the variation in the total weighted error energy E, and the codec's seg-
mental SNR, as the training progresses for the 16 kbits/s codebooks. From this gureVOICE-BO
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it can be seen that this closed-loop training sequence does not give a monotonic de-
crease in the total weighted error from one iteration to the next. This is because of
the changing of the codebook target xm(n), as well as the other backward adapted
parameters, from one iteration to the next. However it is clear from Figure 12.14 that
the training does give a signicant improvement in the codec's performance. Due to
the non-monotonic decrease in the total weighted error energy it is necessary during
the codebook training to keep a record of the lowest error energy achieved so far, and
the corresponding codebooks. If a certain number of iterations passes without this
minimum energy being improved then the codebook training can be terminated. It
can be seen from Figure 12.14 that we get close to the minimum within about 20
iterations.
An important aspect in vector quantizer training can be the initial codebook used.
In Figure 12.14 we used the G728 gain codebook and the Gaussian shape codebook
as the initial codebooks. We also tried using other codebooks such as the G728 xed
codebook, and Gaussian codebooks with dierent variances, as the initial codebooks.
However, although these gave very dierent starting values of the total weighted error
E, and took dierent numbers of iterations to give their optimum codebooks, they all
resulted in codebooks which gave very similar performances. Therefore we concluded
that the G728 gain codebook, and the Gaussian shape codebook, are suitable for use
as the initial codebooks.
We trained dierent shape and gain codebooks for use by our codec at all of its bit
rates between 8 and 16 kbits/s. The average segmental SNR given by the codec using
these codebooks is shown in Figure 12.15 for the 4 speech sentences which were not
part of the training sequence. Also shown in this gure for comparison is the curve
from Figure 12.12 for the corresponding codec with the untrained codebooks. It can
be seen that the codebook training gives an improvement of about 1.5 to 2 dB across
the codec's range of bit rates.
It can be seen from Figure 12.14 that a decrease in the total weighted error energy
E does not necessarily correspond to an increase in the codec's segmental SNR. This
is also true for the codec's segmental weighted SNR, and is because the distortion D
calculated takes no account of the dierent signal energies in dierent vectors. We
tried altering the codebook training algorithm described above to take account of this,
hoping that it would result in codebooks which gave lower segmental SNRs. However
the codebooks trained with this modied algorithm gave very similar performances
to those trained by minimising E.
We also attempted training dierent codebooks at each bit rate for voiced and
unvoiced speech. The voicing decision can be made backward adaptive based on the
correlations in the previous reconstructed speech. A voiced/unvoiced decision like this
is made in the G728 post-lter to determine whether to apply pitch post-ltering. We
found however that although an accurate determination of the voicing of the speech
could be made in a backward adaptive manner, no signicant improvement in the
codec's performance could be achieved by using separately trained voiced and un-
voiced codebooks. This agrees with the results in [339] when fully backward adaptive
LTP is used.VOICE-BO
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Figure 12.15: Performance of the 8-16 kbits/s Codec with Trained Codebooks
12.8 Reduced-Rate G728-Like Codec: Constant-length
Excitation Vector
In the previous Sections we discussed a variable rate codec based on G728 which
varied its bit rate by changing the number of samples in each vector. The excitation
for each vector was coded with 10 bits. In this Section we describe the alternative
approach of keeping the vector size constant and varying the number of bits used to
code the excitation. The bit rate of the codec is varied between 8 and 16 kbits/s with a
constant vector size of 5 samples by using between 5 and 10 bits to code the excitation
signal for each vector. We used a structure for the codec identical to that described
earlier, with backward gain adaption for the excitation and backward adapted short
and long term synthesis lters. With 10,9 or 8 bits to code the excitation we used
a split vector quantizer, similar to that used in G728, with a 7 bit shape codebook
and a 3,2 or 1 bit gain codebook. For the lower bit rates we used a single 7,6 or 5 bit
vector quantizer to code the excitation. Codebooks were trained for the various bit
rates using the closed loop codebook training technique described in Section 12.7.
The segmental SNR of this variable rate codec is shown in Figure 12.16. Also shown
in this graph is the segmental SNR of the codec with a variable vector size, copied
here from Figure 12.15 for comparison. At 16 kbits/s the two codecs are of course
identical, but at lower rates the constant vector size codec performs worse than the
variable vector size codec. The dierence between the two approaches increases asVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.16: Performance of the Reduced-Rate G728-Like Codec II with Constant-length
Excitation Vectors
the bit rate decreases, and at 8 kbits/s the segmental SNR of the constant vector size
codec is about 1.75 dB lower than that of the variable vector size codec.
However, although the constant vector size codec gives lower reconstructed speech
quality, it does have certain advantages. The most obvious is that it has a constant
delay equal to that of G728, ie less than 2ms. Also the complexity of its encoder,
especially at low bit rates, is lower than that of the variable vector size codec. This is
because of the smaller codebooks used - at 8 kbits/s the codebook search procedure
has only to examine 32 codebook entries. Therefore for some applications this codec
may be more suitable than the higher speech quality variable vector size codec.
In this chapter sofar we have described the G728 16 kbps low-delay codec and
investigated a variable rate low delay codec, which is compatible with the 16 kbits/s
G728 codec at its highest bit rate, and exhibits a graceful degradation in speech
quality down to 8 kbits/s. The bit rate can be reduced while the buering delay
is kept constant at 5 samples (0.625 ms), or alternatively better speech quality is
achieved if the buering delay is increased gradually to 10 samples as the bit rate is
reduced down to 8 kbits/s.VOICE-BO
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Figure 12.17: Scheme One Low Delay CELP Codec
12.9 Programmable-Rate 8-4 kbps Low Delay CELP
Codecs
12.9.1 Motivation
Having discussed low delay 16-8 kbits/s programmable-rate coding in the previous
Section, in this Section we consider methods of improving the performance of the
proposed 8 kbits/s backward-adaptive predictive codec, while maintaining as low a
delay and complexity as possible. Our proposed 8 kbits/s codec developed in Sec-
tions 12.5 and 12.8 uses a 3 bit gain codebook and a 7 bit shape codebook with
backward adaption of both the long and the short term synthesis lters, and gives
an average segmental SNR of 14.29 dB. In Section 12.9.2 we describe the eect of in-
creasing the size of the gain and shape codebooks in this codec while keeping a vector
length of 10 samples. This is followed by Sections 12.9.3 and 12.9.4 where we consider
the improvements that can be achieved, again while maintaining a vector length of 10
samples, by using forward adaption of the short and long term synthesis lters. Then
in Section 12.9.5 we show the performance of three codecs, based on those developed
in the earlier Sections, operating at bit rates between 8 and 4 kbits/s. Finally, as an
interesting benchmarker, in Section 12.9.6 we describe a codec, with a vector size of
40 samples, based on the algebraic codebook structure we described in Section 10.4.3.
The performance of this codec is compared to the previously introduced low delay
codecs from Section 12.9.5 and the higher delay forward-adaptive predictive ACELP
codec described in Section10.4.3.
12.9.2 8-4kbps Codec Improvements Due to Increasing Code-
book Sizes
In this Section we use the same structure for the codec as before, but increase the
size of the shape and the gain codebooks. This codec structure is shown in Figure
12.17, and we refer to it as \Scheme One". We used 3 tap backward adapted LTP
and a vector length of 10 samples with a 7 bit shape codebook, and varied the size ofVOICE-BO
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Gain Codebook Shape Codebook Segmental
Bits Bits SNR (dB)
3 7 14.29
4 7 15.24
5 7 15.62
3 8 15.33
3 9 16.12
4 8 16.01
Table 12.12: Performance of the Scheme One Codec with Various Size Gain and Shape
Codebooks
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Figure 12.18: Scheme Two Low Delay CELP Codec
the gain codebook from 3 to 4 and 5 bits. Then in our next experiments we used a
3 bit gain codebook and trained 8 and 9 bit shape codebooks. Finally we attempted
increasing the size of both the shape and the gain codebooks by one bit. In each case
the new codebooks were closed-loop trained using the technique described in Section
12.7.
The segmental SNRs of this Scheme One codec with various size shape and gain
codebooks is shown in Table 12.12. It can be seen that adding one bit to either the
gain or the shape codebook increases the segmental SNR of the codec by about 1 dB.
Adding two extra bits to the shape codebook, or one bit each to both codebooks,
increases the segmental SNR by almost 2 dB.
12.9.3 8-4kbps Codecs - Forward Adaption of the Short Term
Synthesis Filter
In this Section we consider the improvements that can be achieved in the vector size
10 codec by using forward adaption of the short term synthesis lter. In Table 12.6
we examined the eects of backward adaption of the synthesis lter at 8 kbits/s.
However these gures gave the improvements that can be achieved by eliminating theVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.19: LPC Windowing Function Used in Candidate CCITT 8 kbits/s Codec
noise feedback and time mismatch that are inherent in backward adaption when using
the same recursive windowing function and update rate as the G728 codec. In this
Section we consider the improvements that could be achieved by signicantly altering
the structure used for the determination of the synthesis lter parameters.
The codec structure used is shown in Figure 12.18, and we refer to it as \Scheme
Two". Its only dierence from our previously developed 8 kbits/s backward-adaptive
codec is that we replaced the recursive windowing function shown in Figure 12.3
with an asymmetric analysis window which was used in a candidate codec for the
CCITT 8 kbits/s standard [143,322]. This window, which is shown in Figure 12.19,
is made up of half a Hamming window and a quarter of a cosine function cycle. The
windowing scheme uses a frame length of 10 ms (or 80 samples), with a 5 ms look-
ahead. The 10 ms frame consists of two sub-frames, and a Line Spectral Frequency
(LSF) interpolation scheme similar to that described in Section 10.4.3 is used.
We implemented this method of deriving the LPC coecients in our codec. The
vector length was kept constant at 10 samples, but instead of the synthesis lter
parameters being updated every 20 samples, as in the Scheme One codec, they were
updated every 40 samples using either the interpolated or transmitted LSFs. In the
candidate 8 kbits/s CCITT codec [143] a lter order of ten is used and the ten LSFs
are quantized with 19 bits using dierential split vector quantization. However for
simplicity, and in order to see the best performance gain possible for our codec by using
forward adaption of the short term synthesis lter, we used the ten unquantized LSFsVOICE-BO
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to derive the lter coecients. A new 3 bit gain codebook and 7 bit shape codebook
were derived for this codec using the codebook training technique described in Section
12.7. We found that this forward adaption increased the segmental SNR of the codec
by only 0.8 dB, and even this rather small improvement would of course be reduced
by the quantization of the LSFs. Using a 19 bit quantization scheme to transmit a
new set of LSFs every 80 sample frame would mean using on average about 2.4 bits
per 10 sample vector.
Traditionally codecs employing forward adaptive LPC are more resilient to channel
errors than those using backward adaptive LPC. However a big disadvantage of using
such a forward adaptive LPC scheme is that it would increase the delay of the codec
by almost an order of magnitude. Instead of a vector length of 10 samples we would
need to buer a frame of 80 speech samples, plus a 40 sample look-ahead, to calculate
the LPC information. This would increase the overall delay of the codec from under
4m st oa b o u t3 5m s .
12.9.4 Forward Adaption of the Long Term Predictor
12.9.4.1 Initial Experiments
In this Section we consider the gains in our codec performance which can be achieved
using forward adaption of the Long Term Predictor (LTP) gain. Although forward
adaption of the LTP parameters would improve the codec's robustness to channel
errors, we did not consider forward adaption of the LTP delay because to transmit
this delay from the encoder to the decoder would require around 7 extra bits per
vector. However we expected to be able to improve the performance of the codec, at
the cost of signicantly fewer extra bits, by using forward adaption of the LTP gain.
Previously we employed a three-tap LTP with backward adapted values for the
delay and lter coecients. Initially we replaced this LTP scheme with an adaptive
codebook arrangement, where the delay was still backward adapted but the gain was
calculated as in forward-adaptive CELP codecs, which was detailed in Section 10.5.
This calculation assumes that the xed codebook signal, which is not known until
after the LTP parameters are calculated, is zero. The \optimum" adaptive codebook
gain G1, which minimises the weighted error between the original and reconstructed
speech is then given by:
G1 =
Pvs−1
n=0 x(n)y(n)
Pvs−1
n=0 y2
(n)
: (12.51)
Here x(n)=sw(n) − ^ so(n) is the target for the adaptive codebook search, sw(n)i s
the weighted speech signal, ^ so(n) is the zero input response of the weighted synthesis
lter, and
y(n)=
n X
i=0
u(i − )h(n − i) (12.52)
is the convolution of the adaptive codebook signal u(n−) with the impulse response
h(n) of the weighted synthesis lter, where  is the backward adapted LTP delay.
Again, we trained new 7/3-bit shape/gain xed codebooks, and used the unquan-
tized LTP gain G1 as given by Equation 12.51. However we found that this arrange-VOICE-BO
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ment improved the segmental SNR of our codec by only 0.1 dB over the codec with 3
tap backward adapted LTP. Therefore we decided to invoke some of the joint adaptive
and xed codebook optimization schemes described in Section 10.5.2.4. These joint
optimization schemes are described below.
The simplest optimization scheme - Method A from Section 10.5.2.4 - involves
calculating the adaptive and xed codebook gains and indices as usual, and then
updating the two gains for the given codebook indices k and  using Equations 10.28
and 10.29, which are repeated here for convenience:
G1 =
Ck − CkYk
k − Y 2
k
(12.53)
G2 =
Ck − CYk
k − Y 2
k
: (12.54)
Here G1 is the LTP gain, G2 is the xed codebook gain,
 =
vs−1 X
n=0
y2
(n) (12.55)
is the energy of the ltered adaptive codebook signal and
C =
vs−1 X
n=0
x(n)y(n) (12.56)
is the correlation between the ltered adaptive codebook signal and the codebook
target x(n). Similarly k is the energy of the ltered xed codebook signal [ck(n) 
h(n)], and Ck is the correlation between this and the target signal. Finally
Yk =
vs−1 X
n=0
y(n)[ck(n)  h(n)] (12.57)
is the correlation between the ltered signals from the two codebooks.
We studied the performance of this gain update scheme in our vector length 10
codec. A 7 bit xed shape codebook was trained, but the LTP and xed codebook
gains were not quantized. We found that the gain update improved the segmental
SNR of our codec by 1.2 dB over the codec with backward adapted 3 tap LTP and
no xed codebook gain quantization. This is a much more signicant improvement
than that reported in Section 10.5.2.4 for our 4.7 kbits/s ACELP codec, because of
the much higher update rate for the gains used in our present codec. In our low delay
codec the two gains are calculated for every 10 sample vector, whereas in the 4.7
kbits/s ACELP codec used in Section 10.5 the two gains are updated only every 60
sample sub-frame.
Encouraged by these results we also invoked the second sub-optimal joint codebook
search procedure described in Section 10.5.2.4. In this search procedure the adaptive
codebook delay  is determined rst, by backward adaption in our present codec,VOICE-BO
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Figure 12.20: Scheme Three Low Delay CELP Codec
and then for each xed codebook index k the optimum LTP and xed codebook
gains G1 and G2 are determined using Equations 12.53 and 12.54 above. The index
k which maximises Tk, given below in Equation 12.58, will minimise the weighted
error between the reconstructed and the original speech for the present vector, and
is transmitted to the decoder. This codebook search procedure was referred to as
Method B in Section 10.5.2.4.
Tk =2( G1C +^ G2Ck − ^ G1G2Yk) − G
2
1 − ^ 
2G
2
2k (12.58)
We trained a new 7-bit xed shape codebook for this joint codebook search algo-
rithm, and the two gains G1 and G2 were left unquantized. We found that this scheme
gave an additional improvement in the performance of the codec so that its segmental
SNR was now 2.7 dB higher than the codec with backward adapted 3 tap LTP and
no xed gain quantization. Again this is a much more signicant improvement than
that which we found for our 4.7 kbits/s ACELP codec.
12.9.4.2 Quantization of Jointly Optimized Gains
The improvements quoted above for our vector size 10 codec when we use an adaptive
codebook arrangement with joint calculation of the LTP and xed codebook gains,
and no quantization of either gain, are quite promising. Next we considered the
quantization of the two gains G1 and G2. In order to minimise the number of bits
used we decided to use a vector quantizer for the two gains. A block diagram of
the coding scheme used is shown in Figure 12.20. We refer to this arrangement as
\Scheme Three".
This Scheme Three codec with forward adaptive LTP was tested with 4,5,6 andVOICE-BO
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7 bit vector quantizers for the xed and adaptive codebook gains and a 7 bit shape
codebook. The vector quantizers were trained as follows. For a given vector quantizer
level i the total weighted energy Ei for speech vectors using this level will be
Ei =
X
m2Ni
 
vs−1 X
n=0
(xm(n) − G1iym(n) − G2i^ m[hm(n)  cm(n)])
2
!
: (12.59)
Here xm(n), ym(n), and hm(n) are the signals x(n), y(n), and h(n)i nt h em'th
vector, ^ m is the value of the backward adapted gain ^  in the m'th vector, cm(n)i s
the xed codebook entry ck(n)u s e di nt h em'th vector, G1i and G2i are the values
of the two gains in the i'th entry of the joint vector quantizer, and Ni is the set of
speech vectors that use the i'th entry of the vector quantizer. As before vs is the
vector size used in the codec, which in our present experiments is ten.
Expanding Equation 12.59 gives:
Ei =
X
m2Ni
 
Xm + G
2
1im + G
2
2i^ 
2
mkm − 2G1iCm (12.60)
−2^ mG2iCkm +2^ mG1iG2iYkm)
where Xm =
Pvs−1
n=0 x2
m(n) is the energy of the target signal xm(n), and m, km,
Cm, Ckm and Ykm are the values in the m'th vector of , k, C, Ck and Yk
dened earlier.
Dierentiating Equation 12.61 with respect to G1i and setting the result to zero
gives
@Ei
@G1i
=
X
m2Ni
(2G1im − 2Cm +2^ mG2iYkm) = 0 (12.61)
or
G1i
X
m2Ni
m + G2i
X
m2Ni
^ mYm =
X
m2Ni
Cm: (12.62)
Similarly, dierentiating with respect to G2i and setting the result to zero gives:
G1i
X
m2Ni
^ mYkm + G2i
X
m2Ni
^ 2
mkm =
X
m2Ni
^ mCkm: (12.63)
Solving these two simultaneous equations gives the optimum values of G1i and G2i
for the cluster of vectors Ni as:
G1i =
￿
P
m2Ni Cm
￿
￿
P
m2Ni ^ 
2
mkm
￿
−
￿
P
m2Ni ^ mCkm
￿
￿
P
m2Ni ^ mYkm
￿
￿
P
m2Ni m
￿
￿
P
m2Ni ^ 2
mkm
￿
− (
P
m2Ni ^ mYkm)2
(12.64)
and
G2i =
￿
P
m2Ni ^ mCkm
￿
￿
P
m2Ni m
￿
−
￿
P
m2Ni Cm
￿
￿
P
m2Ni ^ mYkm
￿
￿
P
m2Ni m
￿
￿
P
m2Ni ^ 2
mkm
￿
− (
P
m2Ni ^ mYkm)2
: (12.65)
Using Equations 12.64 and 12.65 we performed a closed-loop training of the vectorVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.21: Values of G1 and G2 in the 4 Bit Gain Quantizer
quantizer gain codebook along with the xed shape codebook similarly to the training
of the shape and single gain codebooks described in Section 12.7. However we found
a similar problem to that which we encountered when training scalar codebooks for
G1 and G2 in Section 10.5.2.5. Specically although almost all values of G1 have
magnitudes less than 2, a few values have very high magnitudes. This leads to a
few levels in the trained vector quantizers having very high values, and being very
rarely used. Following an in-depth investigation into this phenomenon we solved the
problem by excluding all vectors for which the magnitude of G1 was greater than 2, or
the magnitude of G2 was greater than 5, from the training sequence. This approach
solved the problems of the trained gain codebooks having some very high and very
rarely used levels.
We trained vector quantizers for the two gains using 4, 5, 6 and 7 bits. The values
of the 4 bit trained vector quantizer for G1 and G2 are shown in Figure 12.21. It can
be seen that when G1 is close to zero, the values of G2 have a wide range of values
between -3 and +3, but when the speech is voiced and G1 is high the xed codebook
contribution to the excitation is less signicant, and the quantized values of G2 are
closer to zero.
Our trained joint gain codebooks are searched as follows. For each xed codebook
entry k the optimum gain codebook entry is found by tentatively invoking each pair
of gain values in Equation 12.58, in order to test which level maximises Tk and
hence minimises the weighted error energy. The segmental SNR of our Scheme ThreeVOICE-BO
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Gain Codebook Bits Segmental SNR (dB)
4B i t s 14.81
5B i t s 15.71
6B i t s 16.54
7B i t s 17.08
Table 12.13: Performance of the Scheme Three Codecs
codec with a trained 7 bit shape codebook and trained 4,5,6 and 7 bit joint G1/G2
vector quantizers is shown in Table 12.13. The segmental SNRs in this table should
be compared with the value of 14.29 dB obtained for the Scheme One codec with a 3
bit scalar quantizer for G2 and 3 tap backward adapted LTP.
It can be seen from Table 12.13 that the joint G1/G2 gain codebooks give a steady
increase in the performance of the codec as the size of the gain codebook is increased.
In the next Section we describe the use of backwardadaptive voiced/unvoicedswitched
codebooks to further improve the performance of our codec.
12.9.4.3 8-4kbps Codecs - Voiced/Unvoiced Codebooks
In Section 12.7 we discussed using dierent codebooks for voiced and unvoiced seg-
ments of speech, and using a backward adaptive voicing decision to select which
codebooks to use. However we found that in the case of a codec with fully backward
adaptive LTP no signicant improvement in the codec's performance was achieved
by using switched codebook excitation. In this Section we discuss using a similar
switching arrangement in conjunction with our Scheme Three codec described above.
The backward adaptive voiced/unvoiced switching is based on the voiced/unvoiced
switching used in the postlter employed in the G728 codec [231]. In our codec the
switch uses the normalised autocorrelation value of the past reconstructed speech
signal ^ s(n) at the delay  which is used by the adaptive codebook. This normalised
autocorrelation value  is given by
 =
P−1
n=−100 ^ s(n)^ s(n − )
P−1
n=−100 ^ s2(n − )
; (12.66)
and when it is greater than a set threshold the speech is classied as voiced; otherwise
the speech is classied as unvoiced. In our codec, as in the G728 postlter, the
threshold is set to 0.6.
Figure 12.22 shows a segment of the original speech and the normalised autocorre-
lation value  calculated from the reconstructed speech of our 8 kbits/s codec. To
aid the clarity of this graph the values of  have been limited to lie between 0.05 and
0.95. It can be seen that the condition  > 0:6 gives a good indication of whether
the speech is voiced or unvoiced.
The backward adaptive voicing decision described above was incorporated into our
Scheme Three codec shown in Figure 12.20 to produce a new coding arrangement
which we referred to as \Scheme Four". Shape and joint gain codebooks were trained
as described earlier for both the voiced and unvoiced modes of operation in a vectorVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.22: Normalised Autocorrelation Value  During Voiced and Unvoiced Speech
Gain Codebook Bits Segmental SNR (dB)
4B i t s 15.03
5B i t s 15.92
6B i t s 16.56
7B i t s 17.12
Table 12.14: Performance of the Scheme Four Codecs
length 10 codec. The quantized values of G1 and G2 in both the 4 bit voiced and
unvoiced codebooks are shown in Figure 12.23. It can be seen that similarly to Figure
12.21 when G1 is high the range of values of G2 is more limited than when G1 is close
to zero. Furthermore, as expected, the voiced codebook has a group of quantizer levels
with G1 close to one, whereas the values of the LTP gain in the unvoiced codebook
are closer to zero.
The results we achieved with seven bit shape codebooks and joint gain codebooks of
various sizes are shown in Table 12.14. It can be seen by comparing this to Table 12.13
that the voiced/unvoiced switching gives an improvement in the codec's performance
of about 0.25 dB for the 4 and the 5 bit gain quantizers, and a smaller improvement
for the 6 and 7 bit gain quantizers.VOICE-BO
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Figure 12.23: Values of G1 and G2 in the 4 Bit Voiced and Unvoiced Gain Quantizers
12.9.5 Low Delay Codecs at 4-8 kbits/s
In the previous three Sections we have considered the improvements that can be
achieved in our vector size 10 codec by increasing the size of the shape and gain
codebooks, and by using forward adaption of the short term predictor coecients
and the long term predictor gain. The improvements obtained by these schemes are
summarised in Table 12.15, which shows the various gains in the codec's segmental
SNR against the number of extra bits used to represent each ten sample vector.
In this table the Scheme One codec (see Section 12.9.2) is the vector size 10 codec,
with three-tap backward adapted LTP and a 20-tap backward adapted short term
predictor. The table shows the gains in the segmental SNR of the codec that are
achieved by adding one or two extra bits to the shape or the scalar gain codebooks.
The Scheme Two codec (see Section 12.9.3 ) also uses 3 tap backward adapted LTP,
but uses forward adaption to determine the short term synthesis lter coecients.
Using these coecients without quantization gives an improvement in the codecs
segmental SNR of 0.82 dB, which would be reduced if quantization were applied. In
reference [143], where forward adaption is used for the LPC parameters, 19 bits are
used to quantize a set of LSFs for every 80 sample frame; this quantization scheme
would require us to use about 2.4 extra bits per 10 sample vector.
The Scheme Three codec (see Section 12.9.4 ) uses backward adaption to determine
the short term predictor coecients and the long term predictor delay. HoweverVOICE-BO
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Synthesis
Filter
Long Term
Predictor
Shape
C.B.
Gain
C.B.
Extra
Bits
S e g .
SNR
Scheme Backward 3T a p 7B i t s 3B i t s 0 0d B
One Adapted Backward 7B i t s 4B i t s 1 +0.95 dB
p=20 Adapted 8B i t s 3B i t s 1 +1.04 dB
7B i t s 5B i t s 2 +1.33 dB
8B i t s 4B i t s 2 +1.72 dB
9B i t s 3B i t s 2 +1.83 dB
Scheme Forward 3T a p
Two Adapted Backward 7B i t s 3B i t s  2.4  +0.82dB
p=10 Adapted
Scheme Backward Forward 7B i t s 4B i t s 1 +0.52 dB
Three Adapted Adapted 7B i t s 5B i t s 2 +1.42 dB
p=20 7B i t s 6B i t s 3 +2.25 dB
7B i t s 7B i t s 4 +2.79 dB
Scheme Backward Switched 7B i t s 4B i t s 1 +0.74 dB
Four Adapted Forward 7B i t s 5B i t s 2 +1.63 dB
p=20 Adapted 7B i t s 6B i t s 3 +2.27 dB
7B i t s 7B i t s 4 +2.83 dB
Table 12.15: Improvements Obtained Using Schemes One to Four
forward adaption is used to nd the LTP gain, which is jointly determined along with
the xed codebook index and gain. The LTP gain and the xed codebook gain are
jointly vector quantized using 4, 5, 6 or 7 bit quantizers, which implies using between
1 and 4 extra bits per 10 sample vector.
Finally the Scheme Four codec uses the same coding strategy as the Scheme Three
codec, but also implements a backward adapted switch between specially trained
shape and vector gain codebooks for the voiced and unvoiced segments of speech.
It is clear from Table 12.15 that, for our vector size 10 codec, using extra bits to
allow forward adaption of the synthesis lter parameters is the least ecient way of
using these extra bits. If we were to use two extra bits the largest gain in the codec's
segmental SNR is given if we simply use the Scheme One codec and increase the size
of the shape codebook by 2 bits. This gain is almost matched if we allocate one extra
bit to both the shape and gain codebooks in the Scheme One codec, and this would
increase the codebook search complexity less dramatically than allocating both extra
bits to the shape codebook.
In order to give a fair comparison between the dierent coding schemes at bit rates
between 4 and 8 kbits/s we tested the Scheme One, Scheme Three and Scheme Four
codecs using 8 bit shape codebooks, 4 bit gain codebooks and vector sizes of 12, 15,
18 and 24 samples. This gave three dierent codecs at 8, 6.4, 5.3 and 4 kbits/s. Note
that as the vector size of the codecs increase, their complexity also increases. Methods
of reducing this complexity are possible [349], but have not been studied in our work.
The segmental SNRs of our three 4-8 kbits/s codecs against their bit rates is shown
in Figure 12.24.
Several observations can be made from this graph. At 8 kbits/s, as expected from
the results in Table 12.15, the Scheme One codec gives the best quality reconstructedVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.24: Performance of Schemes One Three and Four Codecs at 4-8 kbits/s
speech, with a segmental SNR of 14.55 dB. However as the vector size is increased
and hence the bit rate reduced it is the Scheme One codec whose performance is
most badly aected. At 6.4 kbits/s and 5.3 kbits/s all three codecs give very similar
segmental SNRs, but at 4 kbits/s the Scheme One codec is clearly worse than the other
codecs, which use forward adaption of the LTP gain. This indicates that although
the three tap backward adapted LTP is very eective at 8 kbits/s and above, it is less
eective as the bit rate is reduced. Furthermore the backward adaptive LTP scheme
is more prone to channel error propagation.
Similarly, as indicated in Table 12.15, the backward adaptive switching between
specially trained voiced and unvoiced gain and shape codebooks improves the per-
formance of our Scheme Four codec at 8 kbits/s so that it gives a higher segmental
SNR than the Scheme Three codec. However as the bit rate is reduced the gain due
to this codebook switching is eroded, and at 4 kbits/s the Scheme Four codec gives
a lower segmental SNR than the Scheme Three codec. This is due to inaccuracies in
the backward adaptive voicing decisions at the lower bit rates. Figure 12.25 shows
the same segment of speech as was shown in Figure 12.22, and the normalised au-
tocorrelation value  calculated from the reconstructed speech of our Scheme Four
codec at 4 kbits/s. It can be seen that the condition  > 0:6n ol o n g e rg i v e sag o o d
indication of the voicing of the speech. Again for clarity of display the values of 
have been limited to between 0.05 and 0.95 in this gure.
In listening tests we found that all three codecs gave near toll quality speech at 8VOICE-BO
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Figure 12.25: Normalised Autocorrelation Value  During Voiced and Unvoiced Speech
kbits/s, with dierences between the codecs being dicult to distinguish. However, at
4 kbits/s the Scheme Two codec sounded clearly better than the Scheme One codec,
and gave reconstructed speech of communications quality.
12.9.6 Low Delay ACELP Codec
In this Section of our work on low delay CELP codecs operating between 4 and 8
kbits/s we implemented a low delay version of our Algebraic CELP (ACELP) codec
which was described in Section 10.4.3. We developed a series of low delay codecs
with a frame size of 40 samples or 5 ms, and hence a total delay of about 15 ms, and
with various bit rates between 5 and 6.2 kbits/s. All of these codecs use backward
adaption with the recursive windowing function described in Section 12.4.2 in order
to determine the coecients for the synthesis lter, which has an order of p = 20.
Furthermore, they employ the same weighting lter, which was described in Section
12.4.1, as our other low delay codecs. However apart from this they have a structure
similar to the codecs described in Section 10.4.3. An adaptive codebook is used to
represent the long term periodicities of the speech, with possible delays taking all
integer values between 20 and 147 and being represented using 7 bits. As described
in Section 10.4.3 the best delay is calculated once per 40 sample vector within the
Analysis-by-Synthesis loop at the encoder, and then transmitted to the decoder.
Initially we used the 12 bit ACELP xed codebook structure shown in Table 10.4VOICE-BO
1999/12/1
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Pulse Number i Amplitude Possible Position mi
0 +1 1,6,11,16,21,26,31,36
1 -1 2,7,12,17,22,27,32,37
2 +1 3,8,13,18,23,28,33,38
3 -1 4,9,14,19,24,29,34,39
Table 12.16: Pulse Amplitudes and Positions for the 12 bit ACELP Codebook
which is repeated here in Table 12.16. Each 40 sample vector has a xed codebook
signal given by 4 non-zero pulses of amplitude +1 or -1, whose possible positions are
shown in Table 12.16. Each pulse position is encoded with 3 bits giving a 12 bit
codebook. As it was explained in Section 10.3, the pulse positions can be found using
a series of four nested loops, leading to a very ecient codebook search algorithm
[178,280].
In our rst low delay ACELP codec, which we refer to as Codec A, we used the
same 3 and 5 bit scalar quantizers as were used in the codecs in Section 10.4.3 to
quantize the adaptive and xed codebook gains G1 and G2. This meant that 12 bits
were required to represent the xed codebook index, 7 bits for the adaptive codebook
index and a total of 8 bits to quantize the two codebook gains. This gave a total
of 27 bits to represent each 40 sample vector, giving a bit rate for this codec of 5.4
kbits/s. We found that this codec gave an average segmental SNR of 10.20 dB, which
should be compared to the average segmental SNRs for the same speech les of 9.83
dB, 11.13 dB and 11.42 dB for our 4.7 kbits/s, 6.5 kbits/s and 7.1 kbits/s forward
adaptive ACELP codecs described in Section 10.4.3. All of these codecs have a similar
level of complexity, but the backward adaptive 5.4 kbits/s ACELP codec has a frame
size of only 5 ms, compared to the frame sizes of 20 or 30 ms for the forward adaptive
systems. Furthermore it can be seen from Figure 12.26 that, upon interpolating the
segmental SNRs between the three forward adaptive ACELP codecs, the backward
adaptive ACELP codec at 5.4 kbits/s gives a very similar level of performance to the
forward adaptive codecs. In this gure we have marked the segmental SNRs of the
three forward adaptive ACELP codecs with circles, and the segmental SNR of our low
delay ACELP codec at 5.4 kbits/s with a diamond. Also marked with diamonds are
the segmental SNRs and bit rates of other backward adaptive ACELP codecs which
will be described later. For comparison the performance of the Scheme One low delay
codec, described in Section 12.9.5 and copied from Figure 12.24, is also shown.
It can be seen from Figure 12.26 that although the 5.4 kbits/s low delay back-
ward adaptive ACELP codec described above gives a similar performance in terms
of segmental SNR to the higher delay forward adaptive ACELP codecs, it performs
signicantly worse than the Scheme One codec of Table 12.15, which uses a shorter
vector size and a trained shape codebook. We therefore attempted to improve the
performance of our low delay ACELP codec by introducing vector quantization and
joint determination of the two codebook gains G1 and G2. Note that similar vector
quantization and joint determination of these gains was used in the Scheme Three and
Scheme Four codecs described in Section 12.9.5. We also re-introduced the backward
adaption of the xed codebook gain G2 - as known from the schematic of the G.728VOICE-BO
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Figure 12.26: Performance of Low Delay ACELP codecs
decoder seen in Figure 12.2, which was used in our other low delay codecs as detailed
in Section 12.4.3. We replaced the 3- and 5-bit scalar quantizers for G1 and G2 with
a 6-bit joint vector quantizer for these gains, which resulted in a total of 25 bits being
used to represent each 40 sample vector and therefore gave us a 5 kbits/s codec. We
refer to this as Codec B. The joint 6-bit vector quantizer for the gains was trained
as described in Section 12.9.4.2. A joint codebook search procedure was used so that
for each xed codebook index k the joint gain codebook was searched to nd the gain
codebook index which minimised the weighted error for that xed codebook index.
The best shape and gain codebook indices are therefore determined together. This
codebook search procedure results in a large increase in the complexity of the codec,
but also signicantly increases the performance of the codec.
We found that our 5 kbits/s Codec B, using joint vector quantization of G1 and G2
and backward adaption of G2, gave an average segmental SNR of 10.58 dB. This is
higher than the segmental SNR of the codec with scalar gain quantization, ie Codec A,
despite Codec B having a lower bit rate. The performance of this Codec B is marked
with a diamond in Figure 12.26, which shows that it falls between the segmental SNRs
of the ACELP codecs with scalar gain quantization and the Scheme One codecs.
Next we replaced the 12 bit algebraic codebook detailed in Table 12.16 with the
17 bit algebraic codebook used in the G.729 ACELP codec described in Section 11.8.
Also the 6 bit vector quantization of the two gains was replaced with 7 bit vector
quantization. This gave a 6.2 kbits/s codec, referred to as Codec C, which is similarVOICE-BO
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Algebraic
Codebook
Gain
Quantization
Bit Rate
(kbits/s)
Segmental
SNR
Codec A 12 Bit 3+5 Bit Scalar 5.4 10.2 dB
Codec B 12 Bit 6 Bit Vector 5 10.6 dB
Codec C 17 Bit 7 Bit Vector 6.2 12.1 dB
Table 12.17: Performance and Structure of Low Delay ACELP Codecs
to the G.729 codec. The main dierence between G.729 and our Codec C is that
G.729 uses forward adaption to determine the LPC coecients, whereas Codec B
uses backward adaption. This implies that it does not transmit the 18 bits per 10ms
that G.729 uses to represent the LPC parameters, and hence it operates at a bit rate
1.8 kbits/s lower. Also its buering delay is halved to only 5 ms.
We found that this Codec C gave reconstructed speech with a segmental SNR of 12.1
dB, as shown in Figure 12.26. It can be seen that our G.729 like codec gives a better
segmental SNR than the forward adaptive ACELP codecs described earlier. This is
because of the more advanced 17 bit codebook, together with the joint determination
and vector quantization of the xed and the adaptive codebook gains, used in the
backward adaptive ACELP codec. It is also clear from Figure 12.26 that Codec C
gives a similar performance to the backward adaptive variable rate codecs with trained
codebooks. Subjectively we found that Codec C gave speech of good communications
quality, but signicantly lower than that of the toll quality produced by the forward
adaptive G729. Even so this codec may be preferred to G.729 in situations where a
lower bit rate and delay are required, and the lower speech quality can be accepted.
The characteristics of our low delay ACELP codecs are summarised in Table 12.17.
In the next Section we discuss error sensitivity issues relating to the low delay codecs
described in this chapter.
12.10 Backward-adaptive Error Sensitivity Issues
Traditionally one serious disadvantage of using backward adaption of the synthesis
lter is that it is more sensitive to channels errors than forward adaption. In this
Section we rst consider the error sensitivity of the 16 kbits/s G728 codec described
earlier. We then discuss the error sensitivity of the 4-8 kbits/s low delay codecs
described earlier, and means of improving this error sensitivity. Finally we investigate
the error sensitivity of our low delay ACELP codec described above, and compare this
to the error sensitivity of a traditional forward adaptive ACELP codec.
12.10.1 The Error Sensitivity of the G728 Codec
As described earlier for each ve sample speech vector the G728 codec produces a 3 bit
gain codebook index, and an eight bit shape codebook index. Figure 12.27 shows the
sensitivity to channel errors of these ten bits. The error sensitivities were measured
by, for each bit, corrupting the given bit only with a 10% Bit Error Rate (BER). This
approach was taken, rather than the more usual method of corrupting the given bit inVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.27: Degradation in G728 Segmental SNR Caused by 10 % BER in Given Bits
every frame, to allow account to be taken of the possible dierent error propagation
properties of dierent bits [52]. Bits 1 and 2 in Figure 12.27 represent the magnitude
of the excitation gain, bit 3 represents the sign of this gain, and the remaining bits are
used to code the index of the shape codebook entry chosen to represent the excitation.
It can be seen from this gure that not all ten bits are equally sensitive to channel
errors. Notice for example that bit 2, representing the most signicant bit of the
excitation gain's magnitude, is particularly sensitive.
This unequal error sensitivity can also be seen from Figure 12.28, which shows the
segmental SNR of the G728 codec for channel BERs between 0.001% and 1%. The
solid line shows the performance of the codec when the errors are equally distributed
amongst all ten bits, whereas the dashed lines show the performance when the errors
are conned only to the 5 most sensitive bits (the so called \Class One" bits) or the 5
least sensitive bits (the \Class Two" bits). The ten bits were arranged into these two
groups based on the results shown in Figure 12.27 { bits 2,3,8,9 and 10 formed Class
One and the other ve bits formed Class Two. It can be seen that the Class One bits
are about two or three times more sensitive than the Class Two bits. Therefore it is
clear that when the G728 codec is employed in an error-prone transmission scheme,
for example in a mobile radio transmission system, the error resiliance of the system
will be improved if un-equal error protection is employed [110]. The use of un-equal
error protection for speech codecs is discussed in detail later.VOICE-BO
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Figure 12.28: Segmental SNR of G728 Codec Against Channel BER
12.10.2 The Error Sensitivity of Our 4-8 kbits/s Low Delay
Codecs
We now consider the error sensitivity of some of our 4-8 kbits/s codecs which were
described in Section 12.9.5. It is well known that codecs using backward adaption
for both the LTP delay and gain are very sensitive to bit errors, and this is why
LTP was not used in G728 [217]. Thus, as expected, we found that the Scheme One
codec gave a very poor performance, when subjected to even a relatively low Bit
Error Rate (BER). Unfortunately, we also found similar results for the Scheme Three
and Scheme Four codecs, which, although they used backward adaption for the LTP
delay, used forward adaption for the LTP gain. We therefore decided that none of
these codecs are suitable for use over error-prone channels. However the Scheme One
codec can be easily modied by removing its entirely backward adapted 3 tap LTP,
and increasing the order of its short term lter to 50 as in G728, to make it less
sensitive to channel errors. Although this impairs the performance of the codec, as
can be seen from Figure 12.29 the resulting degradation in the codec's segmental SNR
is not too serious, especially at low bit rates. Therefore in this Section we detail the
error sensitivity of the Scheme One codec with its LTP removed, and describe means
of making this codec less sensitive to channel errors. For simplicity, only the error
sensitivity of the codec operating with a frame-length of 15 samples and a bit rate
of 6.4 kbits/s are detailed in this Section. However similar results also apply at theVOICE-BO
1999/12/1
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Figure 12.29: Segmental SNR of G728 Codec Against Channel BER
other bit rates.
At 6.4 kbits/s our codec transmits only 12 bits per 15 sample frame from the
encoder to the decoder. Of these 12 bits 8 are used to represent the index of the
shape codebook, and the remaining 4 bits are used to represent the index of the gain
codebook entry used. The error resilience of these bits can be signicantly improved
by careful assignment of codebook indices to the various codebook entries. Ideally,
each codebook entry would be assigned an index so that corruption of any of the bits
representing this index will result in another entry being selected in the decoder's
codebook which is in someway \close" to the intended codebook entry. If this ideal
can be achieved, then the eects of errors in the bits representing the codebook indices
will be minimised.
Consider rst the 8 bit shape codebook. Initially the 256 available codebook indices
are eectively randomly distributed amongst the codebook entries. We seek to rear-
range these codebook indices so that when the index representing a codebook entry is
corrupted, the new index will represent a codebook entry that is \close" to the original
entry. In our work we chose to measure this \closeness" by the squared error between
the original and the corrupted codebook entries. We considered only the eects of
single bit errors among the 8 codebook bits because at reasonable Bit Error Rates
(BERs) the probability of two or more errors occurring in 8 bits will be small. Thus
for each codebook entry the \closeness" produced by a certain arrangement of code-
book entries is given by the sum of the squared errors between the original codebookVOICE-BO
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entry and the eight corrupted entries that would be produced by inverting each of the
8 bits representing the entry's index. The overall \cost" of a given arrangement of
codebook indices is then given by the closeness for each codebook entry, weighted by
the probability of that codebook entry being used. Thus the cost we seek to minimise
is given by
Cost =
255 X
j=0
P(j)
"
8 X
i=1
 
15 X
n=1
(cj(n) − ci
j(n))2
!#
(12.67)
where P(j) is the probability of the j'th codebook entry being used, cj(n), n =115,
is the j'th codebook entry and ci
j(n) is the entry that will be received if the index j
is transmitted but the i'th bit of this index is corrupted.
The problem of choosing the best arrangement of the 256 codebook indices among
the codebook entries is similar to the famous travelling salesman problem. In this
problem the salesman must visit each of N cities, and must choose the order in which
he visits the cities so as to minimise the total distance he travels. As N becomes
large it becomes impractical to solve this problem using an exhaustive search of all
possible orders in which he could visit the cities - the complexity of such a search is
proportional to N! Instead a non-exhaustive search must be used which we hope will
nd the best order possible in which to visit the N cities.
The minimisation method of simulated annealing has been successfully applied to
this problem [111], and has also been used by other researchers as a method of im-
proving the error resilience of quantizers [350]. Simulated annealing works, as its
name suggests, in analogy to the annealing (or slow cooling) of metals. When metals
cool slowly from their liquid state they start in a very disordered and high energy
state and reach equilibrium in an extremely ordered crystalline state. This crystal is
the minimum energy state for the system, and simulated annealing similarly allows
us to nd the global minimum of a complex function with many local minima. The
procedure works as follows. The system starts in an initial state, which in our situa-
tion is an initial assignment of the 256 codebook indices to the codebook entries. A
temperature like variable T is dened, and possible changes to the state of the system
are randomly generated. For each possible change the dierence Cost in the cost
between the present state and the possible new state is evaluated. If this is negative,
ie the new state has a lower cost than the old state, then the system always moves
to the new state. If on the other hand Cost is positive then the new state has a
higher cost than the old state, but the system may still change to this new state. The
probability of this happening is given by the Boltzmann distribution
prob = exp

−Cost
kT

(12.68)
where k is a constant. The initial temperature is set so that kT is much larger than
any Costthat is likely to be encountered, so that initially most oered moves will be
taken. As the optimization proceeds the `temperature' T is slowly decreased, and the
number of moves to states with higher costs reduces. Eventually kT becomes so small
that no moves with positive Cost are taken, and the system comes to equilibrium
in what is hopefully the global minimum of its cost.VOICE-BO
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Figure 12.30: Reduction in Cost Using Simulated Annealing
The advantage of simulated annealing over other optimization methods is that it
should not be deceived by local minima and should slowly make its way towards
the global minimum of the function to be minimised. In order to make this likely to
happen it is important to ensure that the temperature T starts at a high enough value,
and is reduced suitably slowly. We followed the suggestions in [111] and reduced T by
10% after every 100N oered moves, or every 10N accepted moves, where N is the
number of codebook entries (256). The initial temperature was set so that kT was
equal to ten times the highest value of Cost that was initially encountered. The
random changes in the state of the system were generated by randomly choosing two
codebook entries and swapping the indices of these two entries.
The eectiveness of the simulated annealing method in reducing the cost given in
Equation 12.67 is shown in Figure 12.30. This graph shows the cost of the present
arrangement of codebook indices against the number of arrangements of codebook
indices which have been tries by the minimisation process. The initial randomly
assigned arrangement of indices to codebook entries gives a cost of 1915. As can be
seen in Figure 12.30 initially the temperature T is high and so many index assignments
which have a higher cost than this are accepted. However slowly as the number of
attempted congurations increases the temperature T decreases, and so fewer re-
arrangements which increase the cost of the present arrangement are accepted. Thus
as can be seen in Figure 12.30 the cost of present arrangement slowly falls, and the
curve narrows as the temperature increases and less re-arrangements which increaseVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.31: The Error Sensitivity of Our Low Delay 6.4 kbits/s Codec
the cost of the present arrangement are accepted. The cost of the nal arrangement
of codebook indices to codebook entries is 1077, which corresponds to a reduction in
the cost of about 44%.
The eectiveness of this re-arrangement of codebook indices in increasing the re-
silience of the codec to errors in the bit stream between its encoder and decoder can
be seen in Figure 12.31. This graph shows the variation in the segmental SNR of
our 6.4 kbits/s low delay codec with the Bit Error Rate (BER) between its encoder
and decoder. The solid line shows the performance of the codec with the original
codebook index assignment, and the lower dashed line shows the performance when
the shape codebook indices are re-arranged as described above. It can be seen that
at BERs of between 0.1% and 1% the codec with the re-arranged codebook indices
has a segmental SNR about 0.5 to 1 dB higher than the original codec.
Apart from the 8 shape codebook bits which the codec transmits from its encoder
to the decoder, the only other information that is explicitly transmitted are the 4
bits representing the gain codebook entry selected. Initially indices were assigned to
the 16 gain codebook entries using the simple Natural Binary Code (NBC). However
because the gain codebook levels do not have an equiprobable distribution this simple
assignment can be improved upon in a similar way to that described for the shape
codebook described above. Again we dened a cost function that was to be minimised.
This cost function was similar to that given in Equation 12.67 except because the
gain codebook is scalar, whereas the shape codebook has a vector dimension of 15,VOICE-BO
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no summation over n is needed in the cost function for the gain codebook index
arrangement. We used simulated annealing again to reduce the cost function over
that given using a NBC, and found that we were able to reduce the cost by over 60%.
The eect of this re-arrangement of the gain codebook indices is shown by the upper
curve in Figure 12.31 which gives the performance of the Scheme One codec, with
LTP removed, with both the gain and shape codebooks re-arranged. It can be seen
that the re-arrangement of the gain codebook indices gives a further improvement in
the error resilience of the codec, and that the codec with both the shape and gain
codebooks re-arranged has a segmental SNR more than 1 dB higher than the original
codec at BERs around 0.1%.
12.10.3 The Error Sensitivity of Our Low Delay ACELP Codec
The segmental SNR of our 6.2 kbits/s low delay ACELP codec described in Section
12.9.6 is shown in Figure 12.32. Also shown in this gure are the error sensitivities of
our 6.4 kbits/s Scheme One codec with no LTP, and of a traditional 6.5 kbits/s forward
adaptive ACELP codec. As noted above, at 0% BER the two backward adaptive
codecs give similar segmental SNRs, but the forward adaptive codec gives a segmental
SNR of about 1 dB lower. However in subjective listening tests the better spectral
match provided by the forward adaptive codec, which is not adequately reﬂected in the
segmental SNR distortion measure, results in it providing better speech quality than
the two backward adaptive codecs. As the BER is increased the backward adaptive
ACELP is the worst aected, but surprisingly, the other backward adaptive codec is
almost as robust to channel errors as the forward adaptive ACELP codec. Both these
codecs give a graceful degradation in their reconstructed speech quality at BERs up
to about 0.1%, but provide impaired reconstructed speech for BERs much above this.
Let us now in the next Section provide and application scenario for employing the
previously designed G.728-like 8-16 kbps speech codecs and evaluate the performance
of the transceiver proposed.
12.11 A Low-Delay Multimode Speech Transceiver
12.11.1 Background
The intelligent, adaptively recongurable wireless systems of the near future require
programmable source codecs in order to optimally congure the transceiver to adapt
to time-variant channel and trac conditions. Hence we designed a ﬂexible transceiver
for the previously portrayed programmable 8-16 kbits/s low-delay speech codec, which
is compatible with the G728 16 kbits/s ITU codec at its top rate and oers a graceful
trade-o between speech quality and bit rate in the range 8-16 kbits/s. Source-
matched Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codecs combined with un-equal pro-
tection pilot-assisted 4- and 16-level quadrature amplitude modulation (4-QAM, 16-
QAM) are employed in order to transmit both the 8 and the 16 kbits/s coded speech
bits at a signalling rate of 10.4 kBd. In a bandwidth of 1728 kHz, which is used by
the Digital European Cordless Telephone (DECT) system 55 duplex or 110 simplex
time slots can be created. We will show that good toll quality speech is delivered inVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.32: A Comparison of the Bit Error Sensitivities of Backward and Forward Adap-
tive Codecs
an equivalent user bandwidth of 15.71 kHz, if the channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) are in excess of about 18 and 26 dB for the
lower and higher speech quality 4-QAM and 16-QAM modes, respectively.
12.11.2 8-16 kbps Codec Performance
The segmental SNR versus bit rate performance of our 8-16 kbits/s codec was shown
in Figure 12.16. The unequal bit error sensitivity of the codec becomes explicit in
Figure 12.28, showing the segmentalSNR of the G728 codec for channel BERs between
0.001% and 1%. The ten bits were arranged into these two groups based on the results
shown in Figure 12.27 { bits 2,3,8,9 and 10 formed Class One and the other ve bits
formed Class Two. It can be seen that the Class One bits are about two or three
times more sensitive than the Class Two bits, and therefore should be more strongly
protected by the error correction and modulation schemes. For robustness reasons we
have refrained from using a LTP.
We also investigated the error sensitivity of the 8 kbits/s mode of our low delay
codec. LTP was not invoked, but the codec with a vector size of ten was used be-
cause, as was seen earlier, it gave a segmental SNR almost 2 dB higher than the 8
kbits/s mode of the codec with a constant vector size of ve. As discussed in Sec-
tion 12.7, the vector codebook entries for our codecs were trained as described in [345].VOICE-BO
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Figure 12.33: Segmental SNR of 8 kbits/s Codec Against Channel BER for Original and
Rearranged Codebooks
However the 7 bit indices used to represent the 128 codebook entries are eectively
randomly assigned. This assignment of indices to codebook entries does not aect the
performance of the codec in error free conditions, but it is known that the robustness
of vector quantizers to transmission errors can be improved by the careful allocation
of indices to codebook entries [346]. This can be seen from Figure 12.33 which shows
the segmental SNR of the 8 kbits/s codec for BERs between 0.001% and 1%. The
solid line shows the performance of the codec using the codebook with the original
index assignment, whereas the dashed line shows the performance of the codec when
the index assignment was modied to improve the robustness of the codebook. A
simple, non-optimum, algorithm was used to perform the index assignment and it is
probable that the codec's robustness could be further improved by using a more eec-
tive minimisation algorithm such as simulated annealing. Also, as in the G728 codec,
a natural binary code was used to represent the 8 quantized levels of the excitation
gain. It is likely that the use for example of a Gray code to represent the 8 gain levels
could also improve the codec's robustness.
The sensitivity of the ten bits used to represent each ten speech sample vector in our
8 kbits/s codec is shown in Figure 12.34. Again bits 1,2 and 3 are used to represent
the excitation gain, and the other 7 bits represent the index of the codebook entry
chosen to code the excitation shape. As in the case of the G728 codec the unequal
error resilience of dierent bits can be clearly seen. Note in particular how the least
signicant of the 3 bits representing the excitation gain is much less sensitive than
the 7 bits representing the codebook index, but that the two most sensitive gain bits
are more sensitive than the codebook index bits.
Figure 12.35 shows the segmental SNR of the 8 kbits/s codec for BERs between
0.001% and 1%. Again the solid line shows the performance of the codec when theVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.34: Degradation in 8 kbits/s Segmental SNR Caused by 10 % BER in Given
Bits
errors are equally distributed amongst all ten bits, whereas the dashed lines show
the performance when the errors are conned only to the 5 most sensitive Class One
bits or the ve least sensitive Class Two bits. The need for the more sensitive bits
to be more protected by the FEC and modulation schemes is again apparent. These
schemes, and how they are used to provide the required unequal error protection, is
discussed in the next Section.
12.11.3 Transmission Issues
12.11.3.1 Higher-quality Mode
Based on the bit-sensitivity analysis presented in the previous Section we designed a
sensitivity-matched transceiver scheme for both the higher and lower quality speech
coding modes. Our basic design criterion was to generate an identical signalling
rate in both modes in order to facilitate the transmission of speech within the same
bandwidth, while providing higher robustness at a concomitant lower speech quality,
if the channel conditions degrade.
Specically, in the more vulnerable, higher-quality mode the 16-level Pilot Symbol
Assisted Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (16-PSAQAM) scheme of Chapter 2 was
used for the transmission of speech encoded at 16 kbps. In the more robust, lower-
quality mode the 8 kbps encoded speech is transmitted using 4-PSAQAM at the same
signalling rate. In our former work [52] we have found that typically it is sucient
to use a twin-class un-equal protection scheme, rather than more complex multi-class
arrangements. We have also shown [47] that the maximum minimum distance square
16QAM constellation exhibits two dierent-integrity subchannels, namely the better
quality C1 and lower quality C2 subchannels, where the bit error rate (BER) dierenceVOICE-BO
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Figure 12.35: Segmental SNR of 8 kbits/s Codec Against Channel BER
is about a factor two in our operating Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) range. This was
also argued in Chapter 2.
Hence we would require a forward error correction (FEC) code of twice the cor-
rection capability for achieving a similar overall performance of both subchannels
over Gaussian channels, where the errors have a typically random, rather than bursty
distribution. Over bursty Rayleigh channels an even stronger FEC code would be re-
quired in order to balance the dierences between the two subchannels. After some ex-
perimentation we opted for the binary Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem BCH(127,92,5)
and BCH(124,68,9) codes of Chapter 4 for the protection of the 16 kbps encoded
speech bits. The weaker code was used in the lower BER C1 subchannel and the
stronger in the higher BER C2 16QAM subchannel. Upon evaluating the BERs of
the coded subchannels over Rayleigh channels, which are not presented here due to
lack of space, we found that a ratio of two in terms of coded BER was maintained.
Since the 16 kbps speech codec generated 160 bits/10ms frame, the 92 most vulner-
able speech bits were directed to the better BCH(127,92,5) C1 16QAM subchannel,
while the remaining 68 bits to the other subchannel. Since the C1 and C2 sunchannels
have an identical capacity, after adding some padding bits 128 bits of each subchannel
were converted to 32 4-bit symbols. A control header of 30 bits was BCH(63,30,6)
encoded, which was transmitted employing the more robust 4QAM mode of operation
using 32 2-bit symbols. Finally, two ramp symbols were concatenated at both ends of
the transmitted frame, which also incorporated four uniformly-spaced pilot symbols.
A total of 104 symbols/10ms represented therefore 10 ms speech, yielding a signalling
rate of 10.4 kBd. When using a bandwidth of 1728 kHz, as in the Digital European
Cordless Telephone (DECT) system and an excess bandwidth of 50%, the multi-user
signalling rate becomes 1152 kBd. Hence a total of INT[1152/104]=110 time-slots
can be created, which allows us to support 55 duplex conversations in Time DivisionVOICE-BO
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Duplex (TDD) mode. The timeslot duration becomes 10ms/(110 slots)90.091s.
12.11.3.2 Lower-quality Mode
In the lower-quality8 kbps mode of operation 80bits/10ms are generated by the speech
codecs, but the 4QAM scheme does not have two dierent integrity subchannels.
Here we opted for the BCH(63,36,5) and BCH(62,44,3) codes in order to provide
the required integrity subchannels for the speech codec. Again, after some padding
the 64-bit coded subchannels are transmitted using 2-bit/symbol 4QAM, yielding 64
symbols. After incorporating the same 32-symbol header block, 4 ramp and 4 pilot
symbols, as in case of the higher-quality mode, we arrive at a transmission burst of
104 symbols/10ms, yielding an identical signalling rate of 10.4 kBd.
12.11.4 Speech Transceiver Performance
The SEGSNR versus channel SNR performance of the proposedmultimode transceiver
is portrayed in Figure 12.36 for both 10.4 kBd modes of operation. Our channel con-
ditions were based on the DECT-like propagation frequency of 1.9 GHz, signalling
rate of 1152 kBd and pedestrian speed of 1m/s=3.6 km/h, which yielded a normalised
Doppler frequency of 6.3Hz/1152kBd 5:5  10−3. Observe in the Figure that unim-
paired speech quality was experienced for channel SNRs in excess of about 26 and 18
dBs in the less and more robust modes, respectively. When the channel SNR degrades
substantially below 22 dB, it is more advantageous to switch to the inherently lower
quality, but more robust and essentially error-free speech mode, demonstrating the
advantages of the multimode concept. The eective single-user simplex bandwidth is
1728kHz/110 slots15.71 kHz, while maintaining a total transmitter delay of 10 ms.
Our current research is targeted at increasing the number of users supported using
Packet Reservation Multiple Access.
12.12 Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter we highlighted the operation of the CCITT G728 16 kbps standard
codec and proposed a range of low delay coding schemes operating between 16-8 and
8-4 kbits/s. While in the higher bitrate range entirely backward-adaptive predictive
arrangements were used, in the lower range codecs using both forward and backward
adaption of the long term lter have been considered, but all the codecs use backward
adaption of the short term synthesis lter and so have frame sizes of at most 5 ms.
Both relatively small trained shape codebooks and large algebraic codebooks were
used. We found that the resulting codecs oered a range of reconstructed speech
qualities between communications quality at 4 kbits/s to near-toll quality at 8 kbits/s.
Lastly, an application example was given, demonstrating the practical applicability of
the codecs portrayed. Let us now concentrate our attention on high-quality wideband
speech compression in the next chapter.VOICE-BO
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Chapter17
Zinc Function Excitation
17.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces a prototype waveform interpolation (PWI) speech coder that
uses zinc function excitation (ZFE) [411]. A PWI scheme operates by encoding one
pitch period-sized segment, a prototype segment, of speech for each frame. The
slowly evolving nature of speech permits PWI to reduce the transmitted bit rates,
while smooth waveform interpolation at the decoder between the prototype segments
maintains good synthesized speech quality. Figure 17.1(a) shows two 20ms frames of
voiced speech, with a pitch period in both frames highlighted in each to demonstrate
the slow waveform evolution of speech. The same pitch periods are again highlighted
for the LPC STP residual waveform, in Figure 17.1(b), demonstrating that PWI can
also be used on the residual signal. Finally, Figure 17.1(c) displays the frequency
spectrum for both frames, showing the evolution of the speech waveform in the fre-
quency domain. The excitation waveforms employed in this chapter are the zinc basis
functions [411], which eciently model the LPC STP residual while reducing the
speech's `buzziness' when compared with the classical vocoders of Chapter 15 [411].
The previously introduced schematic in Figure 14.13 portrays the encoder structure
for the Interpolated Zinc Function Prototype Excitation (IZFPE), which has the form
of a closed loop LPC based coding method with optimized ZFE prototype segments
for the speech. A similar structure is used in the PWI-ZFE coder described in this
chapter.
This chapter follows the basic outline of the IZFPE coder introduced by Hiotakakos
and Xydeas [410], but some sections of the scheme have been developed further. The
chapter begins with an overview of the PWI-ZFE scheme, detailing the operational
scenarios of the arrangement. This is followed by the introduction of the zinc basis
functions together with the optimization process at the encoder, where the wavelets of
Chapter 16 are harnessed to reduce the complexity of the process. For voiced speech
frames the pitch detector employed and the prototype segment selection process are
described, with a detailed discussion of the interpolation process, where the param-
693VOICE-BO
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Figure 17.1: Two speech frames demonstrating the smoothly evolving nature of the speech
waveform and that of the LPC STP residual in the time and frequency do-
main.The speech frames are from AF1, uttering the back vowel /
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eters required for transmission are also given. Additionally, the unvoiced excitation
and adaptive postlter are brieﬂy described. Finally, the performance of both a single
ZFE and multiple ZFE arrangements are detailed.
17.2 Overview of Prototype Waveform Interpola-
tion Zinc Function Excitation
This section gives an in depth description of the PWI-ZFE scheme, considering all
possible operational scenarios at both the encoder and decoder. The number of coding
scenarios is increased by the separate treatment of voiced and unvoiced frames, and
also by the need to accurately represent the voiced excitation.
17.2.1 Coding Scenarios
For the PWI-ZFE encoder the current, the next and the previous two 20ms speech
frames are evaluated, as shown in Figure 17.2, which is now described in depth.
The knowledge of the four 20ms frames, namely frames N +1 ,N, N − 1a n dN −
2, is required in order to adequately treat voiced-unvoiced boundaries. It is these
transition regions which are usually the most poorly represented speech segments
in classical vocoders. The parameters encoded and transmitted during voiced and
unvoiced periods are summarized towards the end of the chapter in Table 17.10,
while the various coding scenarios are summarized in Table 17.1 and 17.2.
LPC STP analysis is performed for all speech frames and the RMS value is de-
termined from the residual waveform. The pitch period of the speech frame is also
determined. However, if the speech frame lacks any periodicity then the pitch period
is assigned as zero and the speech frame is labelled as unvoiced. The various possible
combinations of consecutive voiced (V) and unvoiced (U) frames are now considered.
17.2.1.1 U-U-U Encoder Scenario
If all the speech frames N+1,N and N−1 are classied as unvoiced, U-U-U, then the
unvoiced parameters for frame N are sent to the decoder. The unvoiced parameters
are the LPC coecients, sent as LSFs, a voicing ﬂag which is set to o,a n dt h e
quantized RMS value of the LPC STP residual, as described in Table 17.1.
17.2.1.2 U-U-V Encoder Scenario
With a voicing sequence of U-U-V, where frame N − 1 is voiced, together with the
unvoiced parameters an extra parameter bs, the boundary shift parameter, must be
conveyed to the decoder to be used for the voicing transition regions. In order to
determine the voiced to unvoiced transition point, bs, frame N is examined, searching
for evidence of voicing, in segments sized by the pitch period. The boundary shift
parameter bs represents the number of pitch periods in the frame that contain voic-
ing. At the decoder this voiced section of the predominantly unvoiced frame N is
represented by the ZFE excitation reserved for the voiced segments.VOICE-BO
1999/12/1
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Figure 17.2: The encoder control structure for the PWI-ZFE arrangement.VOICE-BO
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N+1 N N-1 Summary
U U U Frame N is located in an unvoiced sequence.
Quantize and transmit the RMS value of the LPC
STP residual to the decoder.
U U V A voiced-to-unvoiced transition boundary has
been encountered. Calculate the section of frame
N that is voiced and include this boundary shift
parameter, bs, in the transmission of frame N to
the decoder.
V U U An unvoiced-to-voiced transition boundary has
been encountered. Calculate the section of frame
N that is voiced and include this boundary shift
parameter, bs, in the transmission of frame N to
the decoder.
U V U Assume frame N should have been classied as
unvoiced, hence, treat this scenario as an U-U-U
sequence.
V V V Frame N is situated in a voiced sequence. Calcu-
late the ZFE parameters, A1, B1 and 1. Quan-
tize the amplitude parameters A1 and B1,a n d
transmit parameters to decoder.
V U V Assume frame N should have been labelled as
voiced, hence, treat this case as a V-V-V se-
quence.
U V V Treat this situation as a V-V-V sequence.
V V U The start of a sequence of voiced frames has been
encountered. Represent the excitation in the pro-
totype segment with an impulse.
Table 17.1: Summary of encoder scenarios- see text for more detail.
17.2.1.3 V-U-U Encoder Scenario
The boundary shift parameter is also sent for the voicing sequence V-U-U. However,
for this sequence the predominantly unvoiced frame N is examined, in order to identify
how many pitch period durations can be classied as voiced. The parameter bs in
frame N then represents the number of pitch periods in the unvoiced frame N that
contain voicing. At the decoder this section of frame N is synthesized using voiced
excitation.
17.2.1.4 U-V-U Encoder Scenario
A voicing sequence U-V-U is assumed to have an incorrect voicing decision in frame
N. Hence, the voicing ﬂag in frame N is set to zero and the procedure for an U-U-U
sequence is followed.VOICE-BO
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17.2.1.5 V-V-V Encoder Scenario
For a voicedsequence of frames V-V-V the ZFE parameters for frame N are calculated.
The ZFE is described by the position parameter 1 and the amplitude parameters
A1 and B1, as shown earlier in Figure 14.14. Further ZFE waveforms are shown
in Figure 17.5, which also illustrates the denition of the ZFE phase referred to
below. If frame N − 2 was also voiced, then the chosen ZFE is restricted by certain
phase constraints, which will be detailed in Section 17.3, otherwise frame N is used
to determine the phase restrictions. The selected ZFE represents a pitch-duration
segment of the speech frame, which is referred to as the pitch prototype segment. If
a ZFE that complies with the required phase restrictions is not found, then the ZFE
parameters from frame N −1 are scaled, in terms of the RMS energy of the respective
frames, and then they are used in frame N. This is performed since it is assumed that
the previous frame parameters will be an adequate substitute for frame N, due to the
speech parameters slow time domain evolution. The parameters sent to the decoder
include the LSFs and a voicing ﬂag set to on. The ZFE parameters A1, B1 and 1, are
required by the decoder to synthesize voiced speech, and the pitch prototype segment
is dened by its starting point and the pitch period duration of the speech segment.
17.2.1.6 V-U-V Encoder Scenario
A voiced sequence of frames is also assumed for the voicing decisions V-U-V, with the
frame N being assigned a pitch period half way between the pitch period for frame
N − 1 and frame N +1 .
17.2.1.7 U-V-V Encoder Scenario
The voicing sequence U-V-V also follows the procedure of a V-V-V string, since the
unvoiced decision of frame N+1 is not considered until the V-U-V, or U-U-V scenarios.
17.2.1.8 V-V-U Encoder Scenario
The voicing decision V-V-U indicates that frame N will be the start of a voicing
sequence. Frame N+1, the second frame in the voicing sequence, typically constitutes
a better reﬂection of the dynamics of the voiced sequence than the rst one [410], hence
the phase restrictions are determined from this frame. The rst voiced frame, namely
N, is represented by an excitation pulse similar to that used by the LPC vocoder of
Chapter 15 [227].
The speech encoder introduces a delay of 40ms into the system, where the delay is
caused by the necessity for frame N + 1 to verify voicing decisions. In the decoder
control structure, shown in Figure 17.3, only the frames N +1andN are considered
when synthesizing frame N, thus an additional 20ms delay is introduced.
17.2.1.9 U-V Decoder Scenario
If the sequence U-V occurs for the frame N +1andN respectively, then a voiced-to-
unvoiced transition is encountered. Here the boundary shift parameterbs, transmitted
in frame N +1, is multiplied by the pitch period in frame N, indicating the portion ofVOICE-BO
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Figure 17.3: The decoder control structure for PWI-ZFE arrangement.
N+1 N Summary
U V A voiced-to-unvoiced transition has been encountered.
Label the portion of frame N + 1 that is voiced, and
subsequently interpolate from the pitch prototype seg-
ment in frame N to the voiced sections in frame N +1.
U U Frame N is calculated using a Gaussian noise excitation
scaled by the RMS value for frame N.
V U An unvoiced-to-voiced transition has been encountered.
Label the portion of frame N that is voiced and repre-
sent the relevant section of frameN by voiced excitation.
V V Interpolation is performed between the pitch prototype
segments of frame N and frame N +1 .
Table 17.2: Summary of decoder scenarios- see text for more detail.VOICE-BO
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frame N+1 which was deemed voiced. The ZFE excitation for frame N is interpolated
to the end of the voiced portion of frame N+1. Subsequently, the interpolation frame
N is synthesized.
17.2.1.10 U-U Decoder Scenario
When the sequence U-U occurs for frame indices N +1a n dN, if frame N − 1i s
unvoiced then frame N will be represented by a Gaussian noise excitation. However,
if frame N − 1 was voiced some of frame N will already be represented by a ZFE
pulse. This will be indicated by the value of the boundary shift parameter bs,t h u s
only the unvoiced section of frame N is represented by Gaussian noise.
17.2.1.11 V-U Decoder Scenario
The sequence V-U indicates an unvoiced-to-voiced transition, hence, the value of the
boundary shift parameter bs conveyed by frame N is observed. Only the unvoiced sec-
tion of frame N is represented by Gaussian noise, with the voiced portion represented
by a ZFE interpolated from frame N +1 .
17.2.1.12 V-V Decoder Scenario
The sequence V-V directs the decoder to interpolate the ZFE parameters between
frame N and frame N + 1. This interpolation process is described in Section 17.6,
where it occurs for the region between pitch prototype segments. Thus each speech
frame has its rst half interpolated, while classied as frame N + 1, with its second
half interpolated during the next iteration, while classied as frame N.
Following this in depth description of the control structure of a PWI-ZFE scheme,
as given by Figures 17.2 and 17.3, a deeper insight into the description of the ZFE
is now given.
17.3 Zinc Function Modelling
The continuous zinc function used in the PWI-ZFE scheme to represent the LPC STP
residual is dened by [411]:
zk(t)=Ak  sinc(t − k)+Bk  cosc(t − k) (17.1)
where sinc(t)=
sin(2fct)
2fct , cosc(t)=
1−cos(2fct)
2fct , k is the kth zinc function, Ak, Bk
determine the amplitude of the zinc function and k determines its location. For the
discrete time case with a speech bandwidth of fc =4 kHz and a sampling frequency
of fs =8 kHz we have [410]:
zk(n)=Ak  sinc(n − k)+Bk  cosc(n − k)=
8
<
:
Ak ,n − k=0
2Bk
n ,n − k=odd
0, n − k=even
(17.2)VOICE-BO
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17.3.1 Error Minimization
From Figure 14.16, which describes the analysis-by-synthesis process, the weighted
error signal ew(n) can be described by:
ew(n)=sw(n) −  sw(n) (17.3)
= sw(n) − m(n) − (
K X
k=1
zk(n)  h(n)) (17.4)
= y(n) − (
K X
k=1
zk(n)  h(n)) (17.5)
where y(n)=sw(n) − m(n), m(n) is the memory of the LPC synthesis lter due
to previous excitation segments, while h(n) is the impulse response of the weighted
synthesis lter, W(z), and K is the number of ZFE pulses employed. Thus the error,
ew(n), is the dierence between the weighted original and weighted synthesized speech,
with the synthesized speech being the ZFE passed through the synthesis lter, W(z).
This formulation of the error signal, where the lter's contribution is divided into
lter memory m(n) and impulse response h(n), reduces the computational complexity
required in the error minimization procedure. It is the Innite Impulse Response (IIR)
nature of the lter, which requires the memory to be considered in the error equation.
For further details of the mathematics Chapter 3 of Steele [180] is recommended. The
sum of the squared weighted error signal is given by:
Ek+1
w =
excint X
n=1
 
ek+1
w (n)
2
(17.6)
where ek+1
w (n)i st h ekth order weighted error, achieved after k zinc basis functions
have been modelled, and excint is the length over which the error signal has to be
minimized, here the pitch prototype segment length.
Appendix B describes the process of minimizing the squared error signal using
Figure 14.16 and Equations 17.1 to 17.6. It is shown that the mean squared error
signal is minimized if the expression:
mse =
R2
es
Rss
+
R2
ec
Rcc
(17.7)
is maximized as a function of the ZFE position parameter k+1, and:
Res =
excint X
n=1
(sinc(n − k+1)  h(n))  ek
w(n) (17.8)
Rec =
excint X
n=1
(cosc(n − k+1)  h(n))  ek
w(n) (17.9)VOICE-BO
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Rss =
excint X
n=1
(sinc(n − k+1)  h(n))2 (17.10)
Rcc =
excint X
n=1
(cosc(n − k+1)  h(n))2 (17.11)
where  indicates convolution.
Due to bit rate limitations it is now assumed that a single ZFE is used, i.e k =1 ,
furthermore that the value excint becomes equivalent to the pitch period duration,
with k controlling the placement of the ZFE in the range [1 to excint].
The ZFE amplitude coecients are given by Equations B.14 and B.15 of Ap-
pendix B, repeated here for convenience:
Ak =
Res
Rss
(17.12)
Bk =
Rec
Rcc
(17.13)
The optimization involves computing mse in Equation 17.7 for all legitimate values
of 1 in the range [1 to excint], subsequently nding the corresponding values for
A1 and B1 from Equations 17.12 and 17.13. The computational complexity for this
optimization procedure is now assessed.
17.3.2 Computational Complexity
The associated complexity is evaluated as follows and tabulated in Table 17.3. The
calculation of the minimization criterion mse requires the highest computational com-
plexity, where the convolution of both the sinc and cosc functions with the impulse
response h(n) is performed. From Equation 17.2 it can be seen that the sinc func-
tion is only evaluated when n − k = 0, while the cosc function must be evaluated
whenever n − k is odd. The convolved signals, involving the sinc and cosc signals,
are then multiplied by the weighted error signal ew(n) to calculate Res and Rec,i n
Equations 17.8 and 17.9, respectively. Observing Equations 17.6 to 17.13, the com-
putational complexity's dependence on the excint parameter can be seen. Thus, in
Table 17.3 all values are calculated with the extreme values of excint, which are 20
and 147 the possible pitch period duration range in samples. The complexity increase
is exponential, as shown in Figure 17.4 by the dashed line, where it can be seen that
any pitch period longer than 90 samples in duration will exceed a complexity of 20
MFLOPS.
17.3.3 Reducing the Complexity of Zinc Function Excitation
Optimization
The complexity of the ZFE minimization procedure can be reduced by considering
the glottal closure instants (GCI) introduced in Chapter 16. In Chapter 16 wavelet
analysis was harnessed to produce a pitch detector, where the pitch period was de-VOICE-BO
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Procedure excint =2 0/ M F L O P S excint = 147 /MFLOPS
Convolve sinc and h(n) 0.02 1.06
Convolve cosc and h(n) 0.20 78.0
Calculate A1 0.04 2.16
Calculate B1 0.04 2.16
Total 0.3 83.38
Table 17.3: Computational complexity for error minimization in the PWI-ZFE encoder for
the extremities of the excint variable.
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Figure 17.4: Computational complexity for the permitted pitch period range of 20 to 147
sample duration, for both an unrestricted and constrained search.
termined as the distance between two GCIs. These GCIs indicate the snapping shut,
or closure, of the vocal folds, which provides the impetus for the following pitch pe-
riod. The energy peak caused by the GCI will typically be in close proximity to the
position of the ZFE placed by the ZFE optimization process. This permits the pos-
sibility of reducing the complexity of the analysis-by-synthesis process. Figure 17.4
shows that as the number of possible ZFE positions increases linearly, the compu-
tational complexity increases exponentially. Hence, constraining the number of ZFE
positions will ensure that the computational complexity remains at a realistic level.
The constraining process is described next.
The rst frame in a voiced sequence has no minimization procedure; simply, a single
pulse is situated at the glottal pulse location within the prototype segment. For the
other voiced frames, in order to maintain a moderate computational complexity, the
number of possible ZFE positions is restricted as if the pitch period is always 20
samples. A suitable constraint is to have the ZFE located within 10 samples of
the instant of glottal closure situated in the pitch prototype segment. Table 17.4
repeats the calculations of Table 17.3, for complexities related to 20 and 147 sample
pitch periods, for a restricted search. In Figure 17.4 the solid line represents the
computational complexity of a restricted search procedure in locating the ZFE. The
maximum complexity for a 147 sample pitch period is 11MFLOPS. The degradationVOICE-BO
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Procedure excint =2 0/ M F L O P S excint = 147 /MFLOPS
Convolve sinc and h(n) 0.02 0.15
Convolve cosc and h(n) 0.20 10.73
Calculate A1 0.04 0.29
Calculate B1 0.04 0.29
Total 0.30 11.46
Table 17.4: Computational complexity for error minimization in the PWI-ZFE encoder
with a restricted search procedure.
to the speech coder's performance, caused by restricting the number of ZFE locations,
is quantied in Section 17.4.2.
17.3.4 Phases of the Zinc Functions
There are four possible phases of the ZFE produced by four combinations of positive
or negative valued A1 and B1 parameters, which is demonstrated in Figure 17.5 for
parameter values of A1 = 1a n dB1 = 1. Explicitly, if jA1j =1a n djB1j =1 ,
then the possible phases of the ZFE are the following: A1 =1B1 =1 ,A1 =1
B1 = −1, A1 = −1 B1 =1 ,a n dA1 = −1 B1 = −1. The phase of the ZFE
is determined during the error minimization process, where the calculated A1, B1
values of Equations 17.12 and 17.13 will determine the ZFE phase. It should be
noted that for successful interpolation at the decoder the phase of the ZFE should
remain constant throughout each voiced sequence.
Following this insight into zinc function modelling the practical formulation of an
PWI-ZFE coder is discussed. Initially, the procedures requiring pitch period knowl-
edge are discussed, which are followed by details of voiced and unvoiced excitation
considerations.
17.4 Pitch Detection
The PWI-ZFE coder located the voiced frame's pitch period using the autocorrelation-
based wavelet pitch detector described in Section 16.5.2, which has a computational
complexity of 2.67 MFLOPS. This Section investigates methods of making voiced-
unvoiced decisions for pitch-sized segments, and methods for identifying a pitch period
segment.
17.4.1 Voiced-Unvoiced Boundaries
Classifying a segment of speech as voiced or unvoiced is particularly dicult at the
transition regions, hence a segment of voiced speech can easily become classied as
unvoiced. Thus, in the transition frame pitch-duration sized segments are examined
for evidence of voicing. In this case the autocorrelation approach cannot be used, as
several pitch periods are not available for the correlation procedure. Instead a sideVOICE-BO
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Figure 17.5: The four dierent phases possible for the ZFE waveform of Equation 17.1.
result of the wavelet based pitch detector is utilized, namely that for every speech
frame candidate glottal pulse locations exist.
Therefore, if the rst voiced frame in a voiced sequence is frame N, then frame
N − 1 is examined for boundary shift. If a periodicity, close to the pitch period of
frame N exists over an end portion of frame N −1, this end portion of frame N −1i s
designated as voiced. Similarly, if the nal voiced frame in a voiced sequence is frame
N, then frame N + 1 is examined for boundary shift. Any starting portion of frame
N + 1 that has periodicity close to the pitch period of frame N is declared voiced.
In the speech decoder it is important for the ZFE parameters to be interpolated
over an integer number of pitch periods. Thus, the precise duration of voiced speech
in the transition frame is not completely dened until the 1 interpolation process,
to be described in Section 17.6, is concluded.
17.4.2 Pitch Prototype Selection
For each speech frame classed as voiced a prototype pitch segment is located, parame-
terized, encoded and transmitted. Subsequently, at the decoder interpolation between
adjacent prototypes is performed. For smooth waveform interpolation the prototype
must be a pitch period in duration, since this speech segment captures all elements
of the pitch period cycle, thus enabling a good reconstruction of the original speech.
The prototype selection for the rst voiced frame is demonstrated in Figure 17.6.
If P is the pitch period of the voiced frame, then P samples in the centre of theVOICE-BO
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Figure 17.6: Pitch prototype selection for AM2 uttering the nasal consonant /
n/ from
`end'.
frame are selected as the initial prototype selection, as shown in the second trace
of Figure 17.6. Following Hiotakakos and Xydeas [410], the maximum amplitude is
found in the frame, as shown in the middle trace of Figure 17.6. Finally, the zero-
crossing immediately to the left of this maximum is selected as the start of the pitch
prototype segment, as indicated at the bottom of the Figure. The end of the pitch
prototype segment is a pitch period duration away. Locating the start of the pitch
prototype segment near a zero crossing helps to reduce discontinuities in the speech
encoding process.
It is also benecial in the interpolation procedure of the decoder if consecutive
ZFE locations are smoothly evolving. Therefore, close similarity between consecutive
prototype segments within a voiced sequence of frames is desirable. Thus, after the
rst frame the procedure of Hiotakakos and Xydeas [410] is no longer followed. Instead
the cross-correlation between consecutive pitch prototype segments [402] of the other
speech frames is performed. These subsequent pitch prototype segments are calculated
from the maximum cross-correlation between the current speech frame and previousVOICE-BO
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Figure 17.7: Concatenated speech signal prototype segments producing a smoothly evolv-
ing waveform. The dotted lines represent the prototype boundaries.
unconstrained search constrained search
no phase restrictions 3.36dB 2.68dB
phase restrictions 2.49dB 1.36dB
Table 17.5: SEGSNR results for the optimization process with and without phase restric-
tions, or a constrained search.
pitch prototype segment. Figure 17.7 shows how, at the encoder, the speech waveform
prototype segments can be concatenated to produce a smoothly evolving waveform.
In order to further improve the probability that consecutive ZFEs have similar
locations within their prototype segments, any instants of glottal closure that are not
close to the previous segment's ZFE location are discarded, with the previous ZFE
location used to search for the new ZFE in the current prototype segment.
At the encoder the introduction of constraining the location of the ZFE pulse, to
within 10 positions, reduces the SEGSNR value, as shown in Table 17.5. The major
drawback of the constrained search is the possibility that the optimization process
is degraded through the limited range of ZFE locations searched. Additionally, it is
possible to observe the degradation to the Mean Squared Error (MSE) optimization,
caused by the phase restrictions imposed on the ZFEs and detailed in Section 17.3.4.
Table 17.5 displays the SEGSNR values of the concatenated voiced prototype speech
segments. The unvoiced segments are ignored, since these speech spurts are repre-
sented by noise, thus a SEGSNR value would be meaningless.
Observing Table 17.5 for a totally unconstrained search, the SEGSNR achieved by
the ZFE optimization loop is 3.36dB. The process of either implementing the above-
mentioned ZFE phase restriction or constraining the permitted ZFE locations to the
vicinity of the GCIs reduces the voiced segments' SEGSNR after ZFE optimization by
0.87dB and 0.68dB, respectively. Restricting both the phase and the ZFE locations
reduces the SEGSNR by 2dB. However, in perceptual terms the ZFE interpolation
procedure, described in Section 17.6, actually improves the subjective quality of the
decoded speech due to the smooth speech waveform evolution facilitated, despite
the SEGSNR degradation of about 0.87dB caused by imposing phase restrictions.
Similarly, the extra degradation of about 1.13dB caused by constraining the locationVOICE-BO
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of the ZFEs also improves the perceived decoded speech quality due to smoother
waveform interpolation.
17.5 Voiced Speech
For frames designated as voiced the excitation signal is a single ZFE. For a single
ZFE the equations dened in Section 17.3 and Appendix B are simplied, since the
kth stage error Equation 17.5 becomes:
e0
w(n)=y(n) (17.14)
Therefore, Equation 17.6 for the weighted error of a single ZFE is given by:
E
1
w(n)=
 
excint X
n=1
e
1
w(n)
!2
(17.15)
where e1
w(n)=y(n) − [z(n)  h(n)]. Equations 17.8 and 17.9 are simplied to:
Res =
excint X
n=1
(sinc(n − 1)  h(n))  y(n) (17.16)
Rec =
excint X
n=1
(cosc(n − 1)  h(n))  y(n) (17.17)
Calculating the ZFE, which best represents the pitch prototype, involves locating the
value of 1 between 0 and the pitch period that maximizes the expression for mse
given in Equation 17.7. While calculating mse, h(n) is the impulse response of the
weighted synthesis lter W(z), and the weighted error signal ew is the LPC residual
signal minus the LPC STP lter's memory, as shown by Equation 17.14. The use
of prototype segments produces a ZFE determination process that is a discontinuous
task, thus the actual lter memory is not explicitly available for the ZFE optimiza-
tion process. Subsequently the lter's memory is assumed to be due to the previous
ZFE. Figure 17.8 shows two consecutive speech frames, where the previous pitch pro-
totype segment has its nal p samples highlighted as LPC synthesis lter memory
values, while for the current pitch prototype segment these p samples constitute vir-
tual lter memory. Thus, for the error minimization procedure the speech between
the prototype segments has been eectively removed.
Once the value of 1, that produces the maximum mse value, has been determined,
the appropriate values of A1 and B1 are calculated using Equations 17.12 and 17.13.
Figure 17.7 displayed the smooth evolution of the concatenated pitch prototype seg-
ments. If the ZFEs selected for these prototype segments are passed through the
weighted LPC STP synthesis lter, the resulting waveform should be a good match
for the weighted speech waveform used in the minimization process. This is shown in
Figure 17.9, characterizing the analysis-by-synthesis approach used in the PWI-ZFE
encoder.VOICE-BO
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Figure 17.8: Determining the LPC lter memory.
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(c) Zinc function excitation
Figure 17.9: Demonstrating the process of analysis-by-synthesis encoding for prototype
segments that have been concatenated to produce a smoothly evolving wave-
form. The dotted spikes indicate the boundaries between prototype segments.VOICE-BO
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The above procedure is only followed for the phase constraining frame, for subse-
quent frames in a voiced sequence the ZFE selected must have the phase dictated by
the phase constraining frame. If phase restrictions are not followed, then during the
interpolation process a change in the sign of A1 or B1 will result in some small valued
interpolated ZFEs as the values pass through zero. For each legitimate zinc pulse
position, 1, the sign of A1 and B1 are initially checked, where the value of mse is
calculated only if the phase restriction is satised. Therefore, the maximum value of
mse associated with a suitably phased ZFE is selected as the excitation signal. It is
feasible that a suitably phased ZFE will not be found, indeed with the test database
13% of the frames did not have a suitable ZFE. If this occurs, then the previous ZFE
is scaled, as explained below, and used for the current speech frame. The scaling is
based on the RMS value of the LPC residual after STP analysis which is dened by:
A1(N)=sA1(N − 1) (17.18)
B1(N)=sB1(N − 1) (17.19)
where
s =
RMS of LPC residual N
RMS of LPC residual N-1
(17.20)
The value of 1(N) is assigned to be the ZFE position in frame N-1, becoming 1(N−
1).
17.5.1 Energy Scaling
The values of A1 and B1 determined in the voiced speech encoding process produce
an attenuation in the signal level from the original prototype signal. The cause
of this attenuation is due to the nature of the minimization process described in
Section 17.3, where the best waveform match between the synthesized and original
speech is found. However, the minimization process does not consider the relative
energies of the original weighted waveform and the synthesized weighted waveform.
Thus, the values of the A1 and B1 parameters are scaled to ensure that the energies
of the original and reconstructed prototype signals are equal, requiring that:
excinct X
n=1
(z(n)  h(n))2 =
excinct X
n=1
( sw(n) − m(n))2 (17.21)
where h(n) is the impulse response of the weighted LPC STP synthesis lter,  sw(n)
is the weighted speech signal, and m(n) is the memory of the weighted LPC STP
synthesis lter. Ideally,the energy of the excitation signals will also be equal, thus:
excint X
n=1
z(n)2 =
excint X
n=1
r(n)2 (17.22)
where r(n) is the LPC STP residual.
The above equation shows that it is desirable to ensure that the energy of the
synthesized excitation is equal to the energy of the LPC STP residual for the prototypeVOICE-BO
1999/12/1
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Quantizer Scheme SNR /dB for A1 SNR /dB for B1
4-bit 10.45 10.67
5-bit 18.02 19.77
6-bit 26.47 27.07
Table 17.6: SNR values for SQ of the A1 and B1 parameters.
segment. Upon, expanding the left hand side of Equation 17.22 to include A1 and
B1, also introducing the scale factor SAB that will ensure Equation 17.22 is obeyed,
we have:
excinct X
n=1
[
p
SABA1 sinc(n − 1)+
p
SABB1 cosc(n − 1)]
2 =
excinct X
n=1
r(n)
2 (17.23)
where,
SAB =
Pexcinct
n=1 r(n)2
Pexcinct
n=1 [A1 sinc(n − 1)+B1 cosc(n − 1)]2 (17.24)
Here the factor SAB represents the dierence in energy between the original and
synthesized excitation. Thus, by multiplying both the A1 and B1 parameters by p
SAB the energies of the synthesized and original excitation prototype segments will
match.
17.5.2 Quantization
Once the A1 and B1 parameters have been determined they must be quantized. The
Max-Lloyd quantizer, described in Section 15.4, requires knowledge of the A1 and B1
parameters' PDF, which are shown in Figure 17.10, where the PDF is generated from
the unquantized A1 and B1 parameters of the training speech database, described in
Section 14.4.
The Max-Lloyd quantizer was used to create 4.5 and 6-bit SQs for both the A1 and
B1 parameters. Table 17.6 shows the SNR values for the A1 and B1 parameters for
the various quantization schemes.
In order for further insight into the performance of the various quantizers, the
SEGSNR and SD measures were calculated for the synthesized and original speech
prototype segments. Together with the quantized A1 and B1 values the SEGSNR
and SD measures were calculated for the unquantized A1 and B1 values. Table 17.7
shows the SEGSNR values achieved. While low, the SEGSNR values demonstrate that
the 6-bit quantization produces a SEGSNR performance similar to the unquantized
parameters.
Table 17.8 shows the SD values achieved, which demonstrate again that the 6-bit
quantizers produce little degradation. The 6-bit A1 and B1 SQs were selected due to
their transparency in the SEGSNR and SD tests. They have SNR values of 26.47dB
and 27.07dB, respectively, as seen in Table 17.6.
The interpolation of the voiced excitation performed at the decoder is described
next, where pitch synchronous interpolation of the ZFE and LSFs are implemented.VOICE-BO
1999/12/1
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Figure 17.10: Graphs for the PDFs of a) A1 and b) B1 ZFE parameters, created from the
combination of A1 and B1 parameters from 45 seconds of speech.
Quantizer Scheme SEGSNR /dB
unquantized 1.36
4-bit 0.21
5-bit 1.00
6-bit 1.29
Table 17.7: SEGSNR values between the original and synthesized prototype segments for
a selection of SQs for the A1 and B1 parameters.
Quantizer Scheme SD /dB
unquantized 4.53
4-bit 4.90
5-bit 4.60
6-bit 4.53
Table 17.8: SD values for the synthesized prototype segments for a selection of SQs for the
A1 and B1 parameters.VOICE-BO
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17.6 Excitation Interpolation Between Prototype Seg-
ments
Having determined the prototype segments for the adjacent speech frames, interpo-
lation is necessary in order to provide a continuous excitation signal between them.
The interpolation process is investigated in this Section.
17.6.1 ZFE Interpolation Regions
The associated interpolation operations will be rst stated in general terms, subse-
quently, using the equations derived and the parameter values of Table 17.9, they will
be augmented using a numerical example. We also refer forward to traces three and
four of Figures 17.11 and 17.12, which portray the associated interpolation operations.
Initially we follow the method of Hiotakakos and Xydeas [410] with interpolation
performed over an interpolation region dpit,w h e r edpit contains an integer number of
pitch periods. The provisional interpolation region, d0
pit, which may not contain an
integer number of pitch periods, begins at the start of the prototype segment in frame
N − 1 and nishes at the end of the prototype segment in frame N. The number of
pitch synchronous intervals, Npit, between the two prototype regions is given by the
ratio of the provisional interpolation region to the average pitch period during this
region [410]:
Npit = nintf
2d0
pit
P(N)+P(N − 1)
g (17.25)
where P(N)a n dP(N −1) represent the pitch period in frames N and N −1 respec-
tively, and nint signies the nearest integer. If P(N)a n dP(N −1) are dierent, then
the smooth interpolation of the pitch period over the interpolation region is required.
This is achieved by calculating the average pitch period alteration necessary to con-
vert P(N − 1) to P(N)o v e rNpit pitch synchronous intervals, where the associated
pitch interpolation factor pit is dened as [410]:
pit =
P(N) − P(N − 1)
Npit − 1
(17.26)
The nal interpolation region, dpit, is given by the sum of the pitch periods over the
interpolation region constituted by Npit number of pitch period intervals [410]:
dpit =
Npit X
np=1
p(np) (17.27)
where p(np) are the pitch period values between the P(N−1) and P(N), with p(np)=
P(N − 1) + (np − 1)  pit and np =1 ::Npit. In general the start and nish of the
prototype region in frame N will be altered by the interpolation process, since the
provisional interpolation region d0
pit is generally extended or shortened, to become the
interpolation region dpit. To ensure correct operation between frame N and frameVOICE-BO
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N − 1 the change in the prototype position must be noted:
change = d
0
pit − dpit (17.28)
and then we assign start(N)=start(N)−change,w h e r estart(N) is the beginning of
the prototype segment in frame N. Thus, the start of the prototype segment in frame
N together with the position of the ZFE parameter 1 within the frame are altered,
in order to compensate for the changes to the interpolation region. Maintaining the
position parameter 1 at the same location of the prototype segment sustains the
shape within the prototype excitation, but introduces a time misalignment with the
original speech, where this time misalignment has no perceptual eect.
17.6.2 ZFE Amplitude Parameter Interpolation
The interpolated positions for the ZFE amplitude parameters are given by [410]:
A1;np = A1(N − 1) + (np − 1)
A1(N) − A1(N − 1)
Npit − 1
(17.29)
B1;np = B1(N − 1) + (np − 1)
B1(N) − B1(N − 1)
Npit − 1
(17.30)
where the formulae reﬂect a linear sampling of the A1 and B1 parameters between the
adjacent prototype functions. Explicitly, given the starting value A1(N − 1) and the
dierence pit = A1(N) − A1(N − 1) the corresponding gradient is [pit=Npit − 1],
where Npit is the number of pitch synchronous intervals between A1(N)a n dA1(N−1)
allowing us to calculate the appropriate values A1;np.
17.6.3 ZFE Position Parameter Interpolation
Interpolating the position of the ZFEs in a similar manner to their amplitudes does not
produce a smoothly evolving excitation signal. Instead, the pulse position within each
prototype segment is kept stationary throughout a voiced sequence. This introduces
time misalignment between the original and synthesized waveforms, but maintains
a smooth excitation signal. In order to compensate for changes in the length of
prototype segments the normalized location of the initial ZFE position is calculated
according to:
r =
1(N)
P(N)
(17.31)
where P(N) is the pitch period of the rst frame in the voiced frame sequence. For
all subsequent frames in the voiced sequence the position of the ZFE is calculated by:
1(N)=nintfr  P(N)g (17.32)
where nintfg represents rounding to the nearest integer.
For the sake of illustration the interpolation process is followed below for the two
speech frames whose parameters are described in Table 17.9. The initial provisional
interpolation region commences at the beginning of the prototype segment in frameVOICE-BO
1999/12/1
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Speech Frame Pitch Period Zero-Crossing A1 B1 1
N − 1 52 64 -431 186 16
N 52 56 -573 673 20
Table 17.9: Transmitted parameters for voiced speech.
N − 1 and nishes at the end of the prototype segment in frame N. Since the zero
crossing in frame N − 1 is at sample index 64 the provisional interpolation region in
frame N − 1 is of duration (160 − 64), while in frame N it nishes one pitch period
duration, namely 52 samples, after the zero crossing at position 56, yielding:
d
0
pit = (160 − 64) + (56 + 52) = 204
Using Equation 17.25 the number of pitch synchronous intervals, between the two
consecutive prototype segments in frames N and N − 1, is given by d0
pit divided by
the average pitch period duration of [P(N)+P(N − 1)]=2, yielding:
Npit = nintf2204
52+52g =4
As P(N)a n dP(N − 1) are identical the pitch interpolation factor pit,o fE q u a -
tion 17.26, will be zero, while the interpolation region containing N = 4 consecutive
pitch periods and dened by Equation 17.27 becomes:
dpit =
P4
np=1 52 = 208
The interpolated ZFE magnitudes and positions can then be calculated using the
parameters in Table 17.9 and Equations 17.29 to 17.32 for frame N − 1, the rst
voiced frame in the sequence, yielding:
A1;np = −431+ np 
−573 + 431
3
= −478;−526;−573;
B1;np = 186 + np 
673 − 186
3
= 348;511;673;
r =
16
52
=0 :308
1(N)=0 :308 52 = 16
Again, the associated operations are illustrated in traces three and four of Figure 17.11
and 17.12.
17.6.4 Implicit Signalling of Prototype Zero Crossing
In order to perform the interpolation procedure described above the zero-crossing pa-
rameter of the prototype segments must be transmitted to the decoder. However, it
can be observed that the zero-crossing values of the prototype segments are approx-
imately a frame length apart, thus following the principle of interpolating between
prototype segments in each frame. Hence, instead of explicitly transmitting the zero-VOICE-BO
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crossing parameter, it can be assumed that the start of the prototype segments are a
frame length apart. An arbitrary starting point for the prototype segments could be
FL=2, where FLis the speech frame length.
Using this scenario, the interpolation procedure example of Section 17.6.3 is re-
peated with both zero-crossings set to 80. The initial provisional interpolation region
is calculated as:
d0
pit = (160 − 80)+ (80 + 52) = 212 (17.33)
The number of pitch synchronous intervals is given by:
Npit = nintf
2  212
52+ 52
g = 4 (17.34)
Thus, the interpolation region dened by Equation 17.27 will become:
dpit =
4 X
np=1
52 = 208 (17.35)
yielding the same distance as in the example of Section 17.6.3, where the zero-crossing
value was explicitly transmitted. Hence, it is feasible not to transmit the zero-crossing
location to the decoder. Indeed, the assumption of a zero-crossing value of 80 had no
perceptual eect on speech quality at the decoder.
17.6.5 Removal of ZFE Pulse Position Signalling and Interpo-
lation
In the 1 transmission procedure, although 1 is transmitted every frame only the
rst 1 in every voiced sequence is used in the interpolation process, thus, 1 is
predictable and hence it contains much redundancy. Furthermore, when constructing
the excitation waveform at the decoder every ZFE is permitted to extend over three
interpolation regions, namely, its allotted region together with the previous and the
next region. This allows ZFEs near the interpolation region boundaries to be fully
represented in the excitation waveform, while ensuring that every ZFE will have a
tapered low energy value when it is curtailed. It is suggested that the true position of
the ZFE pulse, 1, is arbitraryand need not be transmitted. Following this hypothesis,
our experience shows that we can set 1 = 0 at the decoder, which has no audible
degrading eect on the speech quality.
17.6.6 Pitch Synchronous Interpolation of Line Spectrum Fre-
quencies
The LSF values can also be interpolated on a pitch synchronous basis, following the
approach of Equations 17.29 and 17.30, giving:
LSFi;n = LSFi(N − 1) + (np − 1)
LSFi(N) − LSFi(N − 1)
Npit − 1
(17.36)VOICE-BO
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where LSFi(N − 1) is the previous ith LSF and LSFi(N) is the current ith LSF.
17.6.7 ZFE Interpolation Example
An example of the ZFE excitation reconstructing the original speech is given in Fig-
ure 17.11, which is a speech waveform from the testle AF2. Following the steps
of the encoding and decoding process in the Figure, initially a pitch prototype seg-
ment is selected at the centre of the frame. Then at the encoder a ZFE is selected
to represent this prototype segment. At the decoding stage the ZFE segments are
interpolated, according to Section 17.6.1 to 17.6.5, in order to produce a smooth exci-
tation waveform, which is subsequently passed through the LPC STP synthesis lter
to reconstruct the original speech. The time misalignment introduced by the inter-
polation process described earlier can be clearly seen, where the prototype shifting
is caused by the need to have an integer number of pitch prototype segments during
the interpolation region. The synthesized waveform does not constitute a strict wave-
form replica of the original speech, which is the reason for the coder's low SEGSNR.
However, it produces perceptually good speech quality.
Figure 17.12 portrays a voiced speech section, where the same process as in Fig-
ure 17.11 is followed. The synthesized waveform portrays a similar smooth waveform
evolution to the input speech, but the synthesized waveform has problems maintaining
the waveform's amplitude throughout all the prototype segment's resonances. Mc-
Cree and Barnwell [400] suggest that this type of waveform would benet from the
postlter described in Section 15.6. Thus far, only voiced speech frames have been
discussed, hence next we provide a brief description of the unvoiced frame encoding
procedure.
17.7 Unvoiced Speech
For frames that are classied as unvoiced, at the decoder a random Gaussian sequence
is used as the excitation source. The same noise generator was used for the PWI-ZFE
coder and the basic LPC vocoder of Chapter 15, namely the Box-Muller algorithm,
which is used to produce a Gaussian random sequence scaled by the RMS energy of the
LPC STP residual, where the noise generation process was described in Section 15.4.
Finally, the operation of an adaptive postlter within the PWI-ZFE coder is exam-
ined.
17.8 Adaptive Postlter
The adaptive postlter from Section 15.6 was also used for the PWI-ZFE speech coder,
however, the adaptive postlter parameters were reoptimized becoming pf =0 :75,
pf =0 :45, pf =0 :60, γpf =0 :50, gpf =0 :00 and pf =0 :99. Finally, following the
adaptive postlter the synthesized speech was passed through the pulse dispersion
lter of Section 15.7.VOICE-BO
1999/12/1
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Figure 17.11: An example of the original and synthesized speech for a 60ms speech wave-
form from AF2 uttering the front vowel /
i/f r o m` h e', where the Frame
Length is 20ms. The prototype segment selection and ZFE interpolation is
also shown.VOICE-BO
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Figure 17.12: An example of three 20ms segments of the original and synthesized speech
for predominantly voiced speech from AF1 uttering the back vowel /
O/
`dog'. The prototype segment selection and ZFE interpolation is also shown.VOICE-BO
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(a) Original speech
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 17.13: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) ZFE
waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion lter. The 20ms
speech frame is the mid vowel /
˙/ in the utterance `work' for the testle
BM1. For comparison with the other coders developed in this study using
the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
Following this overview of the PWI-ZFE coder the quality of the reconstructed
speech is assessed.
17.9 Results for Single Zinc Function Excitation
In this Section the performance of the PWI-ZFE speech coder described in this chap-
ter is assessed. Figures 17.13, 17.14 and 17.15 show examples of the original and
synthesized speech in the time and frequency domain for sections of voiced speech,
with these graphs described in detail next. These detailed speech frames were also
used to examine the LPC vocoder of Chapter 15.1, hence, Figure 17.13 can be com-
pared to Figure 15.21, Figure 17.14 to Figure 15.22 and Figure 17.15 can be gauged
against Figure 15.23.
The speech segment displayed in Figure 17.13 is a 20ms frame from testle BM1.
The reproduced speech is of similar evolution to the original speech, but cannot main-
tain the amplitude for the decaying resonances within each pitch period, which is due
to the concentrated pulse-like nature of the ZFE. From Figure 17.13(a) and 17.13(c)VOICE-BO
1999/12/1
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(a) Original speech
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 17.14: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) ZFE
waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion lter. The 20ms
speech frame is the liquid /
r/ in the utterance `rice' for the testle BF2.
For comparison with the other coders developed in this study using the same
speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
a time misalignment between the original and synthesized waveform is present, where
the cause of the misalignment was described in Section 17.6, specically, the interpola-
tion region must contain an integer number of pitch prototype segments, hence, often
requiring the interpolation region to be extended or shortened. Consequently, the
later pitch prototype segments are shifted slightly, introducing the time misalignment
seen in Figure 17.13(c). In the frequency domain the overall spectral envelope match
between the original and synthesized speech is good, but as expected, the associated
SEGSNR is low due to the waveform misalignment experienced.
The speech segment displayed in Figure 17.14 shows the performance of the PWI-
ZFE coder for the testle BF2. Comparing Figure 17.14(c) with Figure 15.22(h), it
can be seen that the synthesized waveforms in both the time and frequency domain
are similar. Observing the frequency domain graphs, it is noticeable that the inclusion
of unvoiced speech above 1800Hz is not modelled well by the distinct voiced-unvoiced
nature of the PWI-ZFE scheme. The introduction of mixed-multiband excitation in
Chapter 18 is expected to improve the representation of this signal.
The speech segment displayed in Figure 17.15 is for the testle BM2. The syn-
thesized speech waveform displayed in Figure 17.15(c) is noticeably better than theVOICE-BO
1999/12/1
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(a) Original speech
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 17.15: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) ZFE
waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion lter. The 20ms
speech frame is the nasal /
n/ in the utterance `thrown'f o rt h et e s t  l e
BM2. These signals can be compared to the basic vocoder's corresponding
signals in Figure 15.23.
output speech in Figure 15.23(h). For Figure 17.15(c) the rst formant is modelled
well, however, the upper two formants are missing from the frequency spectrum, which
is a failure in the LPC STP process and will persist in all of our developed speech
coders.
Informal listening tests showed that the reproduced speech for the PWI-ZFE speech
coder contained less `buzziness' than the LPC vocoder of Chapter 15.
The bit allocation of the ZFE coder is summarized in Table 17.10. For unvoiced
speech the RMS parameter requires the 5-bits described in Section 15.4, with the
boundary shift parameter bs oset requiring a maximum of:
frame length
minimum pitch
= 160
20 =8
values or 3-bits to encode.
For voiced speech the pitch period can vary from 20 ! 147 samples, thus requiring
7-bits for transmission. Section 17.5.2 justied the use of 6-bits to SQ the A1 and B1
ZFE amplitude parameters.VOICE-BO
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parameter unvoiced voiced
LSFs 18 18
v/u ﬂag 1 1
RMS value 5 -
bs oset 3 -
pitch - 7
A1 - 6
B1 - 6
total/20ms 27 38
bit rate 1.35kbps 1.90kbps
Table 17.10: Bit allocation table for the investigated 1.9kbps PWI-ZFE coder.
Operation /MFLOP pitch period=20 pitch period=147
Pitch detector 2.67 2.67
ZFE minimization 0.30 11.46
Total 2.97 14.13
Table 17.11: Total maximum and minimum computational complexity for a PWI-ZFE
coder.
The computational complexity of the speech coder is dominated by the ZFE mini-
mization loop, even when using a constrained search. Table 17.11 displays the com-
putational complexity of the coder for a pitch period of 20 samples or 147 samples.
17.10 Error Sensitivity of the 1.9kbps PWI-ZFE Coder
In this chapter we have investigated the design of a 1.9kbps speech coder employing
PWI-ZFE techniques. However, we have not examined the speech coder's performance
within a communications system, specically its robustness to transmission errors. In
this Section we study how the degradation caused by a typical mobile environment
aects the PWI-ZFE output speech quality.
The degradation in the PWI-ZFE speech coder's performance is caused by the hos-
tile nature of a mobile communications environment. A mobile environment typically
contains both fast and slow fading, which aects the signal level at the receiver. Ad-
ditionally, many dierent versions of the signal arrive at the receiver, each having
taken dierent paths with dierent fading characteristics and dierent delays, thus
introducing inter-symbol interference. It is these mobile environment characteristics
which introduce errors into the parameters received by the speech decoder.
In this Section we commence by examining how possible errors at the decoder
would aect the output speech quality and introduce some error correction techniques.
These errors are then examined in terms of objective speech measures and informal
listening tests. We then consider dividing the transmission bits into protection classes,
which is a common technique that is adopted to aord the most error sensitive bits
the greatest protection. Finally, we demonstrate the speech coder's performance for
dierent transmission environments.VOICE-BO
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17.10.1 Parameter Sensitivity of the 1.9kbps PWI-ZFE coder
In this Section we consider the importance of the dierent PWI-ZFE parameters of
Table 17.10 in maintaining synthesized speech quality. Additionally, we highlight
checks that can be made at the decoder, which may indicate errors and suggest error
correction techniques. Considering the voiced and unvoiced speech frames separately,
the speech coder has 10 dierent parameters that can be corrupted, where the vector
quantized LSFs, described in Section 15.2.2, can be considered to be four dierent
groups of parameters. These parameters have between 7 bits, for the pitch period,
and a single bit, for the voiced-unvoiced ﬂag, which can be corrupted. In total there
are 46 dierent bits, namely the 38 voiced bits of Table 17.10 and the RMS and bs
unvoiced parameters.
Finally, we note that due to the interpolative nature of the PWI-ZFE speech coder
any errors that occur in the decoded bits will aect more than just the frame where
the error occurred.
17.10.1.1 Line Spectrum Frequencies
The LSF vector quantizer, described in Section 15.2.2 and taken from G.729 [269],
represents the LSF values using four dierent parameters. The LSF VQ consists of a
4th order moving average (MA) predictor, which can be switched on or o with the
ﬂag L0. The vector quantization is then performed in two stages. A 7-bit VQ index,
L1, is used for the rst stage. The second stage VQ is a split vector quantizer, using
the indices L2 and L3, with each codebook containing 5-bits.
17.10.1.2 Voiced-Unvoiced Flag
It is anticipated that the voiced-unvoiced ﬂag will be the most critical bit for the
successful operation of the PWI-ZFE speech coder. The very dierent excitation
models employed for voiced and unvoiced speech mean that if the wrong type of
excitation is adopted, this is expected to have a serious degrading eect.
At the decoder it is possible to detect isolated errors in the voiced-unvoiced ﬂag,
namely V-U-V and U-V-U sequences in the N+1, N, N-1 frames. These sequences
will indicate an error, since at the encoder they were prohibited frame combinations,
as described in Section 17.2.1. However, the PWI-ZFE decoder does not operate
on a frame-by-frame basis, instead it performs interpolation between the prototype
segments of frame N and N + 1, as described in Section 17.2.1. Thus, without
introducing an extra 20ms delay, by performing the interpolation between frames
N − 1a n dN, it is impossible to completely correct an isolated error in the voiced-
unvoiced ﬂag.
17.10.1.3 Pitch Period
The pitch period parameter of Table 17.10 is only sent for voiced frames, where
having the correct pitch period is imperative for producing good quality synthesized
speech. In Section 16.5.2 some simple pitch period correction was already performed,
where checks were made to ensure a smooth pitch track is followed. By repeatingVOICE-BO
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this pitch period correction at the decoder the eect of an isolated pitch period error
can be reduced. However, similarly to the voiced-unvoiced ﬂag, the use of frames N
and N + 1 in the interpolation process permits an isolated pitch period to have a
degrading eect.
17.10.1.4 Excitation Amplitude Parameters
The ZFE amplitude parameters, A and B, control the shape of the voiced excitation.
The A and B parameters of Table 17.10 can have both positive and negative values,
however, as described in Section 17.3.4, the phase of the amplitude parameters must be
maintained throughout the voiced sequence. At the decoder it is possible to maintain
phase continuity for the amplitude parameter in the presence of an isolated error, with
the correction that if the phase of the A or B parameter has been found to change
during a voiced sequence, then the previous A or B parameter can be repeated.
17.10.1.5 Root Mean Square Energy Parameter
For unvoiced speech frames the excitation is formed from random Gaussian noise
scaled by the received RMS energy value, seen in Table 17.10 and as described in
Section 17.7. Thus, if corruption of the RMS energy parameter occurs, then the
energy level of the unvoiced speech will be incorrect. However, since the speech
sound is a low pass ltered, slowly varying process, abrupt RMS changes due to
channel errors can be detected and mitigated.
17.10.1.6 Boundary Shift Parameter
The boundary shift parameter, bs, of Table 17.10 is only sent for unvoiced frames and
denes the location where unvoiced speech becomes voiced speech, or vice versa. The
corruption of the boundary shift parameter will move this transition point, an event
which is not amenable to straight forward error concealment.
17.10.2 Degradation from Bit Corruption
Following this discussion on the importance of the various PWI-ZFE parameters and
the possible error corrections which could be performed at the speech decoder, we
now investigate the extent of the degradation which errors cause to the reproduced
speech quality. The error sensitivity is examined by separately corrupting each of
the 46 dierent voiced and unvoiced bits of Table 17.10, where 18 LSF plus the v/uv
bits are sent for all frames, additionally 19 bits are only sent for voiced frames and
8 bits are only sent for unvoiced frames. For each selected bit the corruption was
inﬂicted 10% of the time. Corrupting a bit for 10% of the time is a compromise
between consistently or constantly corrupting the bit in all frames and corrupting the
bit in only a single isolated frame. If the bit is constantly corrupted then any error
propagation eect is masked, while corrupting the bit in only a single frame requires
that for completeness every possible frame is taken to be that single frame, resulting
in an arduous process.VOICE-BO
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Figure 17.16: The error sensitivity of the dierent transmission bits for the 1.9kbps PWI-
ZFE speech coder. The graph is divided into bits sent for all speech frames,
bits sent only for voiced frames and bits sent only for unvoiced frames. For
the CD degradation graph containing the bit index for each parameter bit
1 is the least signicant bit.
Figure 17.16 displays the averagedresults for the speech les AM1, AM2, AF1, AF2,
BM1, BM2, BF1, BF2, described in Section 14.4. The SEGSNR and CD objective
speech measures, described in Section 14.3.1, were used to evaluate the degradation
eect. Additionally, the synthesized corrupted speech due to the dierent bit errors
was compared through informal listening tests.
Observing Figure 17.16 it can be seen that both the SEGSNR and CD objective
measures rate the error sensitivity of the dierent bits similarly, both indicating that
the voiced-unvoiced ﬂag being correct is the most critical for successful synthesis of
the output speech. This was conrmed by listening to the synthesized speech, which
was frequently unintelligible when there was 10% error in the voiced-unvoiced ﬂag bit.
Additionally, from Figure 17.16 it can be seen that both the pitch period and bound-
ary shift parameters produce a signicant degradation due to bit errors. However,
informal listening tests do not indicate such signicant quality degradation, although
an incorrect pitch period does produce audible distortion. It is suggested that the time
misalignment introduced by the pitch period and boundary shift parameter errors isVOICE-BO
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Classes Coding Bits
1 v/uv
2 L1[7] L1[5] L1[3] L1[1]
pitch[7] pitch[6] pitch[5] pitch[4] pitch[3] pitch[2] pitch[1]
A[6] A[5] B[6] B[5]
3 L0 L1[6] L1[4] L1[2]
L2[5] L2[4] L2[3] L2[2] L2[1]
L3[5] L3[4] L3[3] L3[2] L3[1]
A[4] A[3] A[2] A[1]
B[4] B[3] B[2] B[1]
Table 17.12: The transmission classes for the bits of the 1.9kbps PWI-ZFE speech coder,
with class 1 containing the most error sensitive bits and class 3 bits requiring
little error protection.
articially increasing the SEGSNR and CD degradation values.
Thus, while the SEGSNR and CD objective measures indicate the relative sensitiv-
ities of the bits within each parameter, more accurate interpretation of the sensitivity
of each parameter has to rely more on informal listening tests.
17.10.2.1 Error Sensitivity Classes
The SEGSNR and CD objective measures together with the informal listening tests
allow the bits to be grouped into three classes for transmission to the decoder. These
classes are detailed in Table 17.12, where class 1 requires the greatest protection and
class 3 requires the least protection.
In Table 17.12 the error sensitivity classes are based on the bits sent every speech
frame and bits sent only for voiced frames, giving 38 bits. For unvoiced frames the
boundary parameter shift, bs, is given the same protection as the most signicant
three pitch period bits, while the RMS value is given the same protection as the least
signicant four pitch period bits and A[6].
Class 1 contains only the voiced-unvoiced ﬂag, which has been identied as being
very error sensitive. Class 2 contains 15 bits, while class 3 contains 22 bits.
The relative bit error sensitivities have been used to improve channel coding within a
GSM-like speech transceiver [443] and a FRAMES-like speech CDMA transceiver [444].
Following this analysis of the performance of a PWI-ZFE speech coder, using a
single ZFE to represent the excitation, the potential for speech quality improvement
with extra ZFE pulses is examined.
17.11 Multiple Zinc Function Excitation
So far in this chapter a single ZFE pulse has been employed to represent the voiced
excitation. However, a better speech quality may be achieved by introducing more
ZFE pulses [411]. The introduction of extra ZFEs will be at the expense of a higherVOICE-BO
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TotalK rescaled ZFE
needed
> 1Z F E
rescaled
> 2Z F E
rescaled
> 3Z F E
rescaled
> 4Z F E
rescaled
1 12.9% - - - -
2 20.3% 5.1% - - -
3 33.0% 7.1% 1.0% - -
4 42.3% 16.5% 5.1% 0.6% -
5 57.9% 28.4% 10.7% 2.5% 0.1%
Table 17.13: The percentage of speech frames requiring previous ZFEs to be scaled and
repeated, for K ZFE pulses in PWI-ZFE coders.
bit rate, thus, a dual-mode PWI-ZFE speech coder could be introduced to exploit an
improved speech quality when trac density of the system permits.
Revisiting the ZFE error minimization process of Section 17.3.1, where due to the
orthogonality of the zinc basis functions the weighted error signal upon using k ZFE
pulses is given by:
Ek+1
w =
P X
n=1
(ek+1
w (n))2 (17.37)
where P is the length of the prototype segment, over which minimization is carried
out, with the synthesized weighted speech represented by:
 sw(n)=
K X
k=1
zk(n)  h(n) (17.38)
where zk(n)i st h ekth ZFE pulse, K is the number of pulses being employed and h(n)
is the impulse response of the weighted LPC synthesis lter.
17.11.1 Encoding Algorithm
The encoding process for a single ZFE was previously described in Table 17.1 and
Figure 17.2. For a multiple ZFE arrangement the same process is followed, but the
number of ZFE pulses is extended to K, as shown in Figure 17.17 and described
next. Thus, for the phase constrained frame, which we also refer to as the phase
restriction frame, a phase is determined independently for each of the K excitation
pulses. Similarly, for other voiced frames the phase of the kth pulse is based on the
phase restriction for the kth pulses. Furthermore, if a suitable ZFE is not found for
the kth ZFE pulse in frame N, then the kth ZFE in frame N −1 is scaled and reused.
For scenarios with a dierent number ZFE pulse per prototype segment Table 17.13
displays the percentage of voiced frames, where some scaling from the previous frame's
ZFE pulses must be performed. It can be seen that with 3 ZFE pulses employed 1=3
of the voiced frames contain scaled ZFE pulses from the previous frame. Additionally,
some frames have several scaled ZFE pulses from the previous frame.
The implementation of the single ZFE, in Section 17.3.3, showed that for smooth
interpolation it is benecial to constrain the locations of the ZFE pulses. Constraining
the K ZFE locations follows the same principles as those used in determining theVOICE-BO
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Figure 17.17: The control structure for selecting multiple ZFEs in PWI-ZFE coders.
single ZFE location, but it was extended to nd K constrained positions. For the
rst voiced frame the largest K impulses, determined by wavelet analysis according to
Chapter 16 and located within the prototype segment, are selected for the positions
the ZFE pulses must be in proximity to. For further voiced frames the impulses
from the wavelet analysis are examined, with the largest impulses near the K ZFE
pulses in frame N −1 selected as excitation. If no impulse is found near the kth ZFE
location in frame N − 1, this position is repeated as the kth ZFE in frame N.I ti s
feasible that there will be less than K wavelet analysis impulses within the prototype
segment, thus in this situation the extra ZFEs are set to zero. They are subsequently
introduced, when impulses occur within the prototype segment that are unrelated to
any ZFE pulses in frame N − 1.
The SEGSNR values achieved for the minimization process at the encoder with dif-
ferent numbers of ZFE pulses per prototype segment indicate the excitation represen-
tation improvement. Figure 17.18 displays the results, showing that the improvement
achieved by adding extra pulses saturates as the number of ZFE pulses increases, so
when eight ZFE pulses are employed no further SEGSNR gain is achieved. The limit
in SEGSNR improvement is due to the constraint that ZFE pulses are expected toVOICE-BO
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Figure 17.18: The SEGSNR achieved at the encoder minimization process for dierent
number of ZFE pulses used in the representation. The inclusion of each
new ZFE pulse requires 19 extra bits/20ms, or 0.95kbps extra bit rate, for
the encoding of the Ak and Bk parameters and the additional ZFE pulse
positions k, as seen in Table 17.14.
be near the instants of glottal closure found by the wavelet analysis. There will be a
limited number of impulses within the prototype segment, thus a limited number of
ZFE pulses can be employed for each prototype segment. The performance of a three
pulse ZFE scheme at the encoder is given in Figure 17.19, which can be compared
with the performance achieved by a single ZFE, shown in Figure 17.9. It can be seen
that the addition of two extra ZFE pulses improves the excitation representation,
particularly away from the main resonance.
At the decoder the same interpolation process implemented for the single ZFE is
employed, as described in Section 17.6, again extended to K ZFE pulses. For all ZFE
pulses the amplitude parameters are linearly interpolated, with the ZFE pulse position
parameter and prototype segment location assumed at the decoder, as in the single
pulse coder of earlier sections. Explicitly, the kth ZFE pulse position parameter is kept
at the same location within each prototype segment. For the three pulse PWI-ZFE
scheme the adaptive postlter parameters were reoptimized becoming pf =0 :75,
pf =0 :45, pf =0 :40, γpf =0 :50, gpf =0 :00 and pf =0 :99.
17.11.2 Performance of Multiple Zinc Function Excitation
A three pulse ZFE scheme was implemented to investigate the potential for improved
speech quality using extra ZFE pulses. Three excitation pulses were adopted to study
the feasibility of a speech coder at 3.8kbps, where the bit allocation scheme was given
in Table 17.14.
Figure 17.20 displays the performance of a three pulse ZFE scheme for the mid
vowel /
˙/ in the utterance `work' for the testle BM1. The identical portion of speech
synthesized using a single ZFE was given in Figure 17.13. From Figure 17.20(b) it
can be seen that the second largest ZFE pulse is approximately half-way between theVOICE-BO
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Figure 17.19: Demonstrating the process of analysis-by-synthesis encoding for prototype
segments that have been concatenated to produce a smoothly evolving wave-
form, with the excitation represented by three ZFE pulses. The dotted lines
in the Figure indicate the boundaries between prototype segments.
largest ZFE pulses. In the frequency spectrum the pitch appears to be 200Hz, which
is double the pitch from Figure 17.13(b). The pitch doubling is clearly visible in the
time and frequency domain of Figure 17.20(c). For this speech frame the addition
of extra ZFE pulses fails to improve the speech quality, where this is due to the
secondary excitation pulse producing a pitch doubling eect in the output speech.
Figure 17.21 displays the results from applying a three pulse ZFE scheme to a 20ms
frame of speech from the testle BF2. The same speech frame was investigated in
Figures 17.14 and 15.22. Observing Figure 17.21(b) it can be seen that similarly
to Figure 17.20(b) a ZFE pulse is placed midway between the other ZFE pulses,
however, since this pulse has much less energy it does not have a pitch doubling
eect. When compared with the single ZFE of Figure 17.15(c) the multiple ZFEs
combine to produce a speech waveform, shown in Figure 17.21(c), much closer in
both the time and frequency domain to the original, although at the cost of a higherVOICE-BO
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(a) Original speech
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 17.20: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) Three
pulse ZFE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion lter.
The 20ms speech frame is the mid vowel /
˙/ in the utterance `work' for
the testle BM1. For comparison with the other coders developed in this
study using the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
bit rate and complexity.
Figure 17.22 portrays a three pulse ZFE scheme applied to a speech frame from the
testle BM2, which can be compared with Figure 17.15. From Figure 17.22(b) it can
be seen that no pitch doubling occurs. For this speech frame the limiting factor in
reproducing the original speech are the missing formants. However, observing Fig-
ure 17.22(c) demonstrates that three ZFE pulses results in an improved performance
compared with a single ZFE.
Informal listening tests were conducted using the PWI-ZFE speech coder with three
ZFE pulses, where it was found that sudden and disconcerting changes could occur in
the quality of the reproduced speech. It is suggested that this eect was created by
the varying success of the excitation to represent the speech. Additionally, for many
speech les there was a background roughness to the synthesized speech. The prob-
lems with implementing a multiple ZFE pulse scheme are caused by the interpolative
nature of the speech coder. The benets, which are gained in improved representation
of the excitation signal, are counteracted by increased problems in both obeying phase
restrictions and in creating a smoothly interpolated synthesized speech waveform.
For the 3.8kbps multiple ZFE speech coder the extra bits are consumed by the twoVOICE-BO
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 17.21: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) Three
pulse ZFE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion lter.
The 20ms speech frame is the liquid /
r/ in the utterance `rice' for the
testle BF2. For comparison with the other coders developed in this study
using the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
extra ZFE pulses, with the bit allocation detailed in Table 17.14. The location of
the two extra ZFE pulses, 2 and 3, with respect to the rst ZFE pulse, must be
transmitted to the decoder, while, similarly to the single ZFE coder, the rst pulse
location can be assumed at the decoder. With a permissible pitch period range of
20 ! 147 samples 7 bits are required to encode each position parameter, . This
parameter only requires transmission for the rst frame of a voiced sequence, since
for further frames the pulses are kept in the same location within the prototype region,
as it was argued in Section 17.6.3. The A and B amplitude parameter for the extra
ZFE pulses are scalar quantized to 6-bits.
In order to produce a dual-rate speech coder it must be possible to change the
coder's transmission rate during operation. In this multiple ZFE scheme, if a ZFE
pulse were omitted from the frame, reducing the bit rate, at the decoder the ZFE
pulse would be interpolated across the interpolation region to zero. Similarly, if an
extra ZFE pulse was harnessed, then at the decoder the ZFE would be interpolated
from zero. This interpolation from zero degrades the assumption that the previous
prototype segment at the encoder is similar to the previous interpolation region at
the decoder. Thus it is prudent to only permit coding rate changes between voicedVOICE-BO
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(a) Original speech
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 17.22: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) Three
pulse ZFE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion lter.
The 20ms speech frame is the nasal /
n/ in the utterance `thrown'f o rt h e
testle BM2. For comparison with the other coders developed in this study
using the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
frame sequences.
17.12 A Sixth-rate, 3.8 kbps GSM-like Speech Tran-
sceiver 1
17.12.1 Motivation
Although the standardisation of the third-generation wireless systems has been com-
pleted, it is worthwhile considering potential evolutionary paths for the mature GSM
system. This tendency was hallmarked by the various GSM Phase2 proposals, endeav-
ouring to improve the services supported or by the development of the half-rate and
enhanced full-rate speech codecs. In this section two potential improvements and their
interactions in a source-sensitivity matched transceiver are considered, namely em-
ploying an approximately sixth-rate, 1.9 kbps speech codec and turbo coding [157,325]
1This section is based on F.C.A Brooks, B.L Yeap, J.P Woodard and L. Hanzo: A Sixth-rate, 3.8
kbps GSM-like Speech Transceiver, ACTS'98, Rhodes, GreeceVOICE-BO
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parameter voiced
LSFs 18
v/u ﬂag 1
pitch 7
1st pulse
A1 6
B1 6
2nd pulse
2 7
A2 6
B2 6
3rd pulse
3 7
A3 6
B3 6
total/20ms 76
bit rate 3.80kbps
Table 17.14: Bit allocation table for voiced speech frames in the 3.8kbps investigated PWI-
ZFE coder employing three ZFEs.
in conjunction with the GSM system's Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) par-
tial response modem.
The bitallocation of the 1.9 kbps PWI-ZFE speech codec was summarised in Ta-
ble 17.10, while its error sensitivity was quantied in Section 17.10. The SEGSNR
and CD objective measures together with the informal listening tests allow the bits
to be ordered in terms of their error sensitivities. The most sensitive bit is the voiced-
unvoiced ﬂag. For voiced frames the three most signicant bits (MSB) in the LTP
delay are the next most sensitive bits, followed by the four least signicant LTP delay
bits. For unvoiced frames the boundary parameter shift, j, is given the same protec-
tion as the most signicant three pitch period bits, while the RMS value is given the
same protection as the group of four least signicant pitch period bits and bit A[6],
the LSB of the ZFE amplitude A.
17.12.2 The Turbo-coded Sixth-rate 3.8 kbps GSM-like Sys-
tem
The amalgamated GSM-like system [34] is illustrated in Figure 17.23. In this system,
the 1.9kbps speech coded bits are channel encoded with a 1
2 rate convolutional or turbo
encoder [157,325] with an interleaving frame-length of 81 bits, including termination
bits. Therefore, assuming negligible processing delay, 162 bits will be released every
40ms, or two 20ms speech frames, since the 9x9 turbo-interleaver matrix employed
requires two 20ms, 38 bit, speech frames before channel encoding commences. Hence
we set the data burst length to be 162 bits. The channel encoded speech bits are then
passed to a channel interleaver. Subsequently, the interleaved bits are modulated
using Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) [34] with a normalised bandwidth,VOICE-BO
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Figure 17.23: GSM-like system block diagram
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Figure 17.24: The impulse response of the COST207 Typical Urban channel used [390]
Bn =0 :3 and transmitted at 271Kbit/s across the COST 207 [390] Typical Urban
channel model. Figure 17.24 is the Typical Urban channel model used and each path
is fading independently with Rayleigh statistics, for a vehicular speed of 50km/h or
13.89 ms−1 and transmission frequency of 900 MHz.
The GMSK demodulator equalises the received signal, which has been degraded by
the wideband fading channel, using perfect channel estimation [34]. Subsequently, soft
outputs from the demodulator are deinterleaved and passed to the channel decoder.
Finally, the decoded bits are directed towards the speech decoder in order to extract
the original speech information. In the following sub-sections, the channel coder and
interleaver/deinterleaver, and GMSK transceiver are described.
17.12.3 Turbo Channel Coding
We compare two channel coding schemes, constraint-length K = 5 convolutional
coding as used in the GSM [34] system, and a turbo channel codec [157,325]. The
turbo codec uses two K = 3 so-called Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC)
component codes employing octally represented generator polynomials of 7 and 5,VOICE-BO
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Figure 17.25: The error sensitivity of the dierent information bits within the 9x9 block
interleaver used in the turbo codec
as well as 8 iterations of the Log-MAP [445] decoding algorithm. This makes it
approximately 10 times more complex than the convolutional codec.
It is well known that turbo codes perform best for long interleavers. However due
to the low bit rate of the speech codec we are constrained to using a low frame length
in the channel codecs. A frame length of 81 bits is used, with a 9x9 block interleaver
within the turbo codec. This allows two sets of 38 coded bits from the speech codec
and two termination bits to be used. The BERs of the 79 transmitted bits with the
9x9 block interleaver used for the turbo codec, for a simple AWGN channel at an
SNR of 2 dB, is shown in Figure 17.25. It can be seen that bits near the bottom
right hand corner of the interleaver are better protected than bits in other positions
in the interleaver. By placing the more sensitive speech bits here we are able to give
signicantly more protection to the V/U ﬂag and to some of the other sensitive speech
bits, than to the low-sensitivity bits of Figure 17.16. Our current work investigates
providing more signicant un-equal error protection using turbo-codes with irregular
parity bit puncturing. Lastly, an interburst channel interleaver is used, in order to
disperse the bursty channel errors and to assist the channel decoders, as proposed for
GSM [34].VOICE-BO
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Figure 17.26: The BER performance for the turbo and convolutional coded systems over
the COST 207 Typical Urban channel [390]
17.12.4 The Turbo-coded GMSK Transceiver
As mentioned in Section 17.12.2, a GMSK modulator, with Bn =0 :3, which is em-
ployed in the current GSM [34] mobile radio standard, is used in our system. GMSK
belongs to a class of Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM) [34], and possesses high
spectral eciency and constant signal envelope, hence allowing the use of non-linear
power ecient class-C ampliers. However, the spectral compactness is achieved at
the expense of Controlled Intersymbol Interference (CISI), and therefore an equaliser,
typically a Viterbi Equaliser, is needed. The conventional Viterbi Equaliser (VE) [34]
performs Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation by observing the development of
the accumulated metrics, which are evaluated recursively, over several bit intervals.
The length of the observation interval depends on the complexity aorded. Hard
decisions are then released at the end of the equalisation process. However, since
Log Likelihood Ratios (LLRs) [446] are required by the turbo decoders, we could
use a variety of soft output algorithms instead of the VE, such as the Maximum A
Posteriori (MAP) [329] algorithm, the Log-MAP [445], the Max-Log-MAP [447,448],
and the Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA) [27,449,450]. We chose to use the
Log-MAP algorithm as it gave the optimal performance, like the MAP algorithm, but
at a much lower complexity. Other schemes like the Max-Log-MAP and SOVA, are
computationally less intensive, but provide sub-optimal performance. Therefore, for
our work, we have opted for the Log-MAP algorithm in order to obtain the optimal
performance, hence giving the upper bound performance of the system.VOICE-BO
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Figure 17.27: The speech degradation performance for the turbo and convolutional coded
systems over the COST 207 Typical Urban channel [390]
17.12.5 System Performance Results
The performance of our sixth-rate GSM-like system was compared with an equivalent
conventional GSM system using convolutional codes instead of turbo codes. The
1
2 rate convolutional code [34] has the same code specications as in the standard
GSM system [34]. Figure 17.26 illustrates the BER performance over a Rayleigh
fading COST207 Typical Urban channel [390] and Figure 17.27 shows the speech
degradation, in terms of both the Cepstral Distance (CD) and the Segmental SNR,
for the same channel. Due to the short interleaver frame length of the turbo code the
turbo- and convolutionally coded performances are fairly similar in terms of both BER
and speech degradation, hence the investment of the higher complexity turbo codec
is not justiable, demonstrating an important limitation of short-latency interactive
turbo-coded systems. However, we expect to see higher gains for higher bit rate speech
codecs, such as for example the 260bit/20ms full-rate and the enhanced full-rate GSM
speech codecs, which would allow us to use larger frame lengths for the turbo code,
an issue currently investigated.VOICE-BO
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17.13 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter has described a PWI-ZFE coder previously suggested by Hiotakakos and
Xydeas [410]. However, their work was further developed in this chapter to reduce the
bit rate and complexity, while improving speech quality. Section 17.2 to 17.4 gave an
overview of the speech coder, with Figure 17.4 demonstrating the prohibitive complex-
ity of the original ZFE optimization process proposed by Hiotakakos and Xydeas [410].
This prohibitive complexity was signicantly reduced by introducing wavelets into the
optimization process. Section 17.5 described the voiced speech encoding procedure,
involving ZFE optimization and ZFE amplitude coecient quantization. Energy scal-
ing was also proposed to ensure that the original speech amplitude was maintained
in the synthesized speech. The interpolation performed at the decoder was detailed
in Section 17.6, where the justications for not sending either the starting location
of the prototype segment, or the ZFE position parameter, were given. The PWI-
ZFE description was completed in Sections 17.7 and 17.8 which brieﬂy described the
unvoiced speech and adaptive postlter requirements, respectively.
The PWI-ZFE speech coder at 1.9kbps was found to produce speech with a more
natural quality than the basic LPC vocoder of Chapter 15. It has also been shown
in this chapter that numerous benets were attainable in reducing the computational
complexity through the use of the wavelet transform of Chapter 16 with no discernible
reduction in speech quality. Particularly useful was the ability of the wavelet trans-
form to suggest instants of glottal closure. The chapter also outlined an interpolation
method at the decoder which permitted the ZFE amplitude parameters to be trans-
mitted without the position parameter, reducing the bit rate. Finally, in Section 17.11
multiple ZFE was considered, however, the quality of the synthesized speech was often
found to be variable.VOICE-BO
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Mixed-Multiband Excitation
18.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates the speech coding technique of Mixed-Multiband Excitation
(MMBE) [225] which is frequently adopted in very low bit rate voice compression.
The principle behind MMBE is that low bit rate speech coders, which follow the
classical vocoder principle of Atal and Hanauer [395] invoking distinct separation into
voiced-unvoiced segments, usually result in speech of a synthetic quality due to a dis-
tortion generally termed `buzziness'. This `buzzy' quality is particularly apparent in
portions of speech which contain only voiced excitation in some frequency regions, but
dominant noise in other frequency bands of the speech spectrum. A classic example
is the fricative class of phonemes, which contain both periodic and noise excitation
sources. In low bit rate speech coders this type of speech waveform can be modelled
successfully by combining voiced and unvoiced speech sources. Figure 18.1 shows the
case of the voiced fricative /
z/a si n` zoo', which consists of voiced speech up to 1kHz
and predominantly noisy speech above this frequency. Improved voiced excitation
sources, such as the ZFE described in Chapter 17, can remove some of the synthetic
quality of the reconstructed speech. However, the ZFE does nothing to combat the
inherent problem of `buzziness', which is associated with a mixed voiced-unvoiced
spectrum that often occurs in human speech production.
MMBE addresses the problem of `buzziness' directly through splitting the speech
into several frequency bands, similarly to subband coding [352] on a frame-by-frame
adapted basis. These frequency bands have their voicing assessed individually with an
excitation source of pulses, noise or a mixture of both being selected for each frequency
band. Figure 18.2 shows the PDF of the voicing strength for the training speech
database of Table 14.1, where the voicing strength is dened later in Equation 18.11.
It demonstrates that although the voicing strengths have signicant peaks near the
values of 0.3 and 1, representing unvoiced and voiced frames, respectively, there are a
number of frames with intermediate voicing strength. It is these frames, constituting
about 35% having voicing strengths between 0.4 and 0.85, which will benet from
741VOICE-BO
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Figure 18.1: Example of a sustained voiced fricative /
z/ present in `zoo'. Observing the
frequency domain, the phoneme is clearly voiced beneath 1kHz and much
more noisy above 1KHz.
being represented by a mixture of voiced and unvoiced excitation sources.
This chapter commences with Section 18.2 giving an overview of a MMBE coder.
Section 18.3 details the lters which construct the multiband structure, and discusses
the additional complexity they introduce. An augmented exposure of a MMBE en-
coder is given in Section 18.4, with a closer view of a MMBE decoder detailed in
Section 18.5. Finally Section 18.6 presents and examines the addition of the MMBE
to the LPC vocoder of Chapter 15 and the PWI-ZFE scheme described in Chapter 17.
18.2 Overview of Mixed-Multiband Excitation
The control structure of a MMBE model is shown in Figures 18.3 and 18.4 which
are considered next. The corresponding steps can also be followed with reference to
the encoder and decoder schematics shown in Figure 18.5. After LPC analysis has
been performed on the 20ms speech frame pitch detection occurs in order to locate
any evidence of voicing. A frame deemed unvoiced has the RMS of its LPC residual
quantized and sent to the decoder.
Speech frames labelled as voiced are split into M frequency bands, with M con-
strained to be a constant value. These frequency bands generally have a bandwidth
which contains an integer number of pitch related spectral needles, where in the ideal
situation each frequency band would have a width of one pitch related spectral nee-
dle. However, in practical terms, due to coding eciency constraints, each frequency
band contains several pitch related needles. The lower the fundamental frequency,
the higher the number of pitch related needles per frequency band. A consequence
of the time-variant pitch period is the need for the time-variant adaptive lterbank,
which generates the frequency bands, to be reconstructed every frame in both the
encoder and decoder, as shown in Figure 18.5, thus increasing the computational
costs. Every frequency band is examined for voicing, before being assigned a voicing
strength which is quantized and sent to the decoder. Reproduction of the speech
at the decoder requires knowledge of the pitch period, in order to reconstruct theVOICE-BO
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Figure 18.2: The distribution of voicing strengths for the training speech database of Ta-
ble 14.1.
lterbanks of Figure 18.5(b), together with the voicing strength in each band. The
voiced excitation must also be determined and its parameters have to be sent to the
decoder.
At the decoder, following Figure 18.5(b), both unvoiced and voiced speech frames
have a pair of lterbanks created. However, for unvoiced frames the lterbank is
declared fully unvoiced with no pulses employed. For the voiced speech frames both
voiced and unvoiced excitation sources are created.
Following Figure 18.4, both the voiced and unvoiced lterbanks are created using
the knowledge of the pitch period and the number of frequency bands, M.F o r t h e
voiced lterbanks the lter coecients are scaled by the quantized voicing strengths
determined at the encoder. A value of 1 represents full voicing, while a value 0 signies
a frequency band of noise, with values between these extremes representing a mixed
excitation source. For the unvoiced lterbank the voicing strengths are adjusted, en-
suring that the voicing strengths of each voiced and unvoiced frequency band combine
to unity. This constraint maintains a combined resultant from the lterbanks that is
spectrally ﬂat over the entire frequency range. The mixed excitation speech is then
synthesized, as shown in Figure 18.5(b), where the LPC lter determines the spectral
envelope of the speech signal. The construction of the lterbanks is described in detail
in Section 18.3.VOICE-BO
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Figure 18.3: Control structure for a MMBE encoder.
18.3 Finite Impulse Response Filter
The success of MMBE is dependent on creating a suitable bank of lters. The lter-
bank should be capable of producing either fully voiced or unvoiced speech together
with mixed speech. Two well-established techniques for producing lterbanks are Fi-
nite Impulse Response (FIR) lters and Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMFs), a type
of FIR lter.
QMFs [354] are designed to divide a frequency spectrum in half, thus a cascade of
QMFs can be implemented until the spectrum is divided into appropriate frequency
bands. If a signal has a sampling frequency fs, then a pair of QMFs will divide the
signal into a band from 0 to fs=4 and a band from fs=4t ofs=2. Both lters will have
their 3dB point at fs=4. The lterbank of our MMBE coder was not constructed from
QMFs, since the uniform division of the frequency spectrum imposes restrictions on
the shape of the lterbank.
FIR lters contain only a nite number of non-zero impulse response taps, thus, forVOICE-BO
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a FIR lter of length K the impulse response is given by:
hT(n)=

bn 0  n  K − 1
0 elsewhere (18.1)
where hT(n) is the impulse response of the lter and bn are the lter coecients.
Using discrete convolution the lter's output signal is given by:
yT(n)=
K−1 X
m=0
hT(m)  xT(n − m) (18.2)
where yT is the lter output and xT is the lter input. Computing the Z-transform
of Equation 18.2, we arrive at the following lter transfer function:
H(z)=
K−1 X
m=0
hT(m)z−m (18.3)
The impulse response of an ideal low pass lter transfer function H(z) is the well
known innite duration sinc function given below:
hT(n)=
1
nrc
sin(2nrc) (18.4)
where rc is the cuto frequency which has been normalized to fs=2. In order to create
a windowed ideal FIR low pass lter we invoke a windowing function w(n), which is
harnessed as follows:
hT(n)=
1
nrc
wham(n)sin(2nrc) (18.5)
where wham(n) was chosen in our implementation to be the Hamming window given
by:
wham(n)=0 :54 − 0:46cos(
2n
K
) (18.6)
with K being the lter length. In order to transform the low pass lter to a bandpass
lter, hBP
T , the ideal windowed low pass lter, hLP
T is scaled by the expression [451]:
hBP
T (n)=hLP
T (n)cos

2n(
rl + ru
2
)

(18.7)
where rl is the lower normalized bandpass frequency and ru is the upper normalized
bandpass frequency.
A lterbank consists of the low pass lter together with the bandpass lters such
that the entire frequency range is covered. Thus, as demonstrated in Figure 18.6, the
lterbank contains both a low pass lter and bandpass lters in its constitution.
Following this overview of MMBE, the extra processes required by MMBE within
a speech encoder are discussed in the next Section.VOICE-BO
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Figure 18.6: The a) impulse responses and b) frequency responses for a lterbank con-
structed from a lowpass and four bandpass lters. They have frequency
ranges 0 ! 730Hz, 730 ! 1460Hz, 1460 ! 2190Hz, 2190 ! 2920Hz and
2920 ! 4000Hz. A lter order or 47 was used.
18.4 Mixed-Multiband Excitation Encoder
At the encoder the task of the lterbank is to split the frequency band and facili-
tate the determination of the voicing strengths in each frequency band. In order to
accommodate an integer number of the spectral domain pitch related needles, each
frequency band's bandwidth is a multiple of the fundamental frequency. The total
speech bandwidth, fs=2, is occupied by a Nn  F0  M number of pitch related nee-
dles, where fs is the sampling frequency, F0 is the fundamental frequency and M is
the number of bands in the lterbank, while Nn is the number of needles for each
subband, which can be expressed as [452]:
Nn =
fs=2
M  F0
(18.8)
The resultant Nn value is rounded down to the nearest integer. Any remainingVOICE-BO
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frequency band between fs=2 and the nal lter cuto frequency is assumed unvoiced.
For example, with a sampling frequency of 8kHz and a lterbank design having ve
bands the number of harmonics in each band can be determined. For a fundamental
frequency of 100Hz it follows that:
Nn =
4000
100  5
= 8 (18.9)
implying that there will be eight pitch needles for each subband. Similarly, for a
fundamental frequency of 150Hz, we have:
Nn =
4000
150  5
=5 :33 (18.10)
Thus each band will contain ve pitch needles, with the frequencies 3750 to 4000Hz
being incorporated in the upper frequency band.
The method of dividing the frequency spectrum as suggested by Equation 18.8 is
not a unique solution. It would be equally possible to increase the bandwidth of
the higher lters due to the human ear's placing less perceptual emphasis on these
regions. However, the above pitch dependent, but even spread of the frequency bands
allows a simple division of the frequency spectrum. Since the decoder reconstructs
the lter from F0 no extra side information requires transmission.
18.4.1 Voicing Strengths
For every voiced speech frame the input speech is passed through each lter in the
lterbank, in order to locate any evidence of voicing in each band. Figure 18.7 shows
the transfer function of the lterbank created and the ltered speech in both the
time and frequency domain. Observing the top of Figure 18.7(a), below 3kHz the
original spectrum appears predominantly voiced, whereas above 3kHz it appears more
unvoiced, as shown by the periodic and aperiodic spectral ne structure present.
The corresponding time domain signal waveforms, of Figure 18.7(b) seem to contain
substantially attenuated harmonics of the fundamental frequency F0, although the
highest two frequency bands appear more noise-like.
The voicing strength is found in our coder using several methods [400], since if the
voicing is inaccurately calculated the reconstructed speech will contain an excessive
`buzz' or `hiss', that is too much periodicity or excessive noise, respectively. Initially
the voicing strength, vs, is found using the normalized pitch-spaced ltered waveform
correlation [400]:
vs =
PFL−1
n=0 f(n)  f(n − P)
qPFL−1
n=0 f(n)2 PFL−1
n=0 f(n − P)2
(18.11)
where f(n) is the ltered speech of a certain bandwidth, FLis the frame length and
P is the pitch period for the speech frame. However, at the higher frequencies the
correlation can be very low even for voiced speech. The time domain envelope of
the ltered speech will be a better indication of voicing [400], as demonstrated by
Figure 18.8.VOICE-BO
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Figure 18.7: The a) frequency and b) time domain representation of the original waveform
AM1 when uttering diphthong /
A
I/i n` w i res' together with the ltered wave-
form. c) The frequency responses of the lterbank are also shown. A lter
order of 47 was used.
The envelope of the bandpass ltered speech is found through low pass ltering
the full-wave rectied ltered speech signal. The one-pole low pass ltered rectied
bandpass signal is given by:
f(n)=
1
1+2 fc=fs
 [2
fc
fs
s(n)+f(n − 1)] (18.12)
where fc is the cuto frequency, s(n) is the input signal of the lter, f(n) is the output
signal of the lter and fs is the sampling frequency. The cuto frequency was taken
to be 500Hz, since this is just above the highest expected fundamental frequency. The
voicing strength, vs, is then calculated using Equation 18.11 for the low pass ltered,
rectied bandpass signal.
Subsequently, each frequency band is assigned the largestcalculated voicing strengthVOICE-BO
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Figure 18.8: Time domain waveforms of a) the original speech, b) the bandpass ltered
speech and c) the envelope of the bandpass ltered speech.
achieved from the original bandpass signal or the low pass ltered rectied bandpass
signal. The PDF of the selected voicing strengths for a 20-band lterbank is given in
Figure 18.9 for the training database. The graph represents all the voicing strengths
recorded in every frequency band, providing sucient ne resolution training data for
the Max-Lloyd quantizer to be used.
The PDF for the voicing strength values was passed to the Max-Lloyd quantizer
described in Section 15.4. The Max-Lloyd quantizer allocates eight levels for the
voicing strengths using a total of 3-bits, with level 0 constrained to be 0.2 and level
8 constrained to 1. If level 0 was assigned to be 0 the quantizer would be too biased
towards the lower valued voicing strengths. The same quantizer is used to encode
every frequency band, producing the SNR values for a 1-band to 15-band MMBE
scheme given in Figure 18.10, where the speech les AM1, AM2, AF1, AF2, BM1,
BM2, BF1 and BF2 were used to test the quality of the MMBE quantizer.
This Section has detailed a range of processes invoked in a speech encoder due to
MMBE, while in the next Section procedures required by the MMBE decoder are
revealed.VOICE-BO
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Figure 18.9: The PDF of the voicing strengths for an 20-band lterbank using the database
of Table 14.1.
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Figure 18.10: SNR values, related to the quantized and unquantized voicing strengths,
achieved after the voicing levels in the respective frequency bands are 3-bit
quantized for the MMBE coder.VOICE-BO
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Figure 18.11: Constructed voiced and unvoiced lterbanks for the MMBE decoder. Dis-
played for a 5-band model, with three voiced and two unvoiced bands. Using
a lter of order 47.
18.5 Mixed-Multiband Excitation Decoder
In the MMBE scheme at the decoder of Figure 18.4 and 18.5(b), for voiced speech two
versions of the lterbank are constructed, which will be justied below. Subsequently
both voiced and unvoiced excitation are passed through these lterbanks and onto
the LPC synthesis lter, in order to reproduce the speech waveform.
Explicitly, the power of the lterbank generating the voiced excitation is scaled by
the quantized voicing strength, while the lterbank producing the unvoiced excitation
is scaled by the dierence between unity and the voicing strength. This is performed
for each of the frequency bands of the lterbank. Once combined the resultant lter-
banks produce an all-pass lter over the 0 to 4000Hz frequency range, as demonstrated
in Figure 18.11. The lterbanks are designed to allow complete voicing, pure noise,
or any mixture of the voiced and unvoiced excitation. As specied in Section 18.4
any frequency in the immediate vicinity of 4kHz which was not designated a voicing
strength is included in the upper most frequency band. From the knowledge of the
fundamental frequency F0 and the number of bands M the decoder computes Nn,t h e
number of pitch-related needles in each frequency band. Thus, with the normalized
cut-o frequencies known the corresponding impulse response can be inferred from
Equations 18.5 and 18.7.
For both voiced and unvoiced speech frames the (1 − vs) scaled noise excitation isVOICE-BO
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Parameter Values
2-band
MMBE
5-band
MMBE
3-band MMBE
PWI-ZFE
13-band MMBE
PWI-ZFE
pf 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.85
pf 0.45 0.55 0.55 0.50
pf 0.60 0.50 0.60 0.60
γpf 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
gpf 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
pf 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
Table 18.1: Appropriate adaptive postlter values for the MMBE speech coders examined
in Section 18.6.
passed to the unvoiced lterbank. The voiced excitation is implemented with either
pulses from the LPC vocoder, as detailed in Section 15.5, or using the PWI-ZFE
function detailed in Section 17.5. Then after scaling by vs the excitation is passed to
the voiced lterbank. The ltered signals are combined and passed to the LPC STP
lter for synthesis.
In Figure 18.12 the process of selecting the portion of the frequency spectrum that
is voiced and unvoiced is shown. Figure 18.12(a) shows the original speech spectrum
with its LPC STP residual signal portrayed in Figure 18.12(b). Figure 18.12(c) and
Figure 18.12(d) represent the voiced and unvoiced excitation spectra, respectively.
From Figure 18.12(f) it can be seen that beneath 2kHz the classication is voiced,
while above 2kHz it has been classied unvoiced. Lastly, Figure 18.12(e) demonstrates
the synthesized frequency spectrum.
18.5.1 Adaptive Postlter
The adaptive postlter from Section 15.6 was used for the MMBE speech coders, with
Table 18.1 detailing the optimized parameters for each MMBE speech coder detailed
in the next Section. Following adaptive postltering the speech is passed through the
pulse dispersion lter of Figure 15.19. In the next Section we now consider the issues
of algorithmic complexity.
18.5.2 Computational Complexity
The additional computational complexity introduced by a MMBE scheme in both the
encoder and decoder is given in Table 18.2 and Figure 18.13. From Table 18.2 it can
be seen that at the encoder the complexity is dominated by the process of ltering
the speech into dierent bands, while at the decoder the MMBE ltering process is
dominant. In Figure 18.13 frequency band schemes between 1-band and 15-band are
considered.
Following this description of the MMBE process, the reconstructed speech is exam-
ined when MMBE is added to both the benchmark LPC vocoder of Chapter 15 and
the PWI-ZFE coder of Chapter 17.VOICE-BO
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(f) Synthesized excitation
Figure 18.12: An example of the MMBE process for a 20ms speech frame from the testle
AM1 when uttering the back vowel /
￿/ in `should'. The a) original and e)
synthesized frequency spectrum is demonstrated, along with the b) original
and f) synthesized excitation spectra, also shown are the c) voiced and d)
unvoiced excitation spectra.VOICE-BO
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Procedure 2-band /MFLOPS 5-band /MFLOPS
Encoder
Create lterbank 0.02 0.05
Filter speech into bands 1.54 3.07
Find voicing strengths 0.35 0.88
Decoder
Create lterbank 0.02 0.05
Filter excitation sources 3.11 7.77
Table 18.2: Additional computational complexity introduced at the encoder and decoder
by the MMBE scheme, for a 2-band and 5-band arrangement.
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Figure 18.13: The computational complexity in the MMBE encoder and decoder for dif-
ferent numbers of frequency bands.
18.6 Performance of the Mixed-Multiband Excita-
tion Coder
This Section discusses the performance of the benchmark LPC vocoder, in Chapter 15,
and the PWI-ZFE coder in Chapter 17, with the addition of MMBE. Both a 2-band
and a 5-band MMBE were added to the LPC vocoder, as detailed in Section 18.6.1,
creating speech coders operating at 1.85kbps and 2.3kbps, respectively. For the PWI-
ZFE coder only a 3-band MMBE was added, as detailed in Section 18.6.2, producing
a 2.35kbps speech coder.VOICE-BO
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 18.14: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) 2-
band MMBE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion
lter. The 20ms speech frame is the mid vowel /
˙/ in the utterance `work'
for the testle BM1. For comparison with the other coders developed in
this study using the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
18.6.1 Performance of a Mixed-Multiband Excitation Linear
Predictive Coder
The MMBE scheme, as detailed in this chapter was added to the basic LPC vocoder
described in Chapter 15, with the speech database described in Table 14.1 used to
assess the coder's performance. The time- and frequency-domain plots for individual
20ms frames of speech are given in Figures 18.14, 18.15 and 18.16 for a 2-band MMBE
model, while Figures 18.17, 18.18 and 18.19 display the corresponding results for a
5-band MMBE model. Both Figures 18.14 and 18.17 represent the same speech seg-
ment as Figures 15.21 and Figures 17.13, while Figures 18.15 and 18.18 represent the
same speech segment as Figure 15.22 and Figure 17.14, and Figures 18.16 and 18.19
represent the same speech segment as Figure 15.23 and Figure 17.15. Initially, the
performance of a 2-band MMBE scheme is studied.
Figure 18.14 displays the performance of a 20ms speech frame from the testle BM1.
For this speech frame Figure 18.14(b) shows that the entire frequency spectrum is
considered voiced, thus the reproduced speech waveform is identical to Figure 15.21.
Figure 18.15 is an utterance from the testle BF2, where observing Figure 18.15(b)VOICE-BO
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 18.15: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) 2-band
MMBE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion lter. The
20ms speech frame is the liquid /
r/ in the utterance `rice' for the testle
BF2. For comparison with the other coders developed in this study using
the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
above 2kHz a mixture of voiced and unvoiced excitation is harnessed. From Fig-
ure 18.15(c) it can be seen that the presence of noise above 2kHz produces a better
representation of the frequency spectrum than Figure 15.22(c).
Figure 18.16 is a 20ms speech frame from the testle BM2 for the nasal /
n/i nt h e
utterance `thrown'. Similarly to Figure 18.15, the frequency spectrum above 2kHz is
modelled by purely unvoiced excitation. Figures 18.15 and 18.16 demonstrate that
many speech waveforms contain both voiced and unvoiced components, thus, they
emphasize the need for a speech coder which can incorporate mixed excitation.
Through informal listening a comparison of the synthesized speech from an LPC
vocoder with and without MMBE can be made. The introduction of the MMBE
removes a signicant amount of the `buzz' inherent in LPC vocoder models, produc-
ing more natural sounding speech. Occasionally a background `hiss' is introduced
into the synthesized speech, which is due to the coarse resolution of the frequency
bands in a 2-band MMBE scheme. Additionally, pairwise-comparison tests, detailed
in Section 20.2, were conducted to compare the speech quality from the 1.9kbps
PWI-ZFE speech coder of Chapter 17 with the 2-band MMBE LPC scheme. These
pairwise-comparison tests showed that 30.77% of listeners preferred the PWI-ZFEVOICE-BO
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 18.16: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) 2-
band MMBE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion
lter. The 20ms speech frame is the nasal /
n/ in the utterance `thrown'
for the testle BM2. For comparison with the other coders developed in
this study using the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
speech coder, with 23.07% of listeners preferring the 2-band MMBE LPC scheme and
46.16% having no preference.
A 5-band MMBE scheme was also implemented in the context of the LPC vocoder,
which with an increased number of voicing decisions should produce better quality
synthesized speech than the 2-band MMBE model.
For Figure 18.14 the addition of the extra three extra frequency bands is shown in
Figure 18.17 for a speech frame in the testle BM1. From Figure 18.17(b) it can be
seen that the extra frequency bands produce a mixture of voiced and unvoiced speech
above 3kHz, where for the 2-band MMBE model the entire frequency spectrum was
fully voiced.
Figure 18.18 portrays the speech frame shown in Figure 18.15 from the BF2 testle,
but with an extra three frequency bands. For this speech frame the additional three
frequency bands have no visible eect.
Figure 18.19 displays a speech frame from the testle BM2 with 5-band MMBE
and can be compared with Figure 18.16. For this speech frame the addition of
three frequency bands produces fully unvoiced speech above 800Hz, as shown in Fig-
ure 18.19(b), with the eect on the synthesized speech visible in the frequency domainVOICE-BO
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 18.17: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) 5-
band MMBE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion
lter. The 20ms speech frame is the mid vowel /
˙/ in the utterance `work'
for the testle BM1. For comparison with the other coders developed in
this study using the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
of Figure 18.19(c).
With informal listening tests it was found that the addition of an extra three decision
bands to the MMBE scheme has little perceptual eect. It is possible that inherent
distortions caused by the LPC vocoder model are masking the improvements. The
bit allocation for an LPC vocoder with either a 2-band or 5-band MMBE scheme is
given in Table 18.3. The voicing strength of each decision band is quantized with a
3-bit quantizer as described in Section 18.4, thus, adding 0.15kbps to the overall bit
rate of the coder. The computational complexity of the LPC speech vocoder with 2-
and 5-band MMBE is given in Table 18.4, where the complexity is dominated by the
MMBE function.
In the next Section a 3-band MMBE scheme is incorporated into the PWI-ZFE
coder of Chapter 17.VOICE-BO
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 18.18: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) 5-band
MMBE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion lter. The
20ms speech frame is the liquid /
r/ in the utterance `rice' for the testle
BF2. For comparison with the other coders developed in this study using
the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
parameter 2-band 5-band
LSFs 18 18
V/U ﬂag 1 1
RMS value 5 5
Pitch 7 7
Voicing strengths 23 53
total/20ms 37 46
bit rate 1.85kbps 2.30kbps
Table 18.3: Bit allocation table for the LPC vocoder voiced frames with 2-band and 5-band
MMBE.
Operation 2-band complexity MFLOPS 5-band complexity MFLOPS
Pitch detector 2.67 2.67
MMBE ltering 1.91 4.00
Total 4.58 6.67
Table 18.4: Total computational complexity for a basic LPC vocoder encoder with either
a 2-band or 5-band MMBE model.VOICE-BO
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 18.19: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) 5-
band MMBE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion
lter. The 20ms speech frame is the nasal /
n/ in the utterance `thrown'
for the testle BM2. For comparison with the other coders developed in
this study using the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
18.6.2 Performance of a Mixed-Multiband Excitation and Zinc
Function Prototype Excitation Coder
The MMBE scheme, detailed in this chapter was also added to the PWI-ZFE coder
described in Chapter 17. Again, the speech database described in Table 14.1 was used
to assess the coder's performance. The time and frequency domain plots for individual
20ms frames of speech are given in Figures 18.20, 18.21 and 18.22 for a 3-band MMBE
excitation model. These are the speech frames consistently used to consider the
performance of the coders, thus, can be compared with Figures 17.13, 17.14 and 17.15,
respectively, together with those detailed in Table 20.2.
Figure 18.20 displays the performance of a 3-band MMBE scheme incorporated in
the PWI-ZFE speech coder for a speech frame from the testle BM1. Observing the
frequency domain of Figure 18.20(b), a small amount of unvoiced speech is present
above 2.5kHz. The changes this noise makes to the synthesized speech is visible in
the frequency domain of Figure 18.20(c).
Similarly to Figure 18.20, for the speaker BF2 Figure 18.21 displays evidence of noise
above 2.5kHz. This noise is again visible in the frequency domain of Figure 18.21(c).VOICE-BO
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 18.20: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) 3-band
MMBE ZFE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion
lter. The 20ms speech frame is the mid vowel /
˙/ in the utterance `work'
for the testle BM1. For comparison with the other coders developed in
this study using the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
The introduction of a 3-band MMBE scheme to the PWI-ZFE speech coder has a
more pronounced eect in the context of the testle BM2, as shown in Figure 18.22.
From Figure 18.22(b) it can be seen that above 1.3kHz the frequency spectrum is
entirely noise. In the time domain much more noise is evident in the excitation
waveform than for either Figure 18.20(b) or 18.21(b).
Through informal listening to the PWI-ZFE coder, any audible improvements achieved
by the addition of 3-band MMBE can be assessed. The MMBE removes much of
the `buzziness' from the synthesized speech, which particularly improves the speech
quality of the female speakers. Occasionally, the MMBE introduces `hoarseness', in-
dicative of too much noise, especially to the synthesized speech of male speakers, but
overall the MMBE improves speech quality at a slightly increased bit rate and com-
plexity. Pairwise-comparison tests, detailed in Section 20.2, were conducted between
the 2.35kbps 3-band MMBE PWI-ZFE speech coder and the 2.3kbps 5-band MMBE
LPC scheme. These pairwise-comparison tests showed that 64.10% of listeners pre-
ferred the 3-band MMBE PWI-ZFE speech coder, with 5.13% of listeners preferring
the 5-band MMBE LPC scheme and 30.77% having no preference.
As stated previously, each decision band introduces an additional 0.15kbps to theVOICE-BO
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 18.21: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) 3-band
MMBE ZFE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion
lter. The 20ms speech frame is the liquid /
r/ in the utterance `rice' for
the testle BF2.For comparison with the other coders developed in this
study using the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
overall bit rate of a speech coder. Hence, Table 18.5 shows that the addition of the
MMBE scheme to the PWI-ZFE coder produced an overall bit rate of 2.35kbps.
The computational complexity of the PWI-ZFE speech vocoder with 3-band MMBE
is given in Table 18.6, which is dominated by the ltering procedures involved in the
MMBE process and the ZFE optimization process.
In this Section two schemes have been described which operate at similar bit rates,
namely the LPC vocoder with 5-band MMBE operating at 2.3kbps, and the PWI-
ZFE coder incorporating 3-band MMBE transmitting at 2.35kbps. With informal
listening tests it was found that the PWI-ZFE coder with 3-band MMBE produced
synthesized speech with slightly preferred perceptual qualities, although the quality
of the reproduced speech was not dissimilar.VOICE-BO
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 18.22: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) 3-band
MMBE ZFE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse dispersion
lter. The 20ms speech frame is the nasal /
n/ in the utterance `thrown'
for the testle BM2. For comparison with the other coders developed in
this study using the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
parameter 3-band 13-band
LSFs 18 18
v/u ﬂag 1 1
Pitch 7 7
A1 6 6
B1 6 6
Voicing strengths 33 133
total/20ms 47 77
bit rate 2.35kbps 3.85kbps
Table 18.5: Bit allocation table for voiced frames in a 3-band and 13-bands MMBE PWI-
ZFE speech coder.VOICE-BO
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Operation 3-band complexity /MFLOPS
Pitch detector 2.67
MMBE ltering 2.05
ZFE minimization 11.46
Total 16.18
Table 18.6: Total computational complexity for a PWI-ZFE coder with a 3-band MMBE
arrangement.
18.7 A Higher Rate 3.85kbps Mixed-Multiband Ex-
citation Scheme
In Sections 18.6.1 and 18.6.2 MMBE schemes operating at dierent bit rates have been
investigated. The varying bits rates were achieved by either altering the excitation
or by varying the number of frequency bands employed in the model. The nature of
the pitch dependent lterbank, with the lterbank being reconstructed every frame,
permits simple conversion between the number of frequency bands. Following the
multiple ZFE investigation of Section 17.11 an MMBE scheme operating at 3.85kbps,
incorporating a single ZFE, was implemented. The bit rate of 3.85kbps is close to
the bit rate of the PWI-ZFE speech coder with three ZFEs of Chapter 17, allowing
comparisons between the two techniques at a higher bit rate. The bit rate of 3.85kbps
was achieved with the speech spectrum split into 13 bands, each scalar quantized with
3 bits as described in Section 18.4.
The performance for an MMBE-ZFE scheme at 3.85kbps is shown in Figure 18.23,
Figure 18.24 and Figure 18.25, which can be compared with Figure 17.20, Figure 17.21
and Figure 17.22 showing the three pulse ZFE speech coder. Additional pertinent
comparisons can be made with the Figures detailed in Table 20.2.
For a speech frame from the testle BM1 displayed in Figure 18.23 the frequency
spectrum is still predominantly voiced, with noise being added only above 2.7kHz.
For this speech frame the MMBE extension to the PWI-ZFE model performs better
than adding extra ZFE pulses, since as shown in Figure 17.20 these extra ZFE pulses
introduced pitch doubling.
Figure 18.24 shows a frame of speech from the testle BF2. For this speech frame
Figure 18.24(b) shows that up to 1kHz the speech is voiced, between 1-2kHz a mixture
of voiced and unvoiced speech is present in the spectrum, between 2-3kHz the speech
is predominantly voiced, while above 3kHz only noise is present in the frequency
spectrum. However, when compared with Figure 17.21, it appears that the extra two
ZFE pulses improve the reproduced speech more.
For a 20ms frame from the testle BM2 the performance is highlighted in Fig-
ure 18.25. Observing Figure 18.25(b), it can be seen that the frequency spectrum
changes from voiced to unvoiced at 900Hz. Furthermore, in the time domain it is
dicult to determine the locations of the ZFE pulse.
The relative performances of the PWI-ZFE with 3-band MMBE and 13-band MMBE
has been assessed through informal listening tests. Audibly the introduction of the
extra frequency bands improves the natural quality of the speech signal. However, itVOICE-BO
1999/12/1
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 18.23: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) 13-
band MMBE ZFE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse disper-
sion lter. The 20ms speech frame is the mid vowel /
˙/ in the utterance
`work' for the testle BM1. For comparison with the other coders devel-
oped in this study using the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
is debatable whether the improvement justies the extra 1.5kbps bit rate contribution
consumed by the extra bands. Through pairwise-comparison listening tests, detailed
in Section 20.2 the 13-band MMBE extension to the PWI-ZFE speech coder performed
better than the addition of two extra ZFE pulses. Given the problems with inter-
polation detailed in Section 17.11 this was to be expected. The conducted pairwise-
comparison tests showed that 30.77% of listeners preferred the 13-band MMBE PWI-
ZFE speech coder, with 5.13% of listeners preferring the 3-pulse PWI-ZFE scheme
and 64.10% having no preference. Before oering our conclusions concerning this
chapter, let us in the next section consider an interesting system design example,
which is based on our previously designed 2.35 kbit/s speech codec.VOICE-BO
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 18.24: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) 13-
band MMBE ZFE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse disper-
sion lter. The 20ms speech frame is the liquid /
r/ in the utterance `rice'
for the testle BF2. For comparison with the other coders developed in
this study using the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
18.8 A 2.35 kbit/s Joint-detection based CDMA
Speech Transceiver 1
18.8.1 Background
The standardisation of the third generation wireless systems has reached a mature
state in Europe, the USA and Japan and the corresponding system developments
are well under way right across the Globe. All three standard proposals are based
on Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA), optionally supporting also
joint multi-user detection in the up-link. In the eld of speech and video source com-
pression similarly impressive advances have been achieved and hence in this section a
complete speech transceiver is proposed and its performance is quantied.
1This section is based on F. C. A. Brooks, E. L. Kuan and L. Hanzo: A 2.35 kbit/s Joint-detection
based CDMA Speech Transceiver; VTC'99, Houston, USAVOICE-BO
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(b) Excitation waveform
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(c) Output speech
Figure 18.25: Time and frequency domain comparison of the a) original speech, b) 13-
band MMBE ZFE waveform and c) output speech after the pulse disper-
sion lter. The 20ms speech frame is the nasal /
n/ in the utterance `thrown'
for the testle BM2. For comparison with the other coders developed in
this study using the same speech segment please refer to Table 20.2.
18.8.2 The Speech Codec's Bit Allocation
The codec's bit allocation was summarized in Table 18.5, where again, 18 bits were
reserved for LSF vector-quantization covering the groups of LSF parameters L0, L1,
L2 and L3, where we used the nomenclature of the G.729 codec [269] for the groups of
LSF parameters, since the G.729 codec's LSF quantiser was used. A one-bit ﬂag was
used for the V/U classier, while for unvoiced speech the RMS parameter was scalar
quantized with 5-bits. For voiced speech the pitch-delay was restricted to 20 ! 147
samples, thus requiring 7-bits for transmission. The ZFE amplitude parameters A
and B were scalar quantized using 6-bits, since on the basis of our subjective and
objective investigations we concluded that the 6-bit quantization constituted the best
compromise in terms of bit rate and speech quality. The voicing strength for each
frequency band was scalar quantized and since there were three frequency bands, a
total of nine bits per 20 ms were allocated to voicing-strength quantisation. Thus the
total number of bits for a 20ms frame became 26 or 47, yielding a transmission rate
of 2.35kbps for the voice speech segments.VOICE-BO
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18.8.3 The Speech Codec's Error Sensitivity
Following the above description of the 2.35kbps speech codec we now investigate the
extent of the reconstructed speech degradation inﬂicted by transmission errors. The
error sensitivity is examined by individually corrupting each of the 47 bits detailed
in Table 18.5 with a corruption probability of 10%. Employing a less than unity
corruption probability is common practice, in order to allow the speech degradation
caused by the previous corruption of a bit to decay, before the same bit is corrupted
again, which emulates a practical transmission scenario realistically.
At the decoder for some of the transmitted parameters it is possible to invoke sim-
ple error checks and corrections. At the encoder isolated voiced, or unvoiced, frames
are assumed to indicate a failure in the voiced-unvoiced decision and corrected, an
identical process can be implemented at the decoder. For the pitch period parameter
a smoothly evolving pitch track is created at the encoder by correcting any spuri-
ous pitch period values, and again, an identical process can be implemented at the
decoder. Additionally, for voiced frame sequences phase continuity of the ZFE A
and B amplitude parameters is maintained at the encoder, thus, if a phase change
is perceived at the decoder, an error occurance is assumed and the previous frame's
parameters can be repeated.
Figure 18.26 displays the so-called Segmental Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SEGSNR) and
cepstral distance (CD) objective speech measures for a mixture of male and female
speakers, having British and American accents. Observing Figure 18.26 it can be
seen that both the SEGSNR and CD objectives measures rate the error sensitivity of
the dierent bits similarly. The most sensitive parameter is the voiced-unvoiced ﬂag,
followed closely by the pitch bits, while the least sensitive parameters are the three
voicing strengths bits of the bands B1 − B3, as seen in Figure 18.26.
18.8.4 Channel Coding
In order to improve the performance of the system, channel coding was employed.
Two types of error correction codes were used, namely, turbo codes and convolutional
codes. Turbo coding is a powerful method of channel coding, which has been reported
to produce excellent results [157,325]. Convolutional codes were used as the compo-
nent codes for the turbo coding and the coding rate was set to r =1 =2. We used a
77 block interleaver as the turbo interleaver. The FMA1 spread speech/data burst
1 [453] was altered slightly to t the turbo interleaver. Specically, the two data
blocks were modied to transmit 25 data symbols in the rst block and 24 symbols
in the second one. In order to obtain the soft-decision inputs required by the turbo
decoder, the Euclidean distance between the CDMA receiver's data estimates and
each legitimate constellation point in the data modulation scheme was calculated.
The set of distance values were then fed into the turbo decoder as soft inputs. The
decoding algorithm used was the Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA) [449,450]
with 8 iterations for turbo decoding. As a comparison, a half-rate, constraint-length
three convolutional codec was used to produce a set of benchmark results. Note,
however that while the turbo codec used so-called recursive systematic convolutional
codecs, the convolutional codec was a non-recursive one, which has better distance
properties.VOICE-BO
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Figure 18.26: The error sensitivity of the dierent transmission bits for the 2.35kbps speech
codec. For the CD degradation graph, containing the bit index for each
parameter, bit 1 is the least signicant bit.
18.8.5 The JD-CDMA Speech System
The JD-CDMA speech system used in our investigations is illustrated in Figure 18.27
for a two-user scenario. The encoded speech bits generated by the 2.35kbps proto-
type waveform interpolated (PWI) speech codec were channel encoded using a 1
2-rate
turbo encoder having a frame length of 98 bits, including the convolutional codec's
termination bits, where a 7  7 turbo interleaver was used. The encoded bits were
then passed to a channel interleaver and modulated using 4-level Quadrature Ampli-
tude Modulation (4-QAM). Subsequently, the modulated symbols were spread by the
spreading sequence assigned to the user, where a random spreading sequence was used.
The uplink conditions were investigated, where each user transmitted over a 7-path
COST 207 Bad Urban channel [390], which is portrayed in Figure 18.28. Each path
was faded independently using Rayleigh fading with a Doppler frequency of fD =8 0
Hz and a Baud rate of Rb =2 :167 MBaud. Variations due to path loss and shadowing
were assumed to be eliminated by power control. The additive noise was assumed to
be Gaussian with zero mean and a covariance matrix of 2I,w h e r e2 is the variance
of the noise. The burst structure used in our experiments mirrored the spread/speech
burst structures of the FMA1 mode of the FRAMES proposal [453]. The Minimum
Mean Squared Error Block Decision Feedback Equaliser (MMSE-BDFE) was used
as the multiuser receiver [371], where perfect channel estimation and perfect deci-
sion feedback were assumed. The soft outputs for each user were obtained from the
MMSE-BDFE and passed to the respective channel decoders. Finally, the decodedVOICE-BO
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Figure 18.27: FRAMES-like two-user uplink CDMA system
bits were directed towards the speech decoder, where the original speech information
was reconstructed.
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Figure 18.28: Normalized channel impulse response for a seven path Bad Urban channel
[390].
18.8.6 System performance
The BER performance of the proposed system is presented in Figures 18.29 and 18.30.
Specically, Figure 18.29 portrays the BER performance of a two-user JD-CDMA
speech transceiver. Three dierent sets of results were obtained for the uncoded,
turbo-coded and non-systematic convolutional-coded systems, respectively. As it can
be seen from the Figure, channel coding substantially improved the BER performance
of the system. However, in comparing the BER performances of the turbo-coded
system and the convolutional-coded system, convolutional coding appears to oer a
slight performance improvement over turbo coding. This can be attributed to the factVOICE-BO
1999/12/1
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that a short turbo interleaver was used, in order to maintain a low speech delay, while
the non-systematic convolutional codec exhibited better distance properties. It is well-
understood that turbo codecs achieve an improved performance in conjunction with
long turbo interleavers. However, due to the low bit rate of the speech codec 47 bits
per 20ms were generated and hence we were constrained to using a low interleaving
depth for the channel codecs, resulting in a slightly superior convolutional coding
performance.
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Figure 18.29: Comparison of the BER performance of an uncoded, convolutional-coded
and turbo-coded two-user CDMA system, employing half-rate, constraint-
length three constituent codes.
In Figure 18.30, the results were obtained by varying the number of users in the
system between K = 2 and 6. The BER performance of the system degrades only
slightly, when the number of users is increased. This is due to the employment of the
joint detection receiver, which mitigates the eects of multiple access interference. It
should also be noted that the performance of the system for K = 1 is also shown
and the BER performances for K = 2 to 6 degrade only slightly from this single-user
bound.
The SEGSNR and CD objective speech measures for the decoded speech bits are
depicted in Figure 18.31, where the turbo-coded and convolutional-coded systems
were compared for K = 2 users. As expected on the basis of our BER curves,
the convolutional codecs result in a lower speech quality degradation compared to
the turbo codes, which were constrained to employ a low interleaver depth. Similar
ndings were observed in these Figures also for K = 4 and 6 users. Again, the speech
performance of the system for dierent number of users is similar, demonstrating the
eciency of the JD-CDMA receiver.VOICE-BO
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Figure 18.30: Comparison of the BER performance of an uncoded, convolutional-coded
and turbo-coded CDMA system for K =2 ,4a n d6u s e r s .
18.8.7 Conclusions on the JD-CDMA Speech Transceiver
The encoded speech bits generated by the 2.35kbps prototype waveform interpolated
(PWI) speech codec were half-rate channel-coded and transmitted using a DS-CDMA
scheme. At the receiver the MMSE-BDFE multiuser joint detector was used, in order
to detect the information bits, which were then channel-decoded and passed on to
the speech decoder. In our work, we compared the performance of turbo codes and
convolutionalcodes. It was shown that the convolutionalcodes outperformed the more
complex turbo codes in terms of their BER performance and also in speech SEGSNR
and CD degradation terms. This was due to the short interlever constraint imposed
by the low speech delay requirement, since turbo codes require a high interlever
length in order to perform eectively. It was also shown that the system performance
was only slightly degraded, as the number of users was increased from K =2t o6 ,
demonstrating the eciency of the JD-CDMA scheme.
18.9 Conclusion
This chapter has investigated the performance of MMBE when added to the LPC
vocoder of Chapter 15 and the PWI-ZFE coder of Chapter 17. Initially, an overview
of MBE was given, followed by detailed descriptions of the MMBE in both the encoder
and decoder, given in Section 18.4 and 18.5, respectively.
Section 18.6.1 gave a detailed analysis of 2-band and 5-band MMBE added to the
LPC vocoder, with Section 18.6.2 containing the analysis of 3-band MMBE added toVOICE-BO
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Figure 18.31: SEGSNR and CD objective speech measures for the decoded speech bits for
K =2 ,4a n d6u s e r s .
the PWI-ZFE coder. The 5-band MMBE LPC vocoder and the 3-band MMBE PWI-
ZFE coder operated at similar bit rates, hence, they were compared through informal
listening. It was found that the 3-band MMBE PWI-ZFE coder oered the best
natural speech quality. The corresponding time- and frequency-domain waveforms
of our coders investigated so far were summarized consistently using the same 20ms
speech frames. The associated Figure numbers are detailed in Table 20.2.VOICE-BO
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Chapter21
Comparison of Speech codecs
and Transceivers
21.1 Background to Speech Quality Evaluation
The major diculty associated with the assessment of speech quality is the conse-
quence of a philosophical dilemma. Namely, should speech quality evaluation be based
on unreliable, subjective human judgements or on reproducable objective evaluations,
which may be highly uncorrelated with personal subjective quality assessments? Even
high delity (HIFI) entertainment systems exhibit dierent subjective music repro-
duction qualities, let alone low-bit-rate speech codecs. It is practically impossible
to select a generic set of objective measures in order to characterise speech quality,
because all codecs result in dierent speech impairments. Some objective measures,
which are appropriate for quantifying one type of distortion might be irrelevant to
estimate another, just as one listener might prefer some imperfections to others. Us-
ing a statistically relevant, high number of trained listeners and various standardised
tests mitigates the problems encountered, but incurs cost- and time penalties. Dur-
ing codec development usually quick and cost-ecient objective preference tests are
used, followed by informal listening tests, before a full-scale formal subjective test is
embarked upon.
The literature of speech quality assessment was documented in a range of excellent
treatises by Kryter [469], Jayant and Noll [10], Kitawaki, Honda and Itoh [209,211].
In Reference [18] Papamichalis gives a comprehensive overview of the subject with
references to Jayant's and Noll's work [10]. Further important contributions are due
to Halka and Heute [470] as well as Wang, Sekey and Gersho [471].
823VOICE-BO
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21.2 Objective Speech Quality Measures
21.2.1 Introduction
Whether we evaluate the speech quality of a waveform codec, vocoder or hybrid
codec, objective distance measures are needed to quantify the deviation of the codec's
output signal from the input speech. In this respect any formal metric or distance
measure of the mathematics, such as for example the Euclidean distance, could be
employed to quantify the dissimilarity of the original and the processed speech signal,
as long as symmetry, positive denitiveness and the triangle inequality apply. These
requirements were explicitly formulated as follows [210]:
 Symmetry: d(x;y)=d(y;x),
 Positive Denitness: d(x;x)=0a n dd(x;y) > 0, if x 6= y,
 Triangular Inequality: d(x;y)  d(x;z)+d(y;z).
In practice the triangle inequality is not needed, but our distance measure should
be easy to evaluate and preferably it ought to have some meaningful physical inter-
pretation. The symmetry requires that there is no distinction between the reference
signal and the speech to be evaluated in terms of distance. The positive denitness
implies that the distance is zero, if the reference and tested signals are identical.
A number of objective distance measures fulll all criteria, some of which have
waveform-related time-domain interpretations, while others have frequency-domain
related physical meaning. Often time-domain waveform codecs such as eg, PCM are
best characterised by the former ones, while frequency domain codecs, like trans-
form and subband codecs by the latter. Analysis-by-synthesis hybrid codecs using
perceptual error-weighting are the most dicult to characterise and usually only a
combination of measures gives satisfactory results. Objective speech quality measures
have been studied in depth by Quackenbush, Barnwell and Clements [21], hence here
only a rudimentary overview is provided.
The simplest and most widely used metrics or objective speech quality measures are
the signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), such as the conventional SNR, the segmental SNR
(SEGSNR), and the frequency-weighted SNR [472]- [473]. Since they are essentially
quantifying the waveform similarity of the original and the decoded signal, they are
most useful in terms of evaluating waveform-coder distortions. Nonetheless, they are
often invoked in medium-rate codecs, in order to compare dierent versions of the
same codec, for example during the codec development process.
Frequency-domain codecs are often best characterised in terms of the spectral dis-
tortion between the original and processed speech signal, evaluating it either on the
basis of the spectral ne structure, or - for example when judgeing the quality of
a spectral envelope quantiser - in terms of the spectral envelope distortion. Some
of the often used measures are the so-called spectral distance, log spectral distance,
cep- stral distance, log likelihood ratio, noise-masking ratios, and composite measures,
most of which were proposed for example by Barnwell et al [472]- [474] during the late
seventies and early eighties. However, most of the above measures are inadequate for
quantifying the subjective quality of a wide range of speech-coder distortions. TheyVOICE-BO
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are particularly at fault predicting these quality degradations across dierent types
of speech codecs. A particular deciency of these measures is that when a range of
dierent distortions are present simultaneously, these measure are incapable of eval-
uating the grade of the individual imperfections, although this would be desirable for
codec developers.
Following the above introductory elaborations, let us now consider some of the
widely used objective measures in a little more depth.
21.2.2 Signal to Noise Ratios
For discrete-time, zero-mean speech signals the error and signal energies of a block of
N speech samples are given by:
Ee =
1
N
N X
u=1
(s(u) − ^ s(u))2 (21.1)
Es =
1
N
N X
u=1
s2(u): (21.2)
Then the conventional Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is computed as:
SNR[dB]=1 0l o g 10 (Es=Ee) (21.3)
When computing the arithmetic means in Equations 21.1, the gross averaging over
long sequences conceals the codecs' low SNR performance in low-energy speech seg-
ments and attributes unreasonably high objective scores to the speech codec. Com-
putation of the geometric mean of the SNR guarantees higher correlation with per-
ceptual judgements, because it gives proper weighting to the lower SNR performance
in low-energy sections. This is achieved by computing the socalled segmental SNR
(SEGSNR). Firstly, the speech signal is divided into segments of 10-20 ms and SNR(u)
[dB] is computed for u =1:::N, ie for each segment in terms of dB. Then the seg-
mental SNR(u) values are averaged in terms of dBs, as follows:
SEGSNR[dB]=
1
N
N X
n=1
SNR(u)[dB] (21.4)
Equation 21.4 eectively averages the logarithms of the SNR(u) values, which cor-
responds eectively to the computation of the geometric mean. This gives proper
weighting to low-energy speech segments and therefore gives values more closely re-
lated to the subjective quality of the speech codec. A further renement is to limit
the segmental SNR(u) terms to be in the range of 0 <S N R (u) < 40[dB], because
outside this interval it becomes uncorrelated with subjective quality judgements.VOICE-BO
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21.2.3 Articulation Index
A useful frequency-domain related objective measure is the so-called articulation index
(AI) proposed by Kryter in Reference [469]. The speech signal is split into 20 subbands
of increasing bandwidths and the subband SNRs are computed. Their range is limited
to SNR = 30 dB, and then the average SNR over the 20 bands is computed as follows:
AI =
1
20
20 X
i=1
SNRi (21.5)
The subjective importance of the subbands is weighted by appropriately choosing
the bandwidth of all subbands, which then contribute 1=20 − th of the total SNR.
An important observation is that Kryter's original bandsplitting table stretches to
6100 Hz and when using a bandwidth of 4 kHz, the two top bands falling beyond 4
kHz are therefore neglected, limiting AI inherently to 90%. When using B =3 kHz,
AI  80%. The evaluation of the AI is rather complex due to the bandsplitting
operation.
21.2.4 Ceptral Distance
The cepstral distance (CD) is the most highly correlated objective measure, when
compared to subjective measures. It maintains its high correlation over a wide rante
codecs, speakers and distortions, while reasonably simple to evaluate. It is dened in
terms of the cepstral coecients of the reference and tested speech, as follows:
CD =
2
4
 
cin
0 − cout
0
2
+2
1 X
f=1
 
cin
j − cout
j
2
3
5
1
2
(21.6)
The input and output cepstral coecients are evaluated by the help of the linear
predictive (LPC) lter coecients aj of the all-pole lter [210], which is elaborted on
below.
Explicitly, the cepstral coecients can be determined from the lter coecients
ai(i =1 :::p) by the help of a recursive relationship, derived as follows. Let us
denote the stable all-pole speech model by the polynomial A(z) of order M in terms
of z−1, assuming that all its roots are inside the unit circle. It has been shown in
Reference [475] that the following relationship holds for the Taylor series expansion
of ln[A(z)]:
ln[A(z)] = −
1 X
k=1
ck  z−k; c0 =l n ( Ep=R0); (21.7)
where the coecients ck are the cepstral coecients and c0 is the logarithmic ratio of
the prediction error and the signal energy. By substituting
A(z)=1+
1 X
k=1
ak  z−k (21.8)VOICE-BO
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or by exploiting that a0 =1 :
A(z)=1+
M X
k=0
ak  z−k: (21.9)
Upon dierentiating the left-hand side of Equation 21.7 with respect to z−1 we arrive
at:
[lnA(z)]
z−1 =
1
A(z)
A(z)
z−1 (21.10)
[lnA(z)]
z−1 =
1
PM
k=0 ak  z−k
M X
k=1
k  ak  z−(k−1) (21.11)
Dierentiating the right-hand side of Equation 21.7 as well as equating it to the
dierentiated left-hand side according to Equation 21.9 yields:
(
M X
k=0
ak  z−k)−1
M X
k=1
k  ak  z−(k−1) = −
1 X
k=1
k  ck  z−(k−1) (21.12)
Rearranging Equation 21.12 and multiplying both sides by z−1 results in Equa-
tion 21.13:
M X
k=1
k  ak  z
−k = −(
M X
k=0
ak  z
−k) 
1 X
k=1
k  ck  z
−k: (21.13)
By expanding the indicated sums and performing the necessary multiplications the
following recursive equations are resulted, which is demonstrated by an example in
the next Section, Section 21.2.5:
c1 = −a1 (21.14)
cj = −
1
j
(j  aj +
j−1 X
i=1
i  ci  aj−i); j =2:::p (21.15)
and by truncating the second sum in Equation 21.13 on the right-hand side at 2p,
since the higher order terms are of diminishing importance, we arrive at:
cj = −
1
j
p X
k=1
(j − i)  cj−i  ai; j =( p +1 ):::2p: (21.16)
Now, in possession of the lter coecients the cepstral coecients can be derived.
Having computed the cepstral coecients c0 :::c 2p we can determine the CD as
repeated below for convenience:
CD =[ ( cin
0 − cout
0 )2 +2
2p X
j=1
(cin
j − cout
j )2]
1
2 (21.17)
c1 = a1VOICE-BO
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cj = aj −
j−1 X
r=1
r
j
 cr  aj−r for j =2−− p
cj = −
p X
r=1
j − r
j
cj−r  ar for j = p +1 ;p+2 ;−3p (21.18)
where p is the order of the all-pole lter A(z). The optimum predictor coecients ar
are computed to minimise the energy of the prediction error residual:
e(u)=s(u) − ^ s(u) (21.19)
This requires the solution of the following set of p equations:
p X
E=1
ar  R(ji − rj)=R(i) for i=1:::p; (21.20)
where the autocorrelationcoecients are computed from the segmented and Hamming-
Windowed speech, as follows. First the speech s(u) is segmented into 20 ms or
N = 160 samples long sequences. Then s(u) is multiplied by the Hamming win-
dow function.
w(n) =0 :54 − 0:45cos
2u
N
(21.21)
In order to smooth the frequency domain oscillations introduced by the rectangular
windowing of s(u). Now the autocorrelation coecients R(i)i =1:::pare computed
from the windowed speech sw(n)a s
R(i)=
N−1−i X
n=0
sw(u) − sw(u + i) i =1:::p (21.22)
Finally, Equation 21.20 is solved for the predictor coecients a(i) by the Levinson-
Durbin algorithm [182]:
E(0) = R(0)
i =
2
4
i−1 X
j=1
a
i−1
j  R(i − j)
3
5=E(i−1) i =1:::p
a
(i)
(i)i = ri
aj = a
(i−1)
j − ki  a
(i−1)
i−j j =1:::(i − 1)
E(i) =( 1 − 2
i) (21.23)
where ri, i =1:::pare the reﬂection coecients. After p iterations (i =1:::p)t h e
set of LPC coecients is given by:
aj = a
(p)
j j =1:::p: (21.24)VOICE-BO
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and the prediction gain is given by G = E(i)=E10. The computation of the CD is
summarised in the ﬂow chart of Figure 21.1:
It is plausible that the CD measure is a spectral domain parameter, since it is
related to the LPC lter coecients of the speech spectral envelope. In harmony
with our expectations, it is shown in Reference [210] that the CD is identical to the
logarithmic root mean square spectral distance (LRMS-SD) between the input and
output spectral envelopes often used in speech quality evaluations:
LRMS − SD =
Z 
−
jlnjbin=Ain(f)j2 − lnjGout=Aout(f)j2df
 1
2
: (21.25)
In the next Section we will consider a simple example.
21.2.5 Example: Computation of Cepstral Coecients
Let us make the derivation of Equations 21.14-21.16 plausible by expanding the sums
in Equation 21.13 and by computing the multiplications indicated. For the sake of
this let us assume p = 4 and compute c1 :::c 2p:
a1z−1 +2 a2z−2 +3 a3z−3 +4 a4z−4 =
= −(c1z−1 +2 c2z−2 +3 c3z−3 +4 c4z−4 +5 c5z−5 +6 c6z−6
+7c7z−7 +8 c8z−8)  (1 + a1z−1 + a2z−2 + a3z−3 + a4z−4)
(21.26)
By computing the product at the right-hand side, we arrive at:
a1z−1 +2 a2z−2 +3 a3z−3 +4 a4z−4 =
= c1z−1 +2 c2z−2 +3 c3z−3 +4 c4z−4 +5 c5z−5 +6 c6z−6
+7c7z−7 +8 c8z−8 + c1a1z−2 +2 c2a1z−3 +3 c3a1z−4
+4c4a1z−5 +5 c5a1z−66c6a1z−7 +7 c7a1z−8 +8 c8a1z−9
+c1a2z−3 +2 c2a2z−4 +3 c3a2z−5 +4 c4a2z−6 +5 c5a2z−7
+6c6a2z−8 +7 c7a2z−9 +8 c8a2z−10 + c1a3z−4 +2 c2a3z−5
+3c3a3z−6 +4 c4a3z−7 +5 c5a3z−8 +6 c6a3z−9
+7c7a3z
−10 +8 c3a3z
−11 (21.27)
Now by matching the terms of equal order in z−1 on both sides:
z−1:
c1 = −a1 (21.28)
z−2:
2a2 =2 c2 + a1c1
2c2 = −a1c1 − 2a2 (21.29)VOICE-BO
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z−3:
3c3 = −3a3 − 2a1c2 − a2c1 (21.30)
z−4:
4c4 = −4a4 − 3a1c3 − 2a2c2 (21.31)
In general:
jcj = −jaj −
j−1 X
i=1
iciaj−i; j =1:::p: (21.32)
But also, there exists a number of terms with an order of higher than p that must
cancel each other on the right-hand side of 21.27: z−5:
5c5 +4 c4a1 +3 c3a2 +2 c2a3 + c1a4 = 0 (21.33)
5c5 = −4c4a1 − 3c3a2 − 2c2a3 − c1a4 (21.34)
z−6:
6c6 = −5c5a1 − 4c4a2 − 3c3a3 − 2c2a4 (21.35)
z−7:
7c7 = −6c6a1 − 5c5a2 − 4c4a3 − 3c3a4 (21.36)
z−8:
8c8 = −7c7a1 − 6c6a2 − 5c5a3 − 4c4a4 (21.37)
In general:
jcj = −
p X
i=1
(j − i)cj−iai; j = p +1::: (21.38)
Let us now continue our review of various objective speech quality measures in the
spirit of Papamichalis' discussions [18] in the next Section.
21.2.6 Logarithmic likelihood ratio
The likelihood ratio (LR) distance measure introduced by Itakura uses also the LPC
coecients of the input and output spectral envelope to quantify the spectral deviation
introduced by the speech codec. The LR is dened as the ratio of the LPC residual
energy before and after speech coding. Since the LPC coecients arin =[ a0;a 1;:::a p]
are computed by Durbin's algorithm to minimise the LPC residual's energy, replacing
arin by another LPC coecient vector ar1 out computed from the decoded speech
certainly increases the LPC residual energy, therefore LR  1.
The formal denition of the LR is given by
LR =
aT
outR
outaout
aT
inR
inain
(21.39)
where ain;R
in and aout;R
out represent the LPC lter coecient vectors and auto-
correlation matrices of the input as well as output speech, respectively. The LR
?? dened in (15) is non-symmetric, which contradicts to our initial requirements.VOICE-BO
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Fortunately, this can be rectied by the symmetric transformation:
LRS =
LR +1 =LR
2
− 1 (21.40)
Finally, the symmetric logarithmic LR (SLLR) is computed from:
SLLR =1 0l o g 10(LRS) (21.41)
The computational complexity incurred is signicantly reduced, if LR is evaluated
instead of the matrix multiplications required by (15) exploiting the following rela-
tionship:
aT  Ra = Ra(0)R(0) + 2
P X
i=1
Ra(i)  R(i); (21.42)
where R(i)a n dRa(i) represent the autocorrelation coecients of the signal and that
of the LPC lter coecients a, as computed in (4).
21.2.7 Euclidean Distance
If any comprehensive set of spectral parameters closely related to the spectral devia-
tion between input and output speech is available, the Euclidean instance between the
sets of input and output speech parameters gives useful insights into the distortions
inﬂicted. Potentially suitable sets are the LPC coecients, the reﬂection coecients
computed in (12), the autocorrelation coecients given in (11), the so called line
spectrum frequencies (LSF) most often used recently or the highly robust logarithmic
area ratios (LAR). LARs are dened as
LARi = ln
1+ri
1 − ri
i =1:::p (21.43)
are very robust against channel errors and have a fairly limited dynamic range, which
alleviate their quantisation. With this denition of LARs the Euclidean distance is
formulated as:
DLAR =
"
p X
i=1
 
LARin
i − LARout
i
2
# 1
2
(21.44)
21.3 Subjective Measures [18]
Once the development of a speech codec is nalised, objective and informal subjective
tests are followed by formal subjective tests. Depending on the type, bitrate and
quality of the specic codec dierent subjective tests are required to test quality
and intelligibility. Quality is usually tested by the so called Diagnostic Acceptability
Measure (DAM), paired preference tests or the most wide-spread Mean Opinion Score
(MOS). Intelligibility is tested by Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (CVC) logatours or
by Dynamic Rhythm Tests (DRT). Formal subjective speech assessment is generallyVOICE-BO
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Speech Impairment Typical of
Fluttering Amplitude Modulated Speech
Thin Highpass ltered Speech
Rasping Peak Clipped Speech
Mued Lowpass ltered speech
Interupted Packetised Speech
Nasal Low-bit-rate Vocoders
Table 21.1: Typical terms to characterise speech impairments in DAM tests
c Papamichalis [18], 1987
Background Typical of
Hissing Noisy speech
Buzzing Tandemed Dig Systems
Babbling Low-bit-rate codecs with bit errors
Rumbling Low-frequency-noise marked speech
Table 21.2: Typical terms for background qualities in DAM tests c Papamichalis [18], 1987
a lengthy investigation caried out by specially trained unbiassed crew using semi-
standardised test material, equipment and conditions.
21.3.1 Quality Tests
In Diagnostic Acceptability Measure tests the trained listener is asked to rate the
speech codec tested using phonetically balanced sentences fromthe so-called Harvard
list in terms of both speech quality and background quality. Some terms used at
Dynastat (USA) to describe speech imperfections are listed following Papamichalis
in Table 21.3.1 [18]. As regards to background qualities the sort of terms used at
Dynastat were summarised following Papamichalis in Table 21.3.1 [18] : The speech
and background qualities are rates in the listed categories on a 100 point scale by
each listener and then their average scores are evaluated for each category, giving
also the standard deviations and standard errors. Before averaging the results of
various categories appropriate weighting factors can be used to emphasise features
particularly important for a specic application of the codec.
In Pair-wise preference tests the listeners compare always the same sentence pro-
cessed by two dierent codecs, even if a high number of codecs has to be tested.
To ensure consistency in the preferences also unprocessed and identically processed
sentences can be included. The results are summarised inthe preference matrix. If
the comparisons show a clean preference order for dierently processed speech and
an approximately random preference (50%) for identical codecs in the preference ma-
trix's main diagonal, the results are accepted. However, if no clear preference order
is established, dierent tests have to be deployed.VOICE-BO
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In summary, speech quality evaluation is usually based on quick objective assess-
ments during codec development, followed by extensive formal subjective tests, when
the development is nalised. A range of objective and subjective measures was de-
scribed, where the most popular objective measures are the simple time-domain SEG
SNR [dB] and the somewhat more complex, frequency-domain CD [dB] measure.
The CD objective measure is deemed to have the highest correlation with the most
widely applicable subjective measure, the MOS, and their relationship is expressed in
Equation 21.45. Having reviewed a variety of objective and subjective speech quality
measures, let us now compare a range of previously considered speech codecs in the
next Section.
21.5 Subjective Speech Quality of Various Codecs
In previous Chapters we have characterised many dierent speech codecs. Here we
attempt a rudimentary comparison of some of the previously described codec schemes
in terms of their subjective and objective speech quality as well as error sensitivity. We
will conclude this Chapter by incorporating some of the codecs concerned in various
wireless transceivers and portray their SEGSNR versus channel SNR performance.
Here we refer back to Figure 5.6 and with reference to Cox's work [1,2] we populate
this Figure with actual formally evaluated Mean Opinion Score (MOS) values, which
are shown in Figure 21.4. Observe that over the years a range of speech codecs
have emerged, which attained the quality of the 64 kbps G.711 PCM speech codec,
although at the cost of signicantly increased coding delay and implementational
complexity. The 8kbps G.729 codec is the most recent addition to this range of ITU
standard schemes, which signicantly outperforms all previous standard ITU codecs
in robustness terms. The performance target of the 4kbps ITU codec (ITU4) is also
to maintain this impressive set of specications. The family of codecs, which were
designed for various mobile radio systems, such as the 13kbps RPE GSM scheme, the
7.95kbps IS-54, the IS-96, the 6.7kbps JDC and 3.45kbps half-rate JDC arrangement
(JDC/2), exhibits slightly lower MOS values than the ITU codecs. Let us now consider
the subjective quality of these schemes in a little more depth.
The subjective speech quality of a range of speech codecs is characterised in Fig-
ure 21.4. While during our introductory discussions we portrayed the waveform cod-
ing, vocoding and hybrid coding families in a similar, but more inaccurate, stylised
illustration, this Figure is based on large-scale formal comparative studies.
The 2.4 kbps Federal Standard codec FS-1015 is the only vocoder in this group and it
has a rather synthetic speech quality, associated with the lowest subjective assessment
in the Figure. The 64 kbps G.711 PCM codec and the G.726/G.727 ADPCM schemes
are waveform codecs. They exhibit a low implementational complexity associated
with a modest bitrate economy. The remaining codecs belong to the hybrid coding
family and achieve signicant bitrate economies at the cost of increased complexity
and delay.
Specically, the 16 kbps G.728 backward-adaptivescheme maintains a similar speech
quality to the 32 and 64 kbps waveform codecs, while also maintaining an impres-
sively low, 2 ms delay. This scheme was standardised during the early ninities. TheVOICE-BO
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similar-quality, but signicantly more robust 8 kbps G.729 codec was approved in
March 1996 by the ITU. This activity overlapped with the G.723.1 developments.
The 6.4 kbps mode maintains a speech quality similar to the G.711, G.726, G.727,
G.728 and G.728 codecs, while the 5.3 mode exhibits a speech quality similar to the
cellular speech codecs of the late eighties. Work is under way at the time of writing
towards the standardisation of a 4 kbps ITU scheme, which we refer to here as ITU4.
In parallel to the ITU's standardisation activities a range of speech coding standards
have been proposed for regional cellular mobile systems. The standardisation of
the 13 kbps RPE-LTP full-rate GSM (GSM-FR) codec dates back to the second
half of the eighties, representing the rst standard hybrid codec. Its complexity is
signicantly lower than that of the more recent CELP-based codecs. Observe in the
Figure that there is also an identical-rate enhanced full-rate GSM codec (GSM-EFR),
which matches the speech quality of the G.729 and G.728 schemes. The original GSM-
FR codec's development was followed a little later by the release of the 8 kbps VSELP
IS-54 American cellular standard. Due to advances in the eld the 7.95 kbps IS-54
codec achieved a similar subjective speech quality to the 13 kbps GSM-FR scheme.
The denition of the 6.7 kbps Japanese JDC VSELP codec was almost coincident with
that of the IS-54 arrangement. This codec development was also followed by a half-
rate standardisation process, leading to the 3.2 kbps Pitch-Synchroneous Innovation
CELP (PSI-CELP) scheme. The IS-96 American CDMA system also has its own
standardised CELP-based speech codec, which is a variable-rate scheme, allowing
bitrates between 1.2 and 14.4 kbps, depending on the prevalent voice activity. The
perceived speech quality of these cellular speech codecs contrived mainly during the
late eighties was found subjectively similar to eachother under the perfect channel
conditions of Figure 21.4. Lastly, the 5.6 kbps half-rate GSM codec (GSM-HR) also
met its specication in terms of achieving a similar speech quality to the 13 kbps
original GSM-FR arrangements, although at the cost of quadruple complexity and
higher latency.
Following the above elaborations as regards to the perceived speech quality of a
range of speech codecs, let us now consider their objective speech quality and robust-
ness aspects in the next Section.
21.6 Error Sensitivity Comparison of Various Codecs
As a rudimentary objective speech quality measure based bit-sensitivity comparison,
in Figure 21.5 we portrayed the SEGSNR degradations of a number of speech codecs
for a range of bit error rates (BER), when applying random errors. The SEGSNR
degradation is in general not a reliable measure of speech quality, nonetheless, it
indicates adequately, how rapidly this objective speech quality measure decays for
the various codecs, when exposed to a given xed BER. As expected, the backwards-
adaptive G.728 and the forward-adaptive G.723.1 schemes, which have been designed
mainly for benign wireline connections, have the fastest SGSNR degradation upon
increasing the BER. By far the best performance is exhibited by the G.729 scheme,
followed by the 13 kbps GSM codec. In the next Section we will highlight, how
these codecs perform over Gaussion and Rayleigh-fading channels using three dierentVOICE-BO
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Figure 21.7: SEGSNR versus channel SNR performance of various speech codecs using the
BCH(254,130,18) code and 4QAM over Gaussian channelsVOICE-BO
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Figure 21.8: SEGSNR versus channel SNR performance of various speech codecs using the
BCH(254,130,18) code and 16QAM over Gaussian channels
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Figure 21.9: SEGSNR versus channel SNR performance of various speech codecs using the
BCH(254,130,18) code and BPSK over Rayleigh channelsVOICE-BO
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Figure 21.10: SEGSNR versus channel SNR performance of various speech codecs using
the BCH(254,130,18) code and 4QAM over Rayleigh channels
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Figure 21.11: SEGSNR versus channel SNR performance of various speech codecs using
the BCH(254,130,18) code and 16QAM over Rayleigh channelsVOICE-BO
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Figure 21.12: SEGSNR degradation versus channel SNR performance of the 13 kbps RPE-
LTP GSM speech codec using the BCH(254,130,18) code and BPSK, 4QAM
as well as 16QAM over both Gaussian and Rayleigh channels
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Figure 21.13: SEGSNR degradation versus channel SNR performance of the 16 kbps
backward-adaptive G.728 speech codec using the BCH(254,130,18) code and
BPSK, 4QAM as well as 16QAM over both Gaussian and Rayleigh channelsVOICE-BO
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Figure 21.14: SEGSNR degradation versus channel SNR performance of the 8 kbps
forward-adaptive G.729 speech codec using the BCH(254,130,18) code and
BPSK, 4QAM as well as 16QAM over both Gaussian and Rayleigh channels
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Figure 21.15: SEGSNR degradation versus channel SNR performance of the 5.3 kbps
G.723.1 speech codec using the BCH(254,130,18) code and BPSK, 4QAM
as well as 16QAM over both Gaussian and Rayleigh channelsVOICE-BO
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Codec Rate BPSK 4-QAM 16-QAM
(kbps) AWGN Ray. AWGN Ray. AWGN Ray.
GSM 13 4 20 7 27 13 34
G.728 16 5 26 8 30 15 40
'G.728' 8 5 25 7 31 15 35
G.729 8 4 19 7 20 14 28
G.723.1 6.4 4 18 8 31 15 35
G.723.1 5.3 4 19 7 29 15 35
Table 21.3: Minimun required channel SNR for maintaining less than 1 dB SEGSNR degra-
dation for the investigated speech transceivers using the BCH(254,130,18) code
and BPSK, 4QAM as well as 16QAM over both Gaussian and Rayleigh chan-
nels
transceivers.
21.7 Objective Speech-performance of Various Transceivers
In this Section we embarked on the comparison of the previously analysed speech
codecs under identical experimental circumstances, when used in identical transceivers
over both Gaussian and Rayleigh channels. These results are portrayed in Fig-
ures 21.6-21.11, which will be detailed during our further discourse. Three dier-
ent modems, namely 1, 2 and 4 bits/symbol Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK),
4-level Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (4QAM) and 16-QAM were employed in
conjunction with the six dierent modes of operations of the four speech codecs that
were protected by the BCH(254,130,18) channel codec. Note that here no specic
source-sensitivity matched multi-class channel coding was invoked, in order to en-
sure identical experimental conditions for all speech codecs. Although in general the
SEGSNR is not a good absolut measure, when comparing speech codecs operating on
the basis of dierent coding algorithms, it can be used as a robustness-indicator, ex-
hibiting a decaying characteristic for degrading channel conditions and hence allowing
us to identify the minimum required channel SNRs for the various speech codecs and
transceiver modes. Hence here we opted for using the SEGSNR in these comparisons,
providing us with an opportunity to point out its weaknesses on the basis of our
apriori knowledge as regards to the codecs' formally established subjective quality.
Under error-free transmission and no background-noise conditions the subjective
speech quality of the 16 kbps G.728 scheme, the 8 kbps G.729 codec and the 6.4 kbps
G.723.1 arrangement is characterised by a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) of approxi-
mately four. In other words, their perceived speech quality is quite similar, despite
their dierent bitrates. Their similar speech quality at such dierent bitrates is a
ramication of the fact that they represent dierent miles-stones during the evolution
of speech codecs, since they were contrived in the above chronological order. They
also exhibit dierent implementational complexities. The 13 kbps GSM codec and the
5.3 kbps G.723 arrangements are slightly inferior in terms of their subjective quality,
both of which are characterised by an MOS of about 3.5. We note here, however thatVOICE-BO
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there exists a recently standardised so-called enhanced full-rate, 13 kbps GSM speech
codec, which also has an MOS of about four under perfect channel conditions.
The above subjective speech qualities are not reﬂected by the correspondingSEGSNR
curves portrayed in Figures 21.6-21.11. For example, the 8 kbps G.729 codec has the
lowest SEGSNR, although it has an MOS similar to G.728 and the 6.4 kbps G.723.1
schemes in terms of subjective speech quality. As expected, this is due to the high-
pass ltering operation at its input, as well as a ramication of the more pronounced
perceptually motivated speech quality optimisation, as opposed to advocating high-
quality wave-form reproduction. A further interesting comparison is oered by the 8
kbps 'G.728-like' non-standard codec, which exhibits a higher SEGSNR than the iden-
tical bitrate G.729 scheme, but sounds signicantly inferior to the G.729 arrangement.
These dierences become even more conspicuous, when they are exposed to channel
errors in the low-SNR region of the curves. In terms of error resilience the G.729
scheme is far the best in the group of codecs tested. The minimum required channel
SNR values for the various transceivers over the Gaussian and Rayleigh channels are
summarised in Table 21.3. Observe in the Rayleigh-channel curves of Figures 21.9-
21.11 that the backwards-adaptive codecs have a rapidly decaying performance curve,
whereas for example the G.729 forward-adaptive ACELP scheme exhibits a more ro-
bust behaviour. Lastly, in Figures 21.12-21.15 we organised our previous results in
a dierent way, plotting all the dierent SEGSNR versus channel SNR curves re-
lated to a specic speech codec in the same Figure, allowing a direct comparison
of the expected speech performance of the various transceivers over various channel
conditions.VOICE-BO
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